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WATER WORKS
In May, chemistry professor Pedro Bernal led Rollins 
students on a field study to the Dominican Republic for the 
21st time. During their two weeks on island, Bernal and his 
students worked to reduce the incidence of water-related 
illness by installing household water filtration systems, 
testing water quality, and administering health surveys. 
Over the past two decades, Bernal and his students have 
built and installed more than 20,000 water filters in rural 
communities throughout the Caribbean nation. See more 
of the field study at rollins.edu/wash. 
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and I am breaking the cycle of poverty. 
You’ve given me access to experiences 
at Rollins that will forever impact and 
benefit me. Thank you for supporting 
The Rollins Annual Fund.”  
— Grace Soto ’17
As a Rollins student, Grace Soto ’17 
logged more than 1,000 hours of  
community service and worked as  
a full-time member of the College’s 
IT department. As a Rollins graduate, 
Soto parlayed her double major in 
math and computer science into  
a dream job at Lockheed Martin  
as a software engineer. 
See how your gifts are making  
a difference at Rollins and in  
the lives of our students at  
rollins.edu/giftsinaction.
“Thanks to you, 
I am the first 
college graduate 
in my family,
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Q: Why are you such a proponent of 
the strategic planning process?
A. Strategic planning boils down to one 
thing and that’s getting better. First, we 
want to get better at delivering on the 
promises of our mission. In our mission 
statement, we promise to provide 
students with a liberal arts education 
that equips them to become global 
citizens and responsible leaders who 
are empowered to have meaningful 
lives and productive careers. That’s a 
very robust set of promises. We do very 
well at delivering on those promises, 
but we can always do better. In very 
specific ways, what should we be doing 
differently to better equip our students 
to be global citizens? What should 
we be doing differently to help them 
have productive careers? The plan 
includes a number of initiatives that 
are designed to yield better outcomes 
for our students. The second meaning 
of “getting better” is becoming more 
competitive in a fiercely competitive 
market. We want to have, and be 
seen as having, an even higher value 
proposition than we already do. Any 
strategic initiative should achieve both 
those things. It should make us better 
at delivering on our promises, and it 
should make us more competitive for 
the best students.
Q: You were very intentional about 
including the entire college community 
in this effort. Why was that important? 
A: I don’t believe a college can retain a 
confidence and an enthusiasm about 
its future from top-down leadership. My 
job is to harness the ideas and energy 
of the faculty, staff, alumni, trustees, 
and students to craft a common vision 
for our future. The reason the process 
was so inclusive, so complex, and 
so transparent is because I really do 
believe in the power of crowdsourcing. 
Our community came up with better 
ideas than I ever could have sitting 
in my office. It is also critical that our 
entire community shares a common 
vision. We can’t make real progress 
if there are competing visions, if we 
haven’t worked out an understanding of 
the values, mission, and aspirations for 
the College, because then we’re working 
in different directions and people don’t 
feel like they’re part of a common 
enterprise. Actually, the most powerful 
thing about having a shared direction 
is everyone feels like they’re part of a 
common project—that’s more powerful 
than the actual things that you do.
Q: In June, we saw the first wave of 
the strategic framework go into effect 
with a large-scale reorganization of 
campus. What were the proceeds of 
that endeavor? 
A: This gives me a lot of hope for 
Rollins, because there is not a resistance 
to change here. Instead, there is an 
eagerness to build momentum and 
forward progress. Over a long weekend, 
67 people moved their offices. That 
sounds a little crazy. Why did we do 
that? Because in the process of our 
research and listening, we realized that 
we had several work units operating 
in silos. It was simply inefficient, and it 
was frustrating to students, staff, and 
faculty. This mass migration enabled 
us to create interdisciplinary work 
units where people working toward a 
common goal could bring together their 
different expertise through co-location. 
So, for example, all of our co-curricular 
programs in community engagement, 
civic engagement, and service learning 
were housed in the Mills building. 
Meanwhile, the Social Innovation & 
Entrepreneurship Hub was located 
across campus, and in another space 
all together, we had this really dynamic 
major, social entrepreneurship and 
business. By co-locating this academic 
program with these co-curricular 
programs in Mills, we’ve created this 
hive of activity and innovation. Now, 
all of these people who are working 
toward similar goals and want to 
engage students in the same kind of 
learning are working side by side. It’s 
very interesting because all of those 
programs are focused on creating the 
conditions for social innovation and 
by bringing them together we have 
created the conditions for innovation 
within the programs themselves. It’s 
very cool, actually.
Q: What’s next?
A: The strategic framework outlines 
nearly 50 initiatives, and many of 
those are already under way. But I 
don’t see strategic planning as an 
episodic process. I see it as a continual 
process. We’ve started something 
that isn’t going to stop. As soon as 
we implement initiatives, we will be 
testing their effectiveness, measuring 
their impact, and changing direction if 
necessary. Before too long, I’ll be asking 
the community again, ‘What didn’t we 
do? What else is out there that we need 
to pay attention to?’
A Shared Vision 
for Our Future
A Conversation with THE PRESIDENT
President Cornwell reflects on the College’s new strategic framework, the initial instances of its 
implementation, and the power of a shared direction.
Making Tomorrow Happen 
“I think it is important to remain mindful that our work here 
together is a social investment in the future, not just of our 
students, but of global civil society. This is why we are gathered 
here. It is why Rollins College was founded in 1885 and why 
it exists today. Though we have a variety of roles in this 
undertaking, we are each here to engage in this noble work.” — 
President Cornwell, addressing first-year students and the larger 
Rollins community at Convocation. Read the full address at 
rollins.edu/2017convocation. 
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Fashioning His Future 
Find out how Phillip Denizard 
’16 turned a simple class pro- 
ject into a career at one of the 
world’s top fashion brands. 
rollins.edu/fashioningfuture
Igniting Kids’ Imagination Through Coding 
Sam Sadeh ’18 and computer science professor Dan Myers teamed 
up with Google to introduce coding to fourth-graders at a local Title 1 
school. rollins.edu/ignitecs
A Lab of Their Own 
Sisters Sehar ’16 and Shaffaq ’18 Noor founded a 
computer lab that is helping bring the Internet to 
women in rural Pakistan. rollins.edu/noorsisters
Course Spotlight:  
The Global Economy 
Students in economics professor 
Zhaochang Peng’s course 
developed strategies to promote 
Downtown Credo, an Orlando-
based social enterprise that 
operates direct-trade coffee 
shops and co-working spaces.
rollins.edu/globaleconomy
360.ROLLINS.EDU
Richard V. Spencer ’76 was sworn in as the 
76th secretary of the Navy in August. 
Rollins was one of the leading producers 
of U.S. Fulbright students among master’s 
institutions for the sixth time. Rollins has 
produced 41 Fulbright students since 2006.
Rollins’ Crummer Graduate School of 
Business was named the No. 1 master’s 
program in the country for leadership and 
organizational development in HR.com’s 
Leadership Excellence Awards.
For the fifth year in a row, Rollins was 
ranked in the top five nationally for highest 
percentage of students who participate in 
alternative breaks.
Travel & Leisure named The Alfond Inn 
at Rollins College the No. 2 city hotel in 
the continental U.S. as part of its annual 
World’s Best Awards.  
Noted
Computer science major Michael 
Gutensohn ’18 created a simulated version 
of the Deep Space Network’s operations 
software at NASA’s Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory in Pasadena, California.
Krescent Williams ’18, a chemistry and 
music major, performed geochemical 
monitoring on Teide, an active volcano in 
the Canary Islands. 
Alexandria DeLucia ’18, a computer 
science and math major, researched 
machine learning and anomaly detection 
in supercomputers at Los Alamos 
National Laboratory in New Mexico. 
Isabella Braga ’20, a philosophy and 
biology major, interned with U.S. 
Congresswoman and former Rollins 
professor Stephanie Murphy on Capitol Hill.
Parker Magness ’18 wrapped up a six-
month internship at GE Healthcare in 
Munich while studying at Reutlingen 
University for Rollins’ international 
business dual-degree program. 
Ellie Rushing ’19, an environmental 
studies and communication studies 
major, reshaped the community garden 
she founded at a Rwandan school last 
summer so that it will now feed 20 of 
the school’s most vulnerable students.
Mark Gagnon ’19, an economics and 
philosophy major, was social media and 
production intern at iconic Hollywood 
comedy club, The Laugh Factory. 
Business major Catherine Linder ’20 
picked up some new strategies for her 
nonprofit after-school arts program 
during Artists Striving to End Poverty’s 
Artist as Citizen Conference at Juilliard 
in New York City. 
Kate Knight ’19 was one of 13 students 
who partnered with political science 
professor Dan Chong to help build a 
kitchen and bathroom for Better Lives 
development coordinator Sam Barns ’11 
’12MBA’s eco-lodge project in Tanzania. 
During their downtime, several of the 
students climbed Mount Kilimanjaro.
Social entrepreneurship and business 
major Carlye Goldman ’19 studied 
public health in Johannesburg, South 
Africa. The global health minor’s studies 
centered on South Africa’s health-care 
system, community development, and 
malnutrition in rural areas of the country.
Summer, Shared
As students departed campus this spring, we asked them to keep us in the loop on all their summer 
adventures via social media. Dozens obliged our request, and we were consistently amazed by the 
stories shared through our Snapchat, Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter accounts. Explore a few of our 
favorites here, then check out an entire summer’s worth of awesome at rollins.edu/summer-stories. 
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ON CAMPUS
JANUARY 25
Jessica Vosk, who plays Elphaba in the touring 
production of the Broadway hit Wicked, worked  
with Rollins theater students during a musical  
theater master class at the Fred Stone Theatre.
MAY 13
At 76 years old, Vivian Carrington ’17 became one  
of the oldest Rollins graduates ever. 
FEBRUARY 24
Hume House, the new state-of-the-art home of 
Rollins’ Child Development & Student Research 
Center, welcomed its first students. 
JANUARY 19
Sci-fi icon George Takei shared the story of his family’s 
forced internment as Japanese Americans during World War II 
and his ardent fight for LGBTQ rights and equality in America.
JULY 7
Damian Clarke ’19 and biology professor 
Fiona Harper performed phylogeographic 
analysis of Asterias forbesi, a species of 
starfish found in shallow waters in the 
northwest Atlantic and Caribbean Sea, 
as part of the College’s Student-Faculty 
Collaborative Scholarship Program. 
APRIL 18
Students in environmental studies professor Emily Nodine’s  
Biosphere course partnered with Marissa Williams ’07 on a wetland  
restoration project near campus.
APRIL 20
Students flipped for 
the 61st anniversary 
of Fox Day.
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Preschool and 
undergraduate 
studies converge 
at the all-new 
Hume House. 
The deepest reservoir of energy on 
the Rollins campus isn’t found in a 
molecular experiment or in a dorm 
room stash of Red Bulls. It’s here at 
Hume House, the new home of the 
Department of Psychology’s Child 
Development & Student Research 
Center (CDC). For proof, simply step 
outside to the playground, where 
undergraduates look on as preschoolers 
whiz around a butterfly garden and 
scurry inside a wizard house. This 
frenetic game of chase is just one 
example of the real-world education 
taking place at the only laboratory 
preschool at a private liberal arts college 
in Florida. “What our undergraduates 
observe here can be a fulcrum into 
transforming early education in 
communities, locally and globally,” says 
Sharon Carnahan, psychology professor 
and CDC executive director. Carnahan 
first proposed her dream for the ideal 
CDC 20 years ago. The center, which 
opened in February 2017, is a living, 
breathing realization of a shared vision: 
a space where preschool and college 
studies intersect, where 5,050 square 
feet triple the maximum capacity for 
teachers, undergrads, and the children 
from 2 to 5 years of age who represent 
a full range of abilities. Accelerated 
learners. Children with Down syndrome. 
Students on the autism spectrum. 
All learning and socializing together. 
“We like to think we’re changing lives 
with psychology,” Carnahan says. 
“But here we see it working across 
campus. Undergrads from physics, art, 
and English are asking to come and 
contribute. Because no matter what 
field of study you’re in, when a 3-year-
old sits on your lap, it changes the way 
you look at the world.” 
By Robert Stephens | Photo by Scott Cook
An All-Ages 
Education
Undergrad classroom
The Nordegren Classroom looks like a typical college learning space, 
with 24 orderly desks. Look closer. Led by psychology professor Alice 
Davidson, students delve into topics like the roots of empathy and 
then step over to a two-way mirror to watch how Billy and Isabella 
get along during play time. Or they can stroll around the corner to 
participate on the floor, applying what they’re learning in real time. 
“There’s no classroom like this in Florida,” says psychology professor 
and CDC director Sharon Carnahan.
Observation rooms 
Look straight up in a CDC preschool 
classroom and you’ll see modest nods 
to technology—microphones mounted 
on “clouds.” Undergrads from any 
Rollins curriculum have the freedom 
to observe interactions visually and 
audibly, without being obvious. It’s a 
valuable tool for field research, even in 
subjects like math and physics. 
Art studio
The old CDC’s art studio was no 
studio at all. It was a front porch. 
At Hume House, art is given its 
proper place, with a light table for 
drawing and a woodworking bench 
for crafts. Preschoolers not only 
learn subjects like architecture, 
they learn vocabulary too. The 
words “my structure needs more 
stability” have actually come from 
the mouth of a 4-year-old.
Preschool classrooms
The Hume House has three preschool classrooms, each 
of them larger than the old CDC’s lone classroom. They’re 
all authentic, with no high-tech, high-cost equipment that 
would be impossible to replicate in financially challenged 
communities. For parents (mostly faculty and Rollins staff 
and students), the extra space means there’s no longer a 
three-year waiting period to get into the preschool. For 
undergrads, it’s an opportunity to learn from the teachers 
and children up close.
rollins.edu  |  13
Mayor of  
Space Town
How Rollins’ first computer helped launch David Schechter ’65’s  
more than 30-year career at NASA.
the excitement. Whether you were working on that mission or 
something else, everyone was considered part of the team.”
A resident of Satellite Beach since 1978—where he has 
served as mayor and has a community center named in his 
honor—Schechter almost embarked on a different path in 
life. Growing up in Detroit, he had planned to attend a small 
college in Michigan. Then fate intervened.
“My senior counselor said there’s a good school down in 
Florida that’s interested in scientists, and I only recommend 
one person a year to go there,” Schechter recalls. “I’d never 
been south of the Mason-Dixon Line, so it was quite an 
adventure. They put me on a bus in Detroit, and 36 hours later 
they dumped me off in Winter Park.
“There was a guy we picked up in Jacksonville, and he was 
going to Rollins, too. When we got here at 2 in the morning, 
they wouldn’t give us our luggage because the bus depot was 
closed. Finally a cop saw us and said, ‘Just go onto campus, 
lay down in one of the buildings, and someone will take you 
in.’ That’s just what we did, and a house mother came out the 
next morning and said, ‘Are you boys the freshmen? Let’s go 
to the beanery for breakfast.’”
It didn’t take long for Schechter to immerse himself in the 
Rollins culture. He rushed Tau Kappa Epsilon, wrote for The 
Sandspur, served in the Student Government Association, 
sang in the choir, and joined Omicron Delta Kappa, the 
national leadership honor society.
For spending money, he worked the U-shaped docks on 
Lake Virginia, near where the swimming pool is now located. 
On Fridays, he and the SGA would lunch with President 
Hugh McKean.
“With the small class sizes and tight-knit campus, I had 
the opportunity to take part in a lot of things I couldn’t 
have done if I went to a large school,” says Schechter, who 
celebrated his 50th wedding anniversary this summer. “Next 
to my marriage and family, Rollins stands out as the best 
time of my life.” 
B y the time David Schechter ’65 retired from Kennedy Space Center in January 2003, he had risen through the ranks to oversee some 400 full-time and contract 
employees as chief of the ground systems division. 
Thirty-six years earlier, as a high school math teacher 
applying for his first job at NASA, something we take for 
granted today set him apart: Schechter knew how to use  
a computer. 
Those skills were honed, oddly enough, during late-
night homework sessions in the basement of the Warren 
administrative building.
“The registrar had an IBM 1620 down there, and it was the 
only computer on campus,” says Schechter, a recipient of 
Rollins’ 2017 Alumni Achievement Award. “Dr. John Bowers 
was my math professor, and he taught a group of us how to 
use Fortran. The neat thing was, the administration would let 
us go in and work on the thing even when they weren’t there. 
We’d load up a deck of punch cards and boot it up ourselves.”
After graduation, Schechter took a job at Melbourne High 
School, where he met the love of his life, French teacher Ruth 
Clay. School rules prohibited married couples from working 
together, so when they wed in August 1967, Schechter put his 
name in the hat at NASA.
A double major in math and physics, he quickly landed 
a job as a computer analyst with the Atlas Centaur rocket 
program. His division, which also supported the Apollo moon-
landing program, handled guidance systems, telemetry data, 
and flight trajectory, among other responsibilities.
Later in his career, after getting his master’s in computer 
science at Florida Institute of Technology, Schechter was in 
charge of “all the equipment that didn’t fly”—things like cranes, 
elevators, and the massive crawler-transporters that carried 
space shuttles to the launch pad.
“It was fabulous because there was so much variety,” 
Schechter says of his time at NASA. “It was also amazing to 
be there during the Apollo time frame because everyone felt 
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Alumni PROFILEBy Rob Humphreys '16MBA |  Photos by Scott Cook
Jacob Riegler ’18
Major: Chemistry
Placement: Emergency medicine, 
Florida Hospital Altamonte
For a decad
e, an intens
ive shadow
ing program
 
at Florida H
ospital has 
helped prep
are Rollins 
undergrads
 for careers
 in medicine
.
By Rob Hum
phreys ’16M
BA | Photos
 by Scott Co
ok
Clinical  
Trials
Lauryn Falc
one ’13 will 
never forge
t the 
pregnant w
oman who 
showed up 
at 
the emerge
ncy room w
ith a myster
ious 
purple rash
 on her extr
emities. 
What cause
d it? Could 
her baby be
 in 
danger? Ho
w about the
 health of ot
hers? 
Doctors too
k every prec
aution and 
scrambled t
o find answ
ers, eventua
lly 
settling on 
a diagnosis
 of Neisseria
 
meningitidi
s. Fortunate
ly, this high
ly 
contagious 
bacterial inf
ection was 
also 
highly treat
able. After s
ome antibio
tics 
and a stint i
n the airbor
ne isolation
 unit, 
mother and
 child would
 be OK. 
Falcone car
efully watch
ed events 
unfold that 
tense Janua
ry day as a 
senior parti
cipating in R
ollins’ Pre-
Med Observ
ership Prog
ram. Standi
ng 
alongside F
lorida Hosp
ital doctors
 and 
University o
f Central Flo
rida medica
l 
students, sh
e gained va
luable firsth
and 
experience 
in a profess
ion that soo
n 
became her
 calling.  
“That was a
 real eye-op
ener for me
, and 
it planted a
 seed,” Falc
one says. “I
t was 
the first tim
e I thought 
seriously ab
out 
how the ski
n can tell us
 so much ab
out 
the body. It
 was a ‘wow
’ moment th
at 
made me co
nsider this f
or a career.”
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Falcone will start her residency in 
dermatology next year at West Virginia 
University, where she has attended  
the School of Medicine since summer 
2013.
As a candidate in the dual-degree 
MD/PhD program, Falcone splits time 
between labs, research, and working 
at a branch of the National Institute 
of Occupational Safety and Health, 
studying the toxicity of welding 
fumes. On track to graduate in 2020, 
she plans to conduct clinical and 
translational research, with the ultimate 
goal of teaching in a large academic 
environment.
For Falcone and many students like her, 
the medical journey might culminate 
at a big hospital or university—but it all 
began at a small liberal arts school in 
Winter Park.  
The First Step
The Pre-Med Observership Program is  
the brainchild of Joseph Portoghese 
’79. The son of an electronic technician 
at Lake Baldwin’s former Navy base, 
Portoghese was the first in his family to 
attend college. At Rollins, he majored 
in chemistry and pre-med before 
graduating from the University of South 
Florida College of Medicine, where 
he also completed his residency and 
surgical oncology research.
After moving back to the Orlando 
area in 1989, Portoghese spent 17 
years in private practice and assumed 
various leadership positions with 
Florida Hospital. Today, in addition to 
remaining a practicing surgeon, he’s the 
hospital group’s chief academic officer, 
overseeing all residency programs.   
In the mid-2000s, Portoghese began 
exploring ways his employer could 
provide opportunities for Rollins 
pre-med students. The result was the 
Pre-Med Observership Program, a 
partnership that allows participants to 
shadow doctors in a variety of specialty 
areas during winter intersession and 
spring break.
“When we started working on creating 
the program, I was thinking it could be 
year-round,” Portoghese says. “But it 
turned out that something shorter and 
more intense worked better for the 
students, so we just tried to adapt to 
what they needed. The goal is to give 
students a realistic idea of what med 
school will be like … a little more in-
depth knowledge about what  
they might be getting into with a 
medical career.”
This spring, coinciding with the 10th 
anniversary of the program he founded, 
Portoghese was recognized with a 
Rollins Alumni Achievement Award 
for his professional achievements and 
contributions to society. 
“I live in Winter Park, and my family has 
deep ties to Rollins, so it was easy for 
me to want to give back,” he says. “Plus, 
at Florida Hospital, we regard helping 
to create motivated, altruistic health-
care professionals of the highest caliber 
as central to our mission. So being able 
to give Rollins students an experience 
that communicates those values is 
really what we’re trying to do.”
The Smells, the Sensations
Brandon McNichol ’18 is a biochemistry 
and music performance major planning 
to enroll in med school, with an eye  
on becoming a hand surgeon. 
For a week in January, he and 11 other 
Rollins students clocked in at Florida 
Hospital at 5:40 a.m., then spent up 
to 12-hour days making rounds with 
doctors and nurses in fields that 
included general surgery, internal 
medicine, emergency medicine, 
radiology, pediatric medicine, and 
osteopathic family medicine. 
In McNichol’s case, a day on the job 
usually meant observing a gallbladder 
removal or hernia repair. One time, an 
addict using dirty needles required 
surgery to reduce swelling in his arm.
“Just reading a book doesn’t compare 
to when you’re there with a person and 
all the smells and sensations,” McNichol 
says. “It makes you think, ‘do I really 
want to do this?’ It helps you have 
a clear focus of why you’re doing it 
and what you’re working toward. The 
program really made me feel confident 
about going into medicine in general, 
about becoming a doctor.”
With experience under his belt, 
McNichol began volunteering once 
a week in the surgical department 
at Florida Hospital Altamonte. Every 
Friday, he assists with cleaning rooms, 
prepping patients, and performing 
other routine tasks, all while continuing 
“A 2-year-old drowning victim came into 
pediatrics, and they were able to save the 
patient. In the process, I got to see everything 
that goes into medicine—the teamwork, the 
leadership from physicians, the problem solving. 
It’s this huge, diverse group coming together to 
help people.”
Christina Fuleihan ’18
Majors: Biochemistry and philosophy
Placement: Emergency medicine, 
Florida Hospital East
— Jacob Riegler ’18
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to learn the intricacies of operating-
room procedures. 
“It’s hard to volunteer without prior 
experience,” he says, “but this is a good 
way to get your foot in the door. It’s 
really a big privilege for undergrads 
that Rollins offers this opportunity.”
Growing in Popularity
As director of experiential learning, 
Norah Perez ’10 ’12MHR plays an 
important role in Rollins’ Center 
for Career & Life Planning. Part 
of administering the Pre-Med 
Observership Program means 
overseeing a rigorous selection process, 
co-leading orientation with the pre-
med adviser, holding a group debrief 
session, and helping students maximize 
their résumés.  
Since the program’s inception, 74 
students have participated—about  
six a year through 2015. Since then, 
however, the annual average has  
more than doubled.
“Students applying for graduate 
school need to amass a good level 
of shadowing and observership 
experiences in the medical field,” Perez 
says. “We encourage them to have 
already done some of this in high 
school, so that when they get to Rollins 
they are building upon that experience, 
along with their biology courses and 
pre-health curriculum.”
Perez adds that she and her colleagues 
have attended pre-med conferences 
across Florida, and when people hear 
about the program, “they’re pretty 
much in awe. They tell us it’s incredibly 
unique for undergrads to have this kind 
of hands-on opportunity in a hospital 
like this. Those experiences are typically 
reserved for grad students.”
In their daily journals and final 
reflection papers, students talk about 
what they’ve seen and learned—the 
conversations with patients, med 
students, and staff; any myths 
they’ve dispelled—and, perhaps most 
important—whether they still want to 
continue studying medicine.
“During orientation, we have to get 
students ready for what they’re going 
to encounter,” Perez says. “When 
they’re shadowing in the ER, for 
instance, they’re actually going to 
be seeing things they really have to 
prepare themselves for ahead of time. 
We tell them, every day when you 
go home, think about what you saw 
today, research it, and have questions 
prepared for tomorrow.”
On the Front Lines
Taking time for a quick chat between 
two surgeries and a patient consult in 
the ER, Riley Austin Schlub ’11 calls his 
time in the observership program a 
“reality check.”
“I almost feel like it should be mandatory 
for anyone who wants to pursue a 
career in the health sciences,” he says. 
“That was my first taste of what being 
an actual surgeon was going to be like.”
A third-year surgical resident at the 
University of South Carolina, Schlub  
is an aspiring plastic surgeon. For now, 
though, he’s taking the lead on  
hernia repairs and gallbladder  
surgeries under the watchful eye  
of a seasoned instructor.
Looking back, one of the most 
memorable aspects of the program 
at Florida Hospital was observing 
pancreatic cancer patients undergoing 
the Whipple procedure, a major 
operation in which parts of multiple 
organs are removed. 
“These are patients with a very 
— Christina Fuleihan ’18
— Brandon McNichol ’18
“We were in the corner of the room while 
a woman was having a heart attack. To see 
everybody come together in the middle of 
this chaos and see how it all works together 
was amazing. They cared enough about our 
learning experience to want us to see all 
aspects of the job.”
“It made my aspirations more concrete. It can 
get kind of rough when you’re stuck in organic 
chemistry. When you’re in the hospital and you 
see what you’re working toward and see that 
‘wow, this is really amazing,’ it gives you the 
motivation to keep going.”
Brandon McNichol ’18
Majors: Biochemistry and music
Placement: General surgery, 
Florida Hospital Orlando
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aggressive disease who have a very 
narrow window for cure,” Schlub 
says. “Seeing them not only in the OR 
but in the clinic was a very moving 
experience.”
An added benefit was that most of 
Schlub’s letters of recommendation 
for his general surgery residency came 
from Portoghese and others at the 
hospital with whom he had developed 
strong relationships.
“This program was all about putting you 
on the front lines,” he says. “For me, I 
looked at it and said, ‘Yeah, this is still 
what I want to do.’”
A Personal Touch
When Justine Falcone ’13 and her twin 
sister, the aforementioned Lauryn, 
arrived on campus for an impromptu 
visit as seniors in high school, the first 
thing on their minds was cross country. 
Both were star runners who went on to 
lead the Tars in many a race.
The second topic of concern 
surrounded academics—specifically, 
what opportunities existed in the way 
of medical studies. Within minutes, they 
were sitting in the office of a professor 
and adviser who helped seal their 
decision to enroll. 
“I thought it was really impressive 
that when we showed up without an 
appointment, someone was available to 
meet with us,” says Justine, a biology 
major at Rollins who recently earned 
her PhD from the University of Florida. 
“Rollins was an incredible preparation 
for med school. With the small class 
sizes, I received a lot more individual 
attention than I would have at a bigger 
school, and every professor could meet 
with me at any time.”
During their undergrad years, the 
Falcone sisters did just about 
everything together, even splitting the 
title of valedictorian. So, this summer, 
it was a fitting reunion when Justine 
relocated to Morgantown to enroll in 
West Virginia University’s emergency 
medicine residency program. 
“Everyone in our class is in med school 
or has already graduated,” Justine says. 
“For a really small pre-med program, I 
think Rollins definitely produces alumni 
who can compete at the highest levels. 
A liberal arts education, combined with 
a rigorous science background and 
practical career experiences, helped me 
develop a very good foundation.” 
Participants in the observership 
program, Perez adds, are the stewards 
of Rollins’ reputation and legacy.
“Every year, we have an opportunity to 
show the physicians at Florida Hospital 
the quality of our education and 
excellence of our students,” she says. 
“And every year, we deliver.”
— Catherine Deuchler ’18
“Everybody was asking us what year we were in 
med school because typically only med students 
are allowed to have that kind of access. There’s 
just no other opportunity to do something like 
this and follow physicians this closely. We had 
access to everything, and anything we asked to 
see they said, ‘Sure, why not?’”
Catherine Deuchler ’18
Major: Biochemistry and 
molecular biology
Placement: General surgery, 
Florida Hospital Orlando
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The Accidental Advocate
Renee Stone ’85 has achieved a remarkable career in environmentalism and 
public service by following her passion from one interesting thing to another.
I t’s a charming fact about Renee Stone ’85 that she has never had a good answer to the question, “What’s your five-year plan?” Because when you read even a partial 
list of her accomplishments—Rhodes Scholar, juris doctorate 
from Stanford Law School, multiple high-profile appointments 
under two presidential administrations—it’s easy to assume 
there’s a laser-focused strategy behind them. But Stone, 
whose current position as chief of staff for the Natural 
Resources Defense Council (NRDC) finds her at the helm of 
one of the country’s most prolific environmental organizations, 
insists she has simply followed her passion for public service 
and environmentalism wherever it led. 
“Literally my whole career,” she says, “has been wandering 
aimlessly from one interesting thing to another.” 
Take her undergraduate internship, for example. Knowing 
Stone’s interest in birds and the environment (which she 
explains comes naturally to her as a South Florida native), 
a career services counselor helped facilitate an internship 
at the Florida Audubon Society’s Center for Birds of Prey 
in Maitland. She worked there three years, earning credit 
toward her English major and developing a deeper passion for 
environmental issues. 
“It was a real life-changing experience,” she says. 
“Somebody really sat down with me and understood me and 
knew me and figured out this [internship] would be a good 
thing for me to do. It was really a remarkable thing. That 
doesn’t happen everywhere.”
When Stone needed additional financial aid and was 
looking for scholarships, that internship yielded another 
opportunity. An adviser noticed her deepening commitment to 
environmental activism and suggested she apply for a Truman 
Scholarship, which supports the graduate education and 
professional development of students committed to public 
service leadership. Despite her reservations about applying, 
Stone won. Later, her advisers encouraged her to apply for a 
Rhodes Scholarship. She won that too. 
The Truman Scholarship allowed Stone to stay at Rollins 
and finish her undergraduate degree in English. The Rhodes 
Scholarship propelled her to the University of Oxford in 
England where she studied history. That opened the door 
to Stanford Law School and her first job at a Washington, 
D.C., law firm. The connections she made there earned her 
a political appointment under Bill Clinton, and so on and so 
on. In all, Stone says she’s had 13 jobs since she finished law 
school—each one as noteworthy as the one before. 
“I took opportunities when they happened, not confident 
that they would play out,” she says. “Sometimes they did.” 
These days, Stone works as the NRDC’s chief of staff. 
She’s held the title before, more than once, but Stone says 
the position tends to differ from organization to organization. 
A typical day at the NRDC can include any number of minor 
crises that need managing or internal communications puzzles 
that need solving. It’s a job that requires not only deep 
subject-matter expertise (Stone’s specialty is environmental 
law), but also the ability to think nimbly and navigate a range 
of personalities. Stone credits her liberal arts education at 
Rollins for laying the foundation she has needed in these 
complex roles. 
“I learned how to read people well, which is something I 
think comes directly out of having been an English major,” 
she says. “You learn how other people think; you learn how 
other people communicate. I think I’m insightful because I 
was an English major. I think I communicate well because I 
was an English major. I think all of that leads to the ability to 
participate in a practical way.”
For Stone, that means working to solve some of the world’s 
most pressing challenges: things like drinking water and air 
quality—issues she says impact the breadth of humanity. 
“There’s an enormous dedication [at the NRDC] to serving 
low-income communities,” she says. “It really illustrates the 
point that environmental protection is not an elitist concern. 
Absolutely everybody cares what’s in the food their kids eat 
and whether their kids are exposed to toxins.”
Stone’s commitment to the cause is unwavering. A political 
appointee under Barack Obama, she knew her tenure in 
government was coming to a close late last year, so she 
began looking for her next “interesting thing.” She considered 
returning to a law firm, but in the end she couldn’t avoid the 
call to serve. 
“I needed to do something more focused on protecting the 
environmental legacy that I’ve been trying to help build,” she 
says. “So here I am—completely accidentally.”
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T he headline in the Orlando Sentinel on February 28 was enough to make any Tar cringe: “Rollins fraternity brothers accused of beating other frat member.”
The ensuing news—that Rollins had temporarily 
suspended all six of its fraternities—elicited 
everything from enthusiastic support to outrage.
What might have appeared to be a knee-jerk reaction 
was, in reality, a way for the College—with backing 
from Rollins’ Interfraternity Council, chapter 
presidents, and national delegates—to hit the pause 
button and investigate high-risk, cross-fraternity 
behaviors that had been on the radar for months.
Opting against a traditional, top-down ruling, 
administrators instead implemented a more novel, 
student-centered approach. In March, the College 
held its first Fraternity and Sorority Life (FSL)
Solution Summit, giving students an opportunity 
to address their issues, develop potential solutions, 
and better align FSL with Rollins’ mission of global 
citizenship and responsible leadership.
Faculty, staff, and national fraternity representatives 
participated in the summit as well, helping guide 
chapter-specific action plans that resulted in a full 
reinstatement of all fraternities by mid-April. 
The summit allowed me to see 
firsthand how our community 
can come together through a time 
of challenge. Individuals from 
different organizations were 
able to shed a facade of artificial 
togetherness, and they showed 
up not out of necessity but from 
a genuine desire to push our 
community in the right direction. 
— Joseph Beguiristain ’17 ’19MBA, Chi Psi 
fraternity member and former IFC president
When news broke that exposed potentially dangerous feuds 
between fraternity members at Rollins, the College took a 
novel, student-centered approach to formulating solutions 
and charting a new course for Greek life on campus.
By Rob Humphreys ’16MBA
Greek 
Rev val
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“Although this suspension, in theory, 
affected only fraternities, it was amazing 
to see the support from members of 
the Panhellenic Council and women 
in our community. They were able to 
contribute to our discussions and provide 
a different and unique perspective. It was 
a collaborative effort to build a Greek life 
experience worth replicating for future 
generations.” — Joseph Beguiristain
“Teaching students respect for rules and 
consequences is an essential part of 
our mission, but following the rulebook 
doesn’t always teach the most profound 
lesson. It would have been much easier 
for the dean of students to say, ‘Infraction 
X equals Punishment Y.’ The summit 
took a different approach by partnering 
with students to diagnose problems and 
imagine solutions. Instead, then, of being 
subjected to a disciplinary process, the 
students were asked to enact responsible 
leadership and to consider more deeply 
what it means to be a citizen of this 
community.” — Emily Russell, associate 
professor of English and Phi Delta Theta 
faculty adviser
“Rollins did a great job of empowering the 
students to think about their actions and 
start to work toward solutions. By having 
a frank conversation and breaking out 
into groups to plan and work together, 
I think it helped foster a better sense 
of responsibility. Ultimately, it will be 
the students’ responsibility to act in a 
manner that follows their values, mission 
statement, and the values of the College. 
I think Rollins is actively looking to 
engage with the student population in a 
constructive manner to foster and create 
policies and programs that help and 
educate the students, rather than simply 
restrict them from things.” — Francis 
Howitt, Chi Psi national representative
The summit was a breath of fresh air. This 
opportunity was taken to make sure 
we recognize that the organizations we 
represent are not working against one 
another, and also that the school is not 
working against us. It showed us that 
with a little perspective change, we can 
bridge any problems instead of accepting 
chaos and isolation. Whoever goes on 
to represent fraternity and sororities 
at Rollins, or any other college campus, 
needs to be versed in what it means to be 
part of more than one community. Each 
organization will be successful if its focus 
is on a strong FSL community.” 
— TJ Stevenson ’18, Phi Delta Theta president
empowering 
the students 
to think about 
their actions 
and start to 
w toward 
solutions
The Solution Summit provided an opportunity 
for discussion, self-reflection, and growth for the 
community by allowing students the time and space 
to voice their opinions and concerns. The general 
consensus was that Rollins’ student behavior 
was much less ‘high risk’ in comparison to most 
other college campuses; however, students were 
completely understanding and in agreement with 
the school’s safety precautions of suspending all 
activity. Since the summit, we have been providing 
many more community-building programs, such as 
the Tars Tailgate last spring. 
— Annie McFarland ’18, Panhellenic president
“
FSL Facts
When people think of Greek life 
on campus, scenes from Animal 
House likely come to mind. But 
that stereotypical vision of toga 
parties and boozy hijinks doesn’t 
paint an accurate picture. At 
Rollins—where 43 percent of 
students are affiliated with a 
fraternity or sorority—the FSL 
experience is geared toward 
meaningful opportunities for 
personal growth in values-based 
leadership and decision-making, 
professional development, 
academic achievement, and social 
excellence. Additionally, each 
chapter touches the community 
through volunteer service, 
philanthropy, and advocacy for 
humanitarian causes. 
“Students also gain a support 
network throughout and after 
their collegiate years,” says 
Jazmine Rodriguez, director 
of Fraternity and Sorority Life. 
“They develop strong friendships, 
networking opportunities, 
academic support, and a sense 
of belonging and citizenship 
beyond their individual chapters.”
Here’s a closer look at the 
collective impact of Rollins’ 
fraternities and sororities, by the 
numbers, using last year’s data.
$82,476 raised for charity
12,000 community service hours 
256 students in leadership roles 
97% retention rate from first to 
second year
76% own a cumulative GPA of 
3.0 or higher
35% own a cumulative GPA of 3.5 
or higher
29 countries represented
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Shelter from the Storm
Elise Letanosky ’07 has dedicated the past decade to helping people in 
global hot spots marred by armed conflict and natural disasters.
A s a kid in Windermere, Florida, every time Elise Letanosky ’07 sat down for a home-cooked meal,  a glimpse at the wall gave her a taste of what life 
had in store.
“Behind the dinner table was a map of the U.S. and a map 
of the world that I looked at every day for 20 years,” says 
Letanosky, whose career in humanitarian aid has taken her to 
points across the globe. “I grew up in a house that was very 
socially conscious. My parents were kind of hippies, and they 
instilled in us that we were global citizens. It was our job to be 
aware of what was going on nationally and across the world.”
Despite feeling an attachment to international affairs at a 
young age—“I was the 10-year-old watching all the news and 
asking for a subscription to The New York Times”—Letanosky 
had never traveled outside the U.S. before she arrived at 
Rollins. During her time as an international relations major, 
she helped build affordable houses in Puerto Rico and 
experienced life in South Africa, Myanmar, India, and Vietnam 
while spending a semester at sea.
Today, Letanosky is a protection manager for the Danish 
Refugee Council in two Turkish cities just north of war-torn 
Aleppo, Syria. Over the past four years, an estimated 2.5 
million Syrians have fled civil war for Turkey, with many living 
in refugee camps or rural and urban areas along the border. 
Letanosky’s job entails everything from case management, 
community programming, and donor relations to increasing 
local awareness on topics such as child labor, child marriage, 
and gender-based violence. 
“To do this work, you have to accept that it has an emotional 
impact on you,” says Letanosky, adding that a big part of 
humanitarian relief is realizing your individual limitations. 
“People are in really difficult conditions, and you can’t fix it all, 
so I try to stay focused on some of the micro-aspects of the 
job. Can I solve the Syrian crisis? No, I cannot. But maybe I’ve 
supported this particular person or family to be better off than 
they were before. You have to look at the small wins.”
In previous roles with Relief International, Letanosky 
served as interim country director in Kabul, Afghanistan, 
and program manager in Tacloban, Philippines, site of a 
devastating typhoon in November 2013. She also worked 
three years for the American Red Cross and two years for 
the Council on Foreign Relations after earning her master’s in 
international affairs from George Washington University. 
For her extraordinary professional accomplishments and 
contributions to society, Letanosky received a 2017 Young 
Alumni Achievement Award on March 31 during Rollins’ 
Alumni Weekend.
Thinking back on her time as a Tar, Letanosky credits 
anthropology professor Rachel Newcomb, political science 
professor Joan Davison, and former director of multicultural 
affairs Donna Lee for shaping her future. 
“The best thing about Rollins, by far, were my professors,” 
she says. “Like a lot of my bosses later on, these were people 
who said to me, ‘You can do anything you want.’” 
Newcomb, who oversaw Letanosky’s service as a peer 
mentor, called her “the ideal student: intelligent, dedicated, 
and compassionate, while also very responsible.”
“As someone who has pursued a career in foreign affairs 
and more specifically in humanitarian aid, Elise embodies 
global citizenship,” Newcomb says. “On the world stage, she 
represents Rollins and the United States well, and her work 
shows that Americans can use their position to help others 
and make the world a better place.”
Julia Jackson ’07 met Letanosky when they were 
sophomores rooming together in Elizabeth Hall. Their mutual 
love for Saturday Night Live reruns and sarcastic humor 
became the basis for a strong friendship.
“Few people in the world have Elise’s courage to do 
whatever it takes to help others,” Jackson says. “After living 
in some of the most dangerous, war-torn places on the 
planet, she remains undeterred and more driven than ever to 
selflessly aid those in need.”
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By Jeffrey Billman
Growing up, Ryan Lambert ’13 heard a lot about Germany. His ancestors lived there—
his grandmother was the family’s last German 
speaker—and he was exposed to German stories 
and letters. Early on, he made it a goal to become 
bilingual. At Rollins, he minored in German and 
spent a summer studying abroad in Münster. 
Lambert says he learned about the Fulbright 
program because so many students were becoming 
Fulbright scholars, and he was intrigued when  
he found out there were Fulbright opportunities in 
Germany. The school was behind him 100 percent. 
“One of the things I appreciate still, that I love 
about [Rollins], is that if you express interest in 
something, there are people there who want to see 
you succeed,” Lambert says. “Everybody’s on your 
side. You have to voice it, but as soon as you do, 
you’ll find that there’s not just one but many people 
who are going to help you get there.” 
Lambert, then considering a career in teaching, 
ended up in Hamburg, where he was placed at a 
vocational school for students, mostly immigrants, 
who were either younger or much older than him. 
They studied warehouse and boat-harbor logistics 
and worked to learn practical English. 
“Ultimately,” Lambert says, “you realize that 
there’s no singular perspective. You’re so used to 
viewing everything through this U.S.-based lens. 
… You never realize there are so many different 
perspectives you could be exposed to.” 
His experience in Hamburg, he says, directly 
led to his current job: a front-end developer for 
Cleverbridge, a Cologne-based company that 
sells e-commerce and subscription management 
solutions. (He works in the Chicago office.) Having 
stories to tell and experience dealing with different 
cultures, he says, aided his career. His background 
in German language and culture opened up 
opportunities he wouldn’t have had otherwise, 
enabling him to make connections and eventually 
transfer from the sales side to the development 
side of the business. 
“That all came from something I learned at 
Rollins,” Lambert says, “expressing interest up front 
and setting a goal and working toward it—not  
sitting passively waiting for those opportunities  
to come to you.” 
Sixty-six years ago, Shirley Christensen Howard ’51 became the 
first Rollins student to earn a prestigious Fulbright scholarship. 
The Fulbright program was new then, having been 
enacted via federal law only five years before. It was 
designed, at the start of the Cold War, to promote 
“international goodwill through the exchange of students 
in the fields of education, culture, and science.” The 
country’s largest exchange program, Fulbright scholarships 
enable students and young professionals to go abroad to 
teach, undertake international graduate study, or conduct 
advanced research. 
Every year, the program awards about 8,000 grants; 
half of them go to foreign students coming to the U.S., 
and another 2,100 go to visiting and U.S. scholars. The 
remainder—just 1,900—are awarded to U.S. students to 
travel to one of 160 countries. They’re among the most 
competitive grants around: For every student who gets one, 
many more apply and don’t. 
“It’s a huge, complicated process,” says Jayashree 
Shivamoggi, director of Rollins’ Office of External & 
Competitive Scholarship Advisement, who has helped  
guide students through the rigorous application  
procedure since 2003. 
Every year, at least one of those 1,900—sometimes as 
many as six—comes from Rollins. In fact, since Christensen 
became the first Rollins student to win a Fulbright, 66 have 
followed in her path, including 41 since 2006. (Another 
three were awarded the scholarship but decided not to 
participate.) They’ve gone everywhere from South Korea 
and Egypt to Bulgaria and Spain. 
In February, for the sixth time and fifth year in a row, 
the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Educational 
and Cultural Affairs named Rollins one of the country’s 
top producers of Fulbright scholars. A big reason for this 
consistent success, Shivamoggi says, is due to the fact that 
the Fulbright program aligns so well with Rollins’ mission to 
develop global citizens and responsible leaders. 
“The students who come to Rollins are already inquisitive 
about international travel and experiences,” Shivamoggi 
says. “That is a strength for us at Rollins.” 
The school’s emphasis on study-abroad programs and 
faculty-led field studies helps too, she says. 
“Once students go abroad and come back, they’re 
curious and want to learn more,” Shivamoggi says. “That’s 
exactly what Fulbright does. It’s an opportunity for young 
students to become cultural ambassadors of our country 
and the College.” 
We’ve assembled the stories of five of those cultural 
ambassadors. For all five, their experience overseas was 
fundamental in forming who they are and what they’re 
doing today. More than that, though, the Fulbright  
program served as a catalyst for both career opportunities 
and lives of service and social engagement—to do well  
by doing good. 
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Aislinn Betancourt ’12
Social impact consultant and  
COO, SVT Group
Kate Osterloh ’09
Foreign Service Officer,  
U.S. Department of State
Fulbright serviceFulbright service
January 2013–November 2013September 2009–June 2010
Johor, M
alaysia
Cairo, Egypt Kate Osterloh ’09 spent part of a gap year after high school in Cairo, Egypt, and quickly fell in 
love with the city. During her senior year at Rollins, 
Shivamoggi suggested she apply for a Fulbright 
scholarship as a way to get back to the Middle  
East. Osterloh applied to a master’s program at 
American University in Cairo, where she wanted  
to put together a research project on refugees 
living in Cairo. 
After receiving the Fulbright, she took a job as  
a research fellow at American University’s Center 
for Migration and Refugee Studies and volunteered 
at a refugee resettlement office in downtown Cairo. 
When her yearlong Fulbright ended, she stayed 
an extra year to finish her master’s—and then the 
Egyptian revolution of 2011 erupted. 
For the first six months of the revolution—before 
she returned home in the summer of 2011—Osterloh 
had a front-row seat to “international human-
rights-law theory playing out in real time.” That 
time, she says, was “absolutely fascinating and 
deeply inspiring.” 
“It’s been a number of years now,” she says, 
“and it certainly hasn’t played out the way I hoped 
it would, or the way that many Egyptians or 
many in the region hoped it would turn out. But 
Aislinn Betancourt ’12 wanted something different. As a religious studies major at Rollins, 
she’d thought about going to law school and 
studying immigration law, a field that had piqued 
her interest during a study-abroad program in 
Australia, where she saw Australia and Malaysia 
embroiled in a refugee crisis.
So Betancourt, who was then Shivamoggi’s 
work-study assistant, decided to apply for a 
Fulbright in Malaysia, where she would help teach 
English while working on a research project on 
religious pluralism. When she arrived in Southeast 
Asia, however, that passion project was largely 
subsumed by what she calls “absolutely the 
greatest blessing of my grant year”: teaching 
theater to Malaysian girls. 
After a month-long orientation in the capital, 
Kuala Lumpur, Betancourt was assigned to a small 
town, where she worked at a large high school, 
teaching five classes to secondary students. Then 
she was tapped to become the school’s drama 
coach. The school had been invited to participate in 
the district’s English-language theater competition; 
as one of the few English teachers, Betancourt was 
I remember walking down into [Tahrir Square] a 
few days before then-President Mubarak stepped 
down from power and seeing a vision of what 
civil society and action can look like. There was 
this amazing sense of community in Tahrir at the 
time. … For a very brief period of time, there was 
something very, very beautiful and moving and 
inspiring in the square.” 
That scene stuck in her mind and led her to 
apply for the foreign service. She joined the 
State Department as a public diplomacy officer 
in 2012. Now, she’s on her third tour: The first 
was in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; the second, Bogota, 
Colombia; this one, Islamabad, Pakistan, where 
she’ll spend the next year working on exchange 
programs (including the Fulbright) and focusing on 
women’s empowerment and entrepreneurship. 
“If I hadn’t done that Fulbright, I can’t imagine I 
would be working for the State Department now,” 
Osterloh says. “There was a time in my life when 
I considered myself more of an activist than a 
diplomat. That was the attitude I had when I first 
went to Egypt. The experience of watching the 
Arab Spring unfold. The experience on the other 
side of working with these refugee populations and 
seeing what they had gone through in their lives. 
All of these experiences that I had in the Fulbright 
program gave me a much more nuanced view of 
the world and a much more nuanced view of these 
global problems that we’re still tackling.”
“The world needs activists,” she continues. “But 
the world also needs diplomats—people who can 
take these disparate messages and try to find 
common ground.” 
chosen to put together a team. She chose 15 girls, 
a big deal in a conservative town where women 
weren’t encouraged to speak in public. 
Because of her education at Rollins, she says, “I 
was able to find really beautiful things” in the local 
religions, even though she isn’t a religious person. 
“I was also able to look at things that at first glance 
looked a little bit wrong to me, or a bit off, because 
I was not raised in that way, to be able to look at 
them without judgment.” 
By the time she got home, she’d decided 
against law school. Instead, she was accepted to a 
master’s program in social work at Boston College, 
where she studied community development. There, 
she says, her life changed. She started working for 
a consulting firm that did strategic planning for 
nonprofits. Later, she worked for an agricultural 
development nongovernmental organization 
in Chile. That job, in turn, led her to her current 
employer, SVT Group, a B-corporation focused on 
social and environmental impacts. She’s a social 
impact consultant there, helping businesses and 
nonprofits in Bogota, Colombia, develop metrics 
and become more efficient. 
Her time at Rollins and in Malaysia, she says, 
formed the backdrop for her career. Rollins 
“taught me to question everything from a place of 
humility.” Her first three months in Malaysia, when 
she struggled because she had no background in 
teaching, taught her how to “fail forward—to fail 
and pick yourself up.” 
“Let yourself be the agent of the community 
that you serve,” she says. “I carry that to the work I 
do now—the operative word being ‘serve.’” 
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G
uadalajara, M
exico
Jane Lombardi ’11 applied for a Fulbright award to go to Brazil her senior year at Rollins. Like most 
who apply, she didn’t get it. But the Latin American 
studies major didn’t give up. The following year, 
she applied for a Fulbright in Mexico, “which was 
actually a much better fit and made more sense, 
because of my experience with the Mexican 
community in Georgia and Florida.” 
Growing up in Georgia, Lombardi interacted 
with undocumented immigrants who worked 
the horse farms around her hometown. She was 
exposed to both the Spanish language and the 
conditions Latinos face in the United States. 
She decided to major in Latin American studies 
because she wanted to get a deeper understanding 
of the culture; by the time she entered Rollins, she 
was fluent in the language. The Fulbright offered 
her an opportunity to immerse herself more fully—
and to live in the country. 
After a weeklong orientation in Mexico City in 
August 2012, she was dispatched to Guadalajara 
for a year to be an English-speaking assistant in the 
University of Guadalajara’s agriculture school. 
“I think it really did help define my career path,” 
says Lombardi, who originally wanted to get a 
PhD in Latin American literature and become a 
professor. “I really enjoyed and saw the impact I 
could have doing direct service work.” 
She opted against the PhD, choosing instead 
to work in the nonprofit world. For the past three 
years, she’s worked at Erie Neighborhood House 
in Chicago, where she oversees the legal services 
department. The nonprofit, which was founded 
in 1870, provides services to immigrants, helping 
them obtain Green Cards and prepare for the 
citizenship test. It also represents immigrant 
survivors of domestic violence and serves as a 
“one-stop shop for low-income Latino families,” 
Lombardi explains. 
This desire to help marginalized communities 
was inculcated at Rollins, she says, through 
service-learning projects and field studies, as 
well as volunteer opportunities with the Orlando 
Latino community and conferences she attended 
with professors. 
“More importantly,” she says, “the fact that I 
lived in Mexico and can understand the struggles 
people face in Mexico and struggles people face as 
immigrants here in the U.S. builds rapport with my 
clients so I can better serve them.” 
The first person Ian Wallace ’12 met at Rollins was Nepalese. The two became close friends, and 
the summer after Wallace’s sophomore year, they 
traveled to Nepal together—his first trip abroad. So 
when the time came to apply for a Fulbright, Nepal 
was an obvious choice. It was a chance, Wallace 
says, to get to know the place where his best friend 
came from.
“[Nepal] always had a special place in my 
heart,” he says. “It was the first place I ever went 
when I left the U.S., the first place I ever had a 
chance to go abroad and see life and see a culture 
so completely different from what I experienced 
growing up.” 
He was one of eight Fulbright English teachers 
partnered with under-resourced local government 
schools in Nepal in 2012. He and two others were 
assigned to Kathmandu. There, he lived with a 
Hindu Nepali host family and had to walk a half-
hour through villages to the school: five to six 
classes a day, six days a week. 
This past May, he went back to Nepal for a 
wedding. There, he went to visit his old school and 
spent a night with his former host family. 
“Spending that night with them made it clear 
the relationship was very strong,” Wallace says. 
“These are people I care about very deeply. There’s 
a bond there.” 
His Fulbright experience, Wallace says, 
cemented his desire to work abroad doing public 
service. In Nepal, his program partnered with a 
State Department scholarship program. When 
he got back, after doing two years with Teach 
for America at a charter school in Nashville, 
Tennessee, he began pursuing a graduate degree 
at the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy 
at Tufts University. While there, he took a three-
month internship in China through the Carnegie 
Endowment for International Peace, then spent 
10 months in Guangxi, China, as part of a Boren 
fellowship, a program that allows graduate 
students interested in national security to study 
foreign languages in regions critical to American 
interests. This June, he started interning for the 
State Department in Washington, D.C., working 
with the Office of Taiwan Coordination in the 
Bureau of East Asia and Public Affairs.  
When this internship wraps up, he has another 
year in grad school, and then the job search begins. 
Per the terms of his Boren fellowship, Wallace has 
agreed to seek a position in the national-security 
arena working for the federal government. 
“It was an incredibly fortunate and formative 
experience,” Wallace says of the Fulbright program. 
“I don’t think that would have happened without a 
lot of the support that Rollins provided.” 
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Austria
Megan Mascarenhas ’14
Brazil
Kelci Reyes-Brannon ’13
Mexico
Jane Lombardi ’11
Alia El-Assar ’12
South Korea
Eliza Buckley ’07
Meghan Thomas ’11
Nic Ramos-Flores ’12
Nadia Ramirez ’13
Shelby McGuire ’15
Nepal
Ian Wallace ’12
Spain
Sally Woods ’05
Chase Van Steenburg ’08
Erin Buthman ’13
Taiwan
Lambrini Kolios ’13
Rachel Bogdan ’14
Thailand
William Glass ’14
Turkey
Gabriela Hochberg ’15
United Kingdom
Anne Fertig ’13
Kenther Ramos ’14
Vietnam
Mike Gallace ’13
Brenna McKee ’15
Egypt
Kate Osterloh ’09
Indonesia
Samar Shaukat ’14
Malaysia
Andrea Williamson ’07 ’10MBA
Aislinn Betancourt ’12
Benjamin Varnum ’13
Matt Berman ’14
Colombia
Cameron Mullins ’16
Macau
Jennifer Jokl ’14
Germany
Shellie Ponce ’06
Alison Schill ’07
Trevor O’Bryan ’09
Kelly Rolfes-Haase ’09
Kory Eylmann ’12
Ryan Lambert ’13
Princess Dickens ’14
Allen Kupetz ’14
Ben Wozniak ’17
Bulgaria
Kaitlyn Alkass ’15
Ireland
Katherine Barnekow ’15
Argentina
Brooke Harbaugh ’06
Since 2006, 41 Tars have traveled abroad via the Fulbright program. They served in 20 countries across five continents. Some taught 
English. Others conducted research. All of them embodied Rollins’ 
mission of global citizenship all over the world. While a map could 
never properly convey the richness of their experiences or the depth 
of their contributions, it provides an impressive snapshot of their far-
reaching impact.
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Change Agent
Rollins’ new faculty director of the Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship Hub 
is dedicated to helping his students see the world differently. 
D an Chong doesn’t have anything against the classroom. After all, he does great work 
there. But it’s tough to replicate the 
experience of tending to HIV patients in 
South Africa or collaborating with social 
entrepreneurs on humanitarian missions 
to the Caribbean. 
Perhaps that’s why the political 
science professor is among the College’s 
most prolific leaders of faculty-led field 
studies. During his nine years at Rollins, 
Chong has led students everywhere 
from Cuba and the Dominican Republic 
to Guatemala and Thailand. This 
summer, he led 13 students to the base 
of Mount Kilimanjaro in Tanzania, where 
they helped construct a kitchen and 
bathroom for Better Lives development 
coordinator Sam Barns ’11 ’12MBA’s eco-
lodge project.
An Arthur Vining Davis fellow, faculty 
advisor of the Amnesty International 
club, and chair of the College’s 
Internationalization Committee, Chong 
brings a strong global perspective to his 
new role as faculty director of Rollins’ 
Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship 
Hub. Here’s how he became an 
evangelist, so to speak, for experiential, 
service learning.
You grew up wanting to be a missionary 
or pastor. And in college you majored 
in Bible studies and psychology. How 
did you end up teaching political 
science at a liberal arts college? “I 
became a professor because, when I was 
in college, being in a classroom literally 
changed my life. That’s not hyperbole. 
I grew up in a devout religious 
environment, and the college classroom 
was the first time I seriously asked 
myself two crucial questions: Why do I 
believe what I believe? And why is the 
world the way it is? Those two questions 
started me on a journey that ultimately 
upended my worldview and my life path. 
My college experience was about critical 
thinking, self-discovery, and exposure 
to ideas and injustices and possibilities I 
had never fathomed.” 
Describe how your academic passion 
has come to lie “at the intersection of 
human rights and global poverty. “I 
gained that passion by working in a 
refugee camp in Thailand when I was 
21. That experience made me change 
my direction and want to work with 
human rights and global policy issues 
like war and peace, poverty, and basic 
questions about how to make life better 
for the billion people at the bottom of 
the world’s pyramid. I went on to work 
with public policy groups in Washington, 
D.C., a homeless shelter in Indiana, 
and organizations like Catholic Relief 
Services and Save the Children.”
How does teaching at Rollins 
complement the humanitarian side of 
your calling? “Rollins’ commitment to 
global citizenship allows me to bring 
similar experiences to my students … to 
craft global citizenship into a tangible, 
concrete thing. The classroom is great, 
but you can only learn so much in there. 
It’s different when you meet political 
prisoners who’ve been tortured for 10 
years. It’s different when you sit with 
a patient in a South African clinic who 
discovers that they will actually get 
treatment for their HIV. Rollins allows me 
to share these kinds of transformational 
learning experiences with my students, 
and I’m grateful for the opportunity.”
What part of the world has impacted 
you the most? “The Thai-Burma border. 
I’ve taken students on three trips there 
to work with Burmese refugees and 
political exiles. One place we’ve visited is 
a trash dump where about 100 families 
live. They make a living recycling plastic, 
and their houses are makeshift bamboo 
and rags. They have no clean water or 
sanitation, and they get medical care 
through a clinic that’s paid for by the U.S. 
government and private charity. They get 
water through the Japanese government, 
and they’re able to make money through 
a farm and restaurant a Buddhist monk 
helped set up. I’ve been around the 
world a lot, and it was the toughest thing 
I’ve ever seen—the smells, the buzzards, 
the kids walking around all that trash.”
What’s something most people might 
not know about you? “When I was in 
high school, I was a mime. I’d go with my 
church youth group and perform these 
mime acts and do street preaching 
when I was like 13 or 14.”
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By Rob Humphreys '16MBA | Photo by Scott Cook
At Rollins, we know what we stand for. We know that more 
than 130 years after we founded Florida’s first college, our 
education is not simply valuable but transformative, highly 
relevant, and necessary for our nation, our democracy, our 
economy, and our global civil society. 
You understand this, of course. That’s why you continue to 
invest your time, energy, and resources into our College, 
our students, and our shared vision of the future. Rollins is 
working hard to honor that commitment each and every day, 
and the 2016–17 school year was filled with accomplishments 
of which we all should be proud. 
Thanks to you, our students, our faculty, and our College 
were recognized for everything from academic excellence 
and community engagement to global citizenship and 
responsible leadership. Thanks to you, Rollins student athletes 
achieved greatness on the courts and in the classroom, and 
thanks to you, our student advocates and student artists 
helped make the world brighter and more beautiful. Thanks 
to you, our students developed profound habits of mind and 
transformative habits of the heart and partnered with our 
expert faculty to engage some of the world’s most pressing 
issues. And thanks to you, Rollins sent a new class of global 
citizens out into the world to help guide its direction,  
shape its future, and solve its problems. 
All of this—all of the lives and communities that were 
transformed over the past year—is the result of your 
commitment and support. We will always need partners  
like you—people who know that our learning community  
is making the world brighter, smarter, and more  
enterprising. We are truly grateful for your shared 
commitment to tomorrow. 
DeLucia earns  
Goldwater Scholarship
Chemistry major Alyssa DeLucia ’18 was 
one of just 240 students in the nation 
to earn a Goldwater Scholarship, a 
prestigious award reserved for college 
sophomores and juniors who plan to 
pursue careers in the natural sciences, 
mathematics, and engineering. Arden 
Baxter ’18 was also named as an 
honorable mention for the award. 
Thanks to You
2016-17 Philanthropy at Rollins
THANKS TO YOU
Giving to Rollins
Between June 1, 2016, and May 31, 2017, 
Rollins received $9.9 million in gifts  
and grants from alumni, parents, 
foundations, corporations, students,  
and friends of the College. 
45+42+6+6+1
55+19+18+7+1
Alumni: $1,592,547 55%
Corporations & Foundations: 
$570,381 20% 
Parents: $533,889 18%
Friends: $203,142 7%
Students: $5,187 <1%
Alumni: $4,444,593 45%
Corporations & Foundations: 
$4,190,264 42% 
Parents: $624,095 6%
Friends: $635,766 6%
Students: $6,722 <1% 
All Giving by Source
The Rollins Annual Fund
Giving to The Rollins Annual Fund totaled $2.9 million
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Receiving your support is such a 
blessing and an honor. Rollins was my 
first-choice school since I was 8, and 
being able to spend these four years 
studying here has truly provided me 
with so much experience, knowledge, 
friendship, and opportunity that will 
last a lifetime. Thank you for your gift 
and the impact you have on so many 
college students, including myself, in 
making this experience possible.  
— Miranda Bilello ’17
“
“
Honor Roll of Donors
We proudly recognize the many alumni, parents, students, and friends of the College who made a  
gift to Rollins between June 1, 2016, and May 31, 2017. Every gift to Rollins is valued and makes a  
difference. We are grateful to the following donors for their support.
FIAT LUX SOCIETY
The Fiat Lux Society honors donors who make an annual leadership gift of $2,500 or more. Membership in the Fellows’ Circle is 
also extended to recent graduates who make a gift of $500 or more. The Fiat Lux Society recognizes its partnership with Rollins 
to fulfill our mission to educate students for global citizenship and responsible leadership. We are grateful for their generous 
commitment.
Fiat Lux Society  
PRESIDENT'S CIRCLE  
($20,000+)
F. Duane ’64 ’70MBA ’00H & Kappy Ackerman*
Jay L. Althouse & Sally K. Albrecht ’76
Theodore B. ’68 & Barbara Lawrence ’68 Alfond*
Algernon Sydney Sullivan Foundation
Francis H. “Frank” ’52 ’06H & Daryl Stamm ’53 Barker*
Bruce A. Beal ’58*
Beulah Kahler College Trust*
Nancy Siebens Binz ’55
Arlen W. Blakeman ’15
William K. Caler, Jr. ’67*
David J. & Diane M. Canepari P’19
Clarence & Martha McKinley ’67 Carvell
James A. & Juin Cohen P’16 P’17*
Dana R. ’72 & Monica M. Consler*
Linda & Donn Crummer*
Roy E. Crummer, III & Susan L. Klein*
Nicolas ’04 & Jeanne M. ’95 ’03MLS Dowis*
Willis H. & Miren D. du Pont P’83 P’92*
Edyth Bush Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Elinor and T. W. Miller, Jr. Foundation*
Elizabeth Morse Genius Foundation, Inc.*
Laura G.+ & James C.+ ’53 Felix 
Daniel M. & Amy M. Fields
Florida Hospital Medical Center*
Follett College Stores Corporation
Alan Ginsburg*
Rick ’12H & Susan Porcaro ’78 Goings*
Gordon J. Barnett Memorial Foundation
Kenneth S. ’64 & Sharon F. Graff
Thomas J., Jr. ’84 & Katherine D. Hauske P’16 P’12*
Chad D. Holloway
Augusta Yust Hume ’39*
Travis A. Mathis P’18 & Bettina C. Jary-Mathis P’18
Jewett Orthopaedic Clinic, P.A.
John Hauck Foundation
James M. Johnson ’66
Thomas P. Johnson, Jr.
Allan E. ’70 ’71MBA ’10H & Linda S. Keen*
Patricia L. Lambrecht P’17
Rebecca S. Lawrence ’10 ’16MA
Richard S. & Linda S. Lawrence P’10 P’16MA
Harry T. ’67 & Calvert Lester*
Lettie Pate Whitehead Foundation, Inc.*
David H. Lord ’69 ’71MBA ’16H*
James P. ’60 & Kristin Allen ’60 Lyden P’80*
George B., Jr. & Kathleen M. Magruder
Kevin Mahaney
Nancy Shevell McCartney P’15
Mark M. Miller ’70 & Cathy A. Roslund
Dale Montgomery ’60
John C. Myers III ’69 ’70MBA*
June H. Nelson P’89
Craig Carter & Marina C. Nice ’83*
Elin P. Nordegren ’14
Michael P. ’78 & Deane Jonas ’78 O’Donnell P’17*
Robert B., Sr. ’78 & Deborah M. Ourisman*
Peter E. ’77 ’78MBA & Carol P. Powell*
Frederic B., III & Lauren H. Powers P’18*
Jean L. Reinhardt ’50+
Dianne Tauscher Rice ’61 ’15H P’91*
Roy E. Crummer Foundation*
C. Parker ’49+ & Suzanne Simpson
Eric A. & Doreen M. Spiegel P’13 P’16
Oliver K. Stanton P’20*
Charles P. Steinmetz & Margery Pabst-Steinmetz
SunTrust Foundation*
The Alice Lawrence Foundation Inc.
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Chesley G. Magruder Foundation
The Edward & Stella Van Houten Memorial Fund
The John R. & Ruth W. Gurtler Foundation, Inc.
The Martin Andersen-Gracia Andersen Foundation, 
Inc.*
The Rollins License Plate Program*
Adrian P. & Michele M. Thomas P’16 P’18*
Philip E. & Sigrid K. Tiedtke P’08*
Tupperware Brands Corporation*
University of Central Florida
Helen Watson+
George C., III ’77 & Katherine Mitchell ’79 Williams 
P’15*
Winter Park Health Foundation
Fiat Lux Society  
BENEFACTORS’ CIRCLE  
($10,000 – $19,999)
Rodney C. ’81 & Michelle L. Adkins*
John W. Hagerman & Christine L. Barensfeld ’81
Even Berntsen ’84 & Krysten Ericson*
Brian & Stephanie Blackburn P’14*
Bright House Networks
David S. ’90 & Eugenia Farrington ’88 Collis
Darden Restaurants, Inc.
John G. ’78 & Ann Davis P’10*
Floyd E. & Susan C. Davis P’13*
Gregory S. ’80 & Mary Jayne Derderian P’12 P’12MBA 
P’16*
John & Susan Dishman ’78 Dougherty P’11
Thomas V. ’79 & Dennise C. Durkee*
Fairwinds Credit Union*
Michael R. ’79 & Michelle Patnode ’80 Fannon*
Gene A. ’64 & Marion Justice ’64 Faubel*
Robert D., Jr. ’71MCS & Virginia G. Finfrock*
Thomas P. & Susan J. Giangiulio P’18
David B. ’83 & Carroll Hanley ’85 Goggin P’15*
Shelton D., Jr. ’02MBA & Betsy L. Granade
Charles W., Sr. ’92MBA & Lisa Gregg P’04 P’11MA 
P’16MBA*
Robert H. & Lyndall L. Hauver
Edward M. ’96 & Shannon U. Holt
Elizabeth Hubbell P’11*
John E. Kaiser P’19 & Felicia A. Hutnick ’79 P’19*
Jessie Ball duPont Fund
Joseph W. ’99MLS & Patricia L. Jones*
Bruce M. ’75 ’77MBA & Patricia Wittbold ’77 Keir*
Carson W. Kirk ’83
Martha M. Lacy ’77MSM
Harriett Tuck Lake ’67MAT*
James L. Long ’64 ’66MBA*
Lawrence F. & Victoria G. Lunt P’18*
Daniel P. ’55 ’86H & Diane Vigeant ’52 Matthews P’86 
P’89MAT*
Gloria Giles McCain ’67*
James & Margaret McDonough*
Kevin & Barbara McLaughlin P’18*
Lowell A. ’59 & Sandra C. Mintz*
Bayard H. Morrison, III ’53
Powers Private Equity LLC*
Ronald A. Raccuia*
John D., Sr. ’77 ’84MBA & Sandra Smith ’78 Race*
Carl C. & Dominique Radinger P’20*
Stanton G. ’93MBA & Monica Reed
Mary J. & John R. Register P’20*
RNR Foundation
Joanne Byrd Rogers ’50 ’05H  P’81*
Kitty Wingard Rollins*
Christopher M. ’82 & Jeanne Russo*
Justin & Lee Kellogg ’93 Sadrian*
Eric A. ’06MBA & Natalie Hayes ’05 ’06MBA Schmook
Siemens Foundation*
Scott C. & Patricia Stern ’79 Satterwhite*
The Brown Foundation Inc
Larry F. ’89MBA ’00 & Laurie D. Tobin P’21*
University Club of Orlando*
Violet & Harold Jaeke Foundation, Inc.
Harold A. III ’86H & Libby Ward*
Steve & Erin J. ’93MBA Wallace*
Winter Park Sidewalk Art Festival
Robert N. & Judy Yarmuth*
Thomas H. ’74 & Penny Yochum P’97*
Victor A., Jr. ’73 & Jacquelynn Shuttleworth ’73 Zollo*
Fiat Lux Society  
SCHOLARS’ CIRCLE  
($5,000 – $9,999)
Richard A., Jr. ’94MBA & Wendy Weller ’92 ’94MBA 
Ahl
Peter G. Alfond ’75+ & Aida Rodriguez*
James E., III & Debra Ashton P’18 P’20*
James T., Jr. & Diana P. Barnes
Ronald E. ’65 & Susan J. Benderson*
Sheila & Henry Bertelkamp P’20*
Clay M. Biddinger ’77*
William H. ’70 ’71MBA & Jane Wilson ’71 Bieberbach*
Claiborne R. ’00 ’01MBA & Haley Blevins
Alexander J. Borsoi ’95*
Campbell P. ’90 & Sarah Brown*
Sandra L. Brown ’64*
F. William, II & Becky Bryan*
Tucker H. & Jeanette R. Byrd*
David J. Carter ’93 & Julia L. Frey*
Central Florida Foundation*
City National Bank of Florida*
CliftonLarsenAllen LLP
John T., Jr. & Bessie B. Connelly P’18*
Consulate of Mexico in Orlando*
Grant H. & Peg K. Cornwell*
Clinton A. ’81 & Lori J. Curtis*
Bob & Bonnie W. Davis*
Patrick J. & Sandra Christian ’68 Deagman*
Peter L. DeLone ’82 P’12 P’15*
Gary & Barbara D. ’97MA DeVane P’04 P’08MBA
Enterprise Holdings Foundation*
Erin N. Gaffney*
Golf Planner Pro LLC*
Stephen C. Green*
Greenberg Traurig, P.A.*
Simon Hemus*
Fred W. Hicks, III ’79MSCJ ’80H
Joseph S., Jr. & Susan Whealler ’75 Johnston*
Lindsay R. Kennedy ’11
Diane N. & David S. Kuhl P’20*
Gerald F. ’81 & Denise L. Ladner*
David R. Lamm*
Anthony J. ’68 ’69MBA & Donna LeVecchio*
Robert C., Jr. ’67 ’69MBA & Patricia Lewis*
Jordan J. ’95MBA & Ann Lomas
Joseph F. & Kimberly Martin P’17*
John S. & Lee P. McColl P’17*
R. David McDowell ’79 ’83MBA*
James M. ’76 & Lana McNamara*
Edwin & Linda Hicklin ’63 Morgens*
John D. & Carrie A. Morgridge
Non Profit Insurance Services, Inc.
Bruce D. ’80 & Tracy P. Kolker ’76 Ochsman*
Orchid Medical, Inc
Jason & Gaileon Thompson ’01 ’03MBA Owens
Rita & Harry Patten P’20*
H. Scott ’82 & Sarah Abplanalp ’87 Phillips*
PNC Financial Services Group*
Kyle D. ’79MSM & Rebecca Riva*
Timothy & Kristen Rooke P’19*
Rob & Dawn Roy
Mariolina Salvatori
Ernest S. & Nancy S. Santi P’18*
Kenneth L. & Martha Scearce
Susan R. Schmidt P’97
Michael S. & Susan Schurr P’17*
Laura & Richard Scott P’20*
Richard G. & Cathi Wiebrecht ’77 Searer*
Renato Sejas P’20 & Melinda Alexander- Sejas P’20*
George B. & Lucy Hufstader ’63 Sharp
Kathleen Shea P’17*
Shutts & Bowen, LLP
Sodexo, Inc.*
The Mindlin Foundation
James C. ’65 & Susan P. Treadway*
John R. ’67 ’68MAT & Sanda Dalzell ’68 Ursone*
Paul D. ’68 & Christabel Kelly ’68 Vartanian P’98 P’00*
Diego J. & Marsha L. Veitia*
Pierre M. ’94 & Tonya B. Vogelbacher*
Thomas P., IV ’95MBA & Carla O. Warlow*
William C., III & Alice S. Weir*
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.
Eric J. & Robin T. Whittenburg P’19*
James E. & Kathryn A. Willett P’17*
Rosaria M. Caricchio Wills ’78 ’80MAT*
Anthony L. Wilner ’82
Robert M. Winslow ’71 ’73MBA & Titian Compton 
Austin ’80*
WithumSmith+Brown PC
David D. ’93 ’95MBA & Dawn B. Wolf*
Ann M. & Charles Young*
Anonymous (1)*
Fiat Lux Society  
FOUNDERS’ CIRCLE  
($2,500 – $4,999)
Bruce C. Acker ’68 & Anna M. Andrews*
Aileen S. Andrew Foundation*
The Rollins Annual Fund
Gifts to The Rollins Annual Fund have a direct 
and immediate impact on the College, providing 
support for our talented students and renowned 
faculty. Each gift helps pave the way for future 
generations of Rollins students and graduates.
* Denotes gifts to The Rollins Annual Fund
+ Indicates deceased donor
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We are extremely grateful for the 
many gifts from our donors. They are 
both generous and essential to the 
Wellness Center’s ability to provide 
holistic services to the students at 
Rollins. — Connie Briscoe, Wellness 
Center Director
“
“
Top ranked for more than 20 years
For the 22nd consecutive year, U.S. 
News & World Report ranked Rollins 
among the top two regional universities 
in the South. The annual rankings 
assess academic quality, and Rollins 
continues to rank among some of the 
most renowned universities in the 
country because of factors that include 
graduation and retention rates, peer 
assessments, faculty and financial 
resources, admissions selectivity, and 
alumni giving. The College was also 
recognized for its commitment to 
undergraduate teaching, veterans, and 
service learning.
Andrew D. ’93 & Kathryn Long Allen*
Mark R., Sr. & Lisa B. Angelo P’18 P’13 P’14MBA*
John T. ’80 & Carrie Attwell*
Robert A. & Melanie B. Baker P’19*
Baker Barrios Architects, Inc.*
The Bank of America Foundation*
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Michael & Juliet Bluestein P’20*
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Commerce National Bank & Trust*
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CP25 LLC*
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Jonathan D. ’64 & Jirapa Darrah*
Richard V. ’73 & Patricia Wynne ’76 Dayton*
Susan Derderian-Jewell
Bruce & Dolores Douglas
Jeffrey G. & Sudie L. Eisenbarth*
Orlando L. ’82 & Carolyn C. Evora*
Jonathan T. Fairbanks ’16*
Steven J. & Mary E. Fairbanks P’16*
Randolph H. & Susan J. Fields*
Alan R. & Carol F. Flaumenhaft P’18
Florida Executive Women, Inc.*
Foley & Lardner
Tracy S. Forrest & Rae L. Lovenbury*
Thomas M. & Mindy Fortin*
Jon W. & Carol H. Fuller*
Connor C. Galvin ’15
Thomas & Linda Galvin P’15
Gray Gillio P’06 P’09MA*
James T. ’61 & Barbara Goldstein*
Keith A. & Sandra J. Gollenberg P’20*
Robert J. Grabowski ’63*
William M. Graves, Jr. ’77 ’78MBA & Ruth R. Jackson*
Thomas D. ’57 & Marion Crislip ’57 Graves P’87*
Derek & Haley Gregg*
Grow FL
Michael S. Hahn ’87MBA & Gloria Price-Hahn*
John R. & Mary Cheryl Fuller ’70 Hargrove*
Michael S. & Wendy Henner P’17*
Charles P. & Lynn Hodson P’17*
John & Laurie K. Houck*
Gary D. Hyde ’12MBA
Brian & Julie Jackson P’18*
Bradford M. & Ann Johnson P’18 P’20*
Steven W. & Erika B. ’99 Johnson*
Kevin & Judy Judd P’21*
Thomas H., III & Virginia ’11MLS Justice P’11*
Charles D. ’66 ’86MBA & Elaine Lawrence ’64 Kerr*
Dean B. ’84 & Linda C. Kilbourne*
Jeffrey T. Knowles ’12MBA*
Egon L. Lacher & Carla Monaco-Lacher*
Patricia A. Lancaster
Jeremy P. ’68 & Lynn Lang*
Sidney W. & Marilyn Lassen*
Karen S. & Grant H. Laughlin P’20*
Pamela L. Lewis ’67*
Howard S. & Deborah P. Lindenberg P’20*
Michael & Gisela A. LoPiano P’19*
Victoria Butt & Patricia Loret de Mola ’78 ’80MBA*
Ralph C. & Mollyanne ’08MA Losey*
Tracy S. Forrest & Rae L. Lovenbury*
Arvind Madan
John E. ’72 & Therese E. Marszalek*
Harvey L. & Carol Massey P’98 P’12MBA*
James E. Farrell ’15 & Andrea Massey-Farrell ’98
Tom J. ’80 ’85MBA & Judith P. McEvoy
Gary F. & Ann McManus P’17*
Robert A. & Janice E. Miller
Moore Stephens Lovelace, P.A.*
George W. ’64 ’65MBA & Judy C. Morosani*
John C., IV ’94 ’96MBA & Victoria M. Myers*
Roy P. Newman ’74*
Nancy J. Niles
Stephen B. ’91 & Erin Higgins ’91 O’Donnell P’20*
Robin Merrill Ogilvie ’52*
Jeffrey Olefson P’19*
Orlando Health Inc.*
Albert & Tracey Papa P’17*
Bradley E. Parlee ’92MBA*
Paychex Payroll Services
Jacqueline J. Peregrin ’06 ’07MBA*
Ralph L. Pernice ’52
Michael G. ’74 & Linda Marshall ’74 Peterson*
Donald F., Jr. ’67 ’68MBA & Regina N. Phillips*
Donald R.+ & Rosemary B. Plane*
James H., Jr. & Alexis Pugh P’88
Martin R. White & Jolie Wheeler Riggs-White ’50*
John N. & Virginia B. Rigsby*
John A. ’83 & Laura Coltrane ’83 ’91MBA Riley
John T. & Monica Rivers
Randall B. & Patricia A. ’07MA Robertson
Jane A. Roeder ’72*
Katharine L. Ross P’15
Richard L. Sansone ’76*
John M. & Bailey Johnson ’78 Scheurer P’10*
Ines M. Schmook P’06MBA
James T. Schumacher ’83MBA
Eric R. Schwarz ’80*
Thaddeus ’82HAL ’90H & Polly Gnagy ’85 ’90H 
Seymour P’80*
Jeffrey R. ’06MBA & Shelly Shafer*
Ted M. & Susan White ’67 Sherman*
Bryan S. ’91 & Tiffany B. Smith*
Gregory A. & Sandra Hill ’73 ’74MBA Smith*
Gregg D. Smyth ’95*
Bruno Sousa
Suzanne M. & Alan R. Spies P’20*
Rick & Bernadette Spong*
John H. & Mary Stanley P’19*
State Farm Companies Foundation*
Gary A., Jr. ’96 ’98MBA & Heather C. Stewart*
Sally & Glenn Sudol P’20 P’21*
Eugene C., II ’65 & Barbara C. Sullivan*
The Presser Foundation
The Walt Disney Company Foundation*
Carl S. & Alice Powell ’86 Thigpen P’17*
Elisa & Douglas Todd P’20*
Leila E. Trismen
Robert W. & Sarah Tuthill P’20 P’16*
Norman A., Jr. & Susan V. Varney P’16*
Niels P. ’78 & Pamela M. Vernegaard*
Walt Disney World Company*
John G. & Erin Trabel ’99MBA Youngs*
Anonymous (1)*
Fiat Lux Society  
FELLOWS’ CIRCLE  
($500+)
Reserved for alumni from two years to 10 years since 
graduation
James R. Adams ’11MBA*
Emmanuel J. ’08MBA & Nicholas J. Agon Kresky*
Ryan M. ’08MBA & Sarah Gillio ’06 ’09MA Courech*
David G. & Millie J. ’07MBA Erichsen*
Louis N. Evangelista ’19*
Leslie B. Lowrance & Katherine Gonzalez ’14MBA
Katie A. Gottsch ’04MHR ’08MBA*
Thomas D., III ’10 & Mai-Han Nguyen ’10 ’15MBA 
Harrington*
Kelly Irvin ’13MBA*
Ryan C. Johns ’09 ’11MBA*
Drew C. Johnson ’09*
Taylor P. Kennedy ’11MBA
Eric J. ’07 & Cynthia M. Klein*
Madeline J. Liro ’14*
Luis A. Llop ’13MBA
Emil P., III ’07 ’08MBA & Jennifer H. Loch*
Robert K. MacMillan ’14 & Hillary J. Straus ’05*
Christopher J. ’11MBA & Jennifer L. Maier
Breyner Perdigao & Alexandra Manrique ’07MBA
Keith & Lisa-Marie ’15 Mattas
Larry N. ’10MBA & Charity Mattern*
Robert H. III ’07MBA & Amanda McEwan*
Ron Evans & Leigh A. Nieman ’07MBA*
William G. & Therese D. ’13MLS Osborne*
Gerald A. ’09MBA & Emily Pierson P’21 P’21*
Thomas Kisner & Christina Roberts-Kisner ’07 ’11MBA*
Allison M. Scheurer ’10*
William Silliman ’17MBA
David & Danielle T. ’11MBA Spears 
Stacy R. Spencer ’13MHR
Jeremy S. Spitzenberger ’20*
Adam P. Stanchina ’07*
Zachary T. Starkey ’10 ’12MPCU*
Kamel E. ’11 & Alice Tejeda*
Jane C. Trnka ’16MBA*
Joshua H. ’10MBA & Heather Truitt
Catherine R. Wilson ’08MBA*
GIFTS UP TO $2,499 
A Good Group
A.R.C. Productions, Inc.*
Salomon & Elvira Abadi P’17*
Charles Abate P’19*
Lorraine Abbott ’59*
Thomas F. Abbruzzese ’84MBA*
Larry J. ’64 & Haya Abraham*
Andres L. ’92 & Jennifer T. Abril*
Mamta M. Accapadi*
Accenture Foundation, Inc.*
John, Jr. ’01MBA ’13MLS & Elizabeth Accola P’13*
ACH ASO Services, Inc.
Kinga A. Adamowicz ’98*
Steve A. & Martha Cannon ’92 Adams*
Mark W. ’85 & Hasni Adams*
Peter W. ’57 & Marjorie Adams*
Agnes Baulkmon Adams ’77MAT*
John & Jaclyn Mullavey ’04 Addorio*
Donald N. Crowell & Nanci J. Adler ’81 ’12MLS*
Robert L. ’83 & Christina L. Affelder*
Adrian Afoon & Nyree L. Walters
Lana Templin Agnew ’64*
Joshua A. ’12MBA & Carly Apap ’11 ’12MBA Aguilar
Swapnil J. Ahire ’05MBA & Aditi Verma ’05MBA*
Andrew J. Ahlschwede ’11MBA*
Ahmad R. Ahmad ’17*
David S. & Judy C. Albertson P’88
William H. & Emma Albornoz P’18*
Gene H. Albrecht ’69*
Leslie L. Alcuri ’11MBA*
Brian ’14MBA & Ansley Alderson*
Matthew W. Aldredge ’83*
Deutsche*
Pamela Booth Alexander ’68*
Thomas K. Alexander ’09*
Gary & Melinda McDonald ’77 ’82MA Alexander*
Robert E. & Leslie Johnson ’68 Alexander*
Holly Alfery*
Darrell R. ’93 & Amanda B. Alfieri*
Kristen E. Algero ’16MBA
Gerald R. ’96 ’97 & Patricia H. Alkire*
Tammy L. Allen ’00 ’13*
Susan K. Allen ’59*
Barry S. Allen P’07*
Aaron D. Allen ’11*
Donald W. ’59 & Carole C. Allen*
Maria E. Allen ’06 ’16MBA*
Debra A. & Richard A. Allen
Michael L. & Jill W. Aller*
Grant W. & Karen Alves ’88 Alley*
Deborah Allison-Koerber
Peter D. ’87 & Holly E. Allport*
Walter F. & Ann S. Allport*
Ally Bank*
Erick A. ’11MBA & Megan Lanier ’10 ’11MBA Almasi*
Christian F. Altaba ’89 & Maria I. Iglesias Preysler*
Gabriel & Dorcas-Joy Buendia ’04 Altman*
Ann L. Alton P’06*
Altrusa International of Orlando-Winter Park, Inc.*
Marlene G. Alvarado ’96*
Alexia Alvarez ’17*
AmazonSmile Foundation
American Express Foundation*
Edward A. & Megan Fusco ’00 Ames*
Douglas J. & Meg Ammon P’17*
John E., III ’91 & Alexandra Amos P’20*
Mark S. & Libertad A. Anderson P’14*
Matthew T. Anderson ’07*
Troy C. ’01MBA & Alison Anderson
Russell R. & Cindy E. Anderson P’10*
Phil & Jennifer D. Anderson
Robert & Rosemary Anderson
Barbara M. Anderson ’93MA*
Charles H. ’61 & Sandra Anderson*
John R., Jr. ’59 ’64 & Margaret L. Anderson*
Michael G. ’95MBA & Barbara Anderson*
Ryan & Alexandra Tuttle ’04 ’10MBA Anderson*
Harvey A., Jr. & Maureen C. Anderson ’90*
Michelle S. Anderson ’07*
Melissa S. Anderson ’07*
Lori Anderson
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Leader of leaders
For the second consecutive year, 
Rollins’ Crummer Graduate School of 
Business was named the No. 1 master’s 
program in the country for leadership 
and organizational development. The 
accolade came from HR.com’s Leadership 
Excellence Awards, which honor the 
world’s top leadership programs.
Your support means everything to me. 
I work harder, knowing someone else 
could easily be in my shoes. I am truly 
thankful. Your generosity is making a 
difference, and when I am successful, it 
just inspires me to do the same.  
— Tanaya Jones ’17
“
“
Edward G. ’06MBA & Lacey M. Anderson*
Charles A. ’70 & Theresa Andrade*
Melanie Biggar Andrews ’90
Karina B. Andujar ’17*
William J., Jr. & Margaret F. ’92MBA Anglin*
Gerry T. ’64 & Patricia Lacroix ’65 Appleton*
David M. ’07MBA & Nicole G. Archer ’07*
Jeff & Tammy Archuleta P’18*
David Arms ’14MBA*
Walter L. Arnold ’74MAT*
Caroline J. Arrigoni ’17*
Andres J. Arroyave ’00*
Arsenal Venture Partner
Tristan M. Artel ’15MBA*
Kimberly A. Ashby
John S. ’82 & Susan C. Ashby*
Charles M. Ashmun ’17*
James D. & Pamela Miller ’69 Askew*
Jeffrey W. & Barbara Massing ’96 Askins*
Ronald G. & Kathleen Kersten ’70 Assaf*
At&t Community Giving Program*
AT&T Foundation*
Raymond Attwell P’18*
Jennifer L. Atwell ’11*
Ardath Norcross Aucoin ’52*
Steven & Lisa G. Auerbach P’18*
Charles B. Aufhammer ’61*
Auritas
Louis A. Korahais & Nancy B. Austin
Itunnuoluwa Awogbade ’17*
AXA Foundation*
Maria E. Ayala ’17*
Ralph & Elisa Portilla ’83 Azarian*
Wesley B. Azzouz ’97MBA*
Max W., III ’70 & Carrie Babb*
Thomas H. Babierra ’17*
Marcus R. & Lara Bueso ’07 Bach*
Larry A. & Susan A. Bach
Bach Festival Society
Carl R. & Katherine Andrews ’68 Baeuerlin P’02*
David R. Bagby ’06*
Leland H. ’65 & Linda H. Harris ’66 Baggett*
William & Emily R. ’95MLS Bailey*
James M. ’62 & Carolyn Bailey*
I C. Baill
John D. ’87 & Cristina C. Baker*
Brian A. Baker ’68 ’72MAT  P’95*
O’Neil & Paula Baker P’16*
Ellen L. & William T. Baker P’20*
Jerry A. & Elizabeth D. Baker P’16*
Luke T. Baker ’17*
Sydney K. Baker ’17*
Rebecca J. Baker P’17
Emily Baker ’16*
Deivanayak T. Balakrishnan ’13MBA*
Robert C. ’64 ’66MBA & Adele H. Balink*
Aruna D. Balkisson ’17*
Brian P. ’96MBA & Kathleen C. Balut*
Eleanor Brooke Banfield ’87*
Ross G. Banfield, Sr. ’87*
Bank of America*
Carole Lynn Banka ’66*
William D. & Wendy Van Zee ’02MBA Banks*
Olivia M. Baquerizo ’17*
Alice Barbieri ’17*
Chris Barley*
Suzanne LeClere Barley ’56  P’79*
Leah M. Barnett ’17*
Bruce L. ’73 & Jisook H. Barnhill*
James L. Barnick, Jr. ’91 & Sandra Tirrell-Barnick*
Marshall J. & Dolores Attard ’62 Barrash*
Gabriel I. Barreneche*
Maria Barreto Padilla
Peter D. ’92 & Christine Bloom ’92 Barrett*
Paul T. & Diane Barrett*
David E. & Lenny K. ’13 ’16MHR Barrett  P’13*
Margaret M. Barry ’70 ’71MED*
Michael A. ’95 & Jennifer A. Mowbray ’95 Barta
William M. & Brenda G. Bartnick
Keith M. Barton ’66MAT*
Alexander K. & Cary Keen ’56 Barton*
Barton Malow*
John A. ’05MBA & Jeniffer Bartos*
Mark K. ’07 ’08MBA & Jami-Leigh C. ’07 ’12MLS 
Bartschi*
Anne Clark Bass ’58*
Gregory H. & Mia Bassham P’17
William M. ’80 & Tristan L. Bateman*
Lisa Bates
Thomas R. ’94 & Nathalie M. ’98 Bates*
Ryan C. Bathurst ’13
Francisco Batlle P’20 & Christina Zaharas P’20*
Marie L. Battaglia ’16MA*
Charles J. ’69 & Karen H. Bauernschmidt P’15*
Clarence B., Jr. ’92 & Stephanie S. Bauknight
B. Charles & Michelle Baumann*
Christina M. Baumann ’17*
Nicholas E. Bazo ’02 & Stephen Flowers*
Robert G. Beall ’89 & Jeff K. Helfrick
Jack R.+ & Ernestine Beattie
Jonas Beaubrun ’02 & Junia J. ’98 Beauburn*
Kelsey R. Beaumont ’12*
Adrian Bedoya ’17*
Charles M., Jr. ’67 & Karen Beeghly*
Everette T. & Ann Wynne ’64+ Beers*
Arthur & Joanne Endriss ’51 Behrer*
Joseph A. Beiro ’80MSCJ*
Daniel R. ’74MSM & Diana Beistel*
Charles L. ’53 & Gladys M. Belew*
Samuel Bell, III ’72*
John M. ’88MBA & Jay Bell*
Robert K., Jr. ’57 & Barbara B. Bell*
Salustiano Alvarez & Mayda Belleau ’80 Belleau de 
Alvarez*
Donald A. Bellerive*
Michael Tomlin & Susie ’95MBA Bell-Tomlin*
David A. & Jill S. Belsky P’17*
David F. ’87 & Charlotte Beltrami*
Pat Crouse Bender*
Herb L. Bennett ’96*
Robert J. & Julie R. Bartleson ’03 Bennett*
Earl A. Crosdale & Diana M. Bennett-Crosdale P’17*
Timothy A. & Lorraine F. Benton P’19*
Todd B. ’93 & Rebecca Kovac ’93 Bequette*
Vincenza A. Berardo ’10*
Ronald J. & Kimberley W. Bercaw P’11MBA*
Charles R. ’61 & Deborah B. Berger*
William C. Berkmeyer ’91*
Lynn S. Berkowitz
Robert A. & Ann Elmore ’69 Berlam*
Carina A. Berlin ’07*
Mark D. ’87 & Elizabeth L. Berman*
Jeffrey N. & Kimberly A. Berman P’14*
Matthew A. Berman ’14*
Jay & Lynn Trout ’68 Berman*
Adam J. Bermudez ’16*
Richard P. ’56 & Barbara Bernard*
Drew T. Bernstein ’09 ’11MBA & Sara B. Joyner ’09*
Joseph G. Bernstein P’11 P’13MHR & Sherry Fox-
Bernstein P’11 P’13MHR*
Ellen M. Berry
Reggie M. Berthiaume*
Amber Berthoff ’17*
David F. ’56 & Nancy N. Berto
Jeremy & Stephanie Neumann ’00 Bese
Brittany M. Betts ’17*
James A. Bevacqua ’07*
William & Ann M. Bianco P’14*
Kenady M. Bickel*
Charles W. Pearson & Karolle T. Bidgood ’69*
Geoffrey A. & Holly Bassett ’96 Bigley*
Joseph J. & Leisa Bilello P’17*
Miranda L. Bilello ’17*
James R. Bird, Jr. ’71*
Robert B., Jr. ’75 & Lee Morris ’74 Birdsong*
Alexander R. Bisbee ’14*
Roy Lindstedt & Barbara A. Bissell ’65*
John E. Bisson ’55*
John A. Bistline, Jr. ’44*
Donald B., Jr. & Anne LaBonte ’03 Blackadar*
Donald A. ’65 & Gretchen Blackman*
Russell M. Blackmer, III ’94*
Russell M., Jr. & Gail Pattison ’69 Blackmer P’94*
Tuni Sciortino Blackwelder ’64
James H. Blaisdell*
Tilman T., Jr. & Susan Gregory ’69 Blakely*
Dorothea Bufalino Blakemore ’50  P’75*
Jose R. ’79 & Lenore V. Blanco*
Kenneth D. & Jillian D. Blanning
Christopher S. ’80 & Anne Blazak*
Mark & Hedy Blinderman
Peter & Andrea Bliss P’20*
Joanne Dunn Blyde ’51*
Jeffrey L. & Caroline Blydenburgh
Lisa A. Boardman P’16*
Raymond & Heather Hallowell ’83 Bodiford*
John K. Rhoades & Gayle Bodle
Dagmar Bednarzik Boggs ’85*
Katie Boggs*
Tanya Boggs*
Julia L. Boguslawski ’01 ’03MBA*
Stacey L. Bohr ’01*
Bevin A. & David H. Boisvert P’20*
Peter S. ’92 & Tiffany S. Bok*
Carmen Lampe Boland ’55*
Michael B. Bolhofner ’04*
Richard K. ’74 ’76MSM ’78EDS & Quin Bommelje*
James A. Bonatis ’59 ’64MAT*
Anthony J. & Allison Scott ’97 Bonidy*
Dexter S. Boniface*
Rodney A. & Pamela Tabor ’80 Bonnette*
William J. & Helen Habernickel ’91 Bonzulak*
Brian D. ’89 & Kathy Boone*
Kelly J. & William E. Boos P’20*
Dorothy J. Booth
Edwin E., Jr. ’58 & Nancy Borders*
Kurt R. ’80 & Carol Borglum*
Thomas O. & Allyson Farlow ’87 Borgstedte*
Rita Bornstein ’04H ’04HAL*
Jeff Rider & Carla R. Borsoi ’92 ’95MBA*
Sally J. Bossert ’14*
Chad E. Boston ’12*
Robert B. & Diane Boswell*
Carlyle C. ’71MCS & Catherine A. Bottelman*
John T. ’69 & Nina Bottomley*
John N. ’84MBA & Elvira Boucher*
Elvira Bouriak ’11*
W. Jack Bowen P’72
James E. Bower ’93MBA*
John J. & Jean Abendroth ’62 Bowers*
Stacie Bowie P’18*
William & Becky Brawley ’68 Bowles*
David R. ’87 & Melissa Cross ’88 Bowser P’10*
Lynda Boyce*
Channing Boyd P’20
Sheri J. Boyd*
Kevin J. ’95MLS & Kitty S. Boynton*
Brian L. Brach ’09MBA*
Stephen & Mary Bradley*
Robert L. Bradley, Jr. ’77*
Micah N. Bradley ’17*
Manuel & Monica Brambilla P’20*
Marlowe K. Brand ’16
James & Kelly Westerfield ’88 Brandon*
David P. Brandt ’16*
Karen M. Branen ’78MED
Jennifer & Clyde Brant P’20*
Harry W. Brantley ’77 ’80MSCJ ’86MA*
Brasfield & Gorrie, LLC*
Michael & Virginia Booher ’88 Bratti*
Austin A. Braun ’13MBA*
Pamela Bremmer P’17*
John S. ’78 & Julia G. Brickley*
Parker W. Brickley ’07*
Timothy D. Brickman ’16*
Charles R. Briley ’15MBA*
Murray T. & Evelyn Vaughn ’64 Brinson*
Kara T. Brisson ’03 ’06MBA*
Jacqueline T. Brito ’99 ’10MHR*
Judith Hoffman Brock ’59*
Jay Brock*
Dallas V. Brock ’17*
William P. & Nathalia B. Brodie P’81 P’85
Elenita E. Brodie
Rachel L. Brody*
Joseph C. Bromfield ’09*
Theotis ’73 & Jeanelle Glover ’73 Bronson*
Richard R. Bronson ’81MSM*
J. Marshall & Carolyn Pecka ’78 Brooks*
Judy A. Brooks ’17*
Todd ’85 & Penny Broseghini*
M. Elizabeth Brothers ’89HAL*
Alannah L. Brow ’17*
Luke T. ’05MBA & Mandy L. Brown*
Ernest M. ’73 & Elizabeth R. Brown*
Frederick J. & Pamela Clark ’76 Brown*
Marion H. Brown ’73MSM*
Douglas L. ’08 & Emily Curtis ’09 Brown*
Christopher M. ’93 & Holly Brown
John F. ’77MSM & Larna A. Brown*
Robert J. Gerbracht & Sara D. Brown ’65*
Ronald H. Brown ’61*
Alexander J. Brown ’12*
Timothy Brown ’67 & Marilyn Kal-Hagan*
Ronald C. Brown ’78MSM*
David W. ’72MCS & Joan M. Brown*
Hillarie L. Brown ’02*
Catelin B. Brown ’08 ’17MHR
Alexander & Elizabeth Browne P’19*
Barbara K. Browne ’15*
Peter Frasca & Sydney Brumbelow ’89 Frasca*
Hardy & Amy Will ’99 Brumfield*
Marley A. Brumme ’08*
Mike J. & Janet A. ’17 Brunson*
Robert H. ’66 ’68MBA & Bonnie J. Bruorton*
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Top producer of Fulbright Scholars
In February, Rollins was named a 
leading producer of U.S. Fulbright 
students for a sixth time. Two months 
later, music major Ben Wozniak ’17 
became the College’s 41st Fulbright 
recipient since 2006. Check in with five 
of our 42 Fulbright recipients on page 
32 and see how they’re putting their 
global education to good use. 
Stephen M. & Linda B. Brush P’18
Annamarie T. Bryant ’16*
Christine M. Bucheli
Charles D. ’71 & Ginger B. Bueker*
Peter D. & Beth Buell P’20 P’17*
James C. ’82 & Desa Buffum*
Ronald M. Bullock P’20*
Toni M. Bullock P’20*
Brooke M. Bumgarner*
Michael K. & Denise McKeown ’90 Burfield*
Julia G. Burgess ’88MBA*
Norma Faust Burkhardt ’54*
Jaclynn D. Burleigh ’12
William B. ’02 & Denise Burns*
Melissa A. Burnside ’90*
Christopher O. ’94MBA & Marige T. Bursaw*
Edward A. Bustos ’98 ’03MBA*
James L. & Rebecca C. Butler
Roniel Cabrera ’95 & Cristina M. Whitehouse ’95*
Jose J. Cabrera
Charles J. Cacciabeve ’78*
Chantelle L. Cade ’17*
Gary W. Cain ’04MBA
Kathryn H. Cain ’94*
Joseph A. Calabrese ’13MBA*
Alexander D. ’73 & Jennifer A. Calder
John K. & Katherine Overstreet ’71 Calder*
William C. Caldwell, III ’76 ’79*
Valerie Patak Callan ’85  P’87*
Darcey M. Callender ’93
James L. ’72 ’77MED & Sharon Z. Calvin*
Harold Cammack
Hugh P., Jr. & Judith Strite ’58 Campbell*
William H. & Joan K. ’87 Campbell*
Reagan B. Campbell ’17*
Thomas S. Campbell ’96
John J. Campione ’85*
Roman Canales ’91*
Carol Cannata
Amy M. Cantley ’14*
Kathleen M. Capdesuner*
Enrique J. Capeluto ’17*
Capital Group*
Zachary R. Capps ’02MBA*
Carrie E. Capron ’04*
Joseph Caputo, II ’94 & Hao N. Tran ’96*
Constantine S. & Marissa M. Caravelis ’07MBA*
Martin W. Cardenas ’17*
James L. & Carol L. ’91MLS Cardinali*
Steven Cardonick
Michael E. Cardwell, II ’13*
Judi A. Carey P’94 P’95MBA*
Peter F. ’84 & Libby Carleton*
Nancy M. Carman ’72
Tonya A. Carmien ’98MBA*
John A. MacKay & Sharon L. Carnahan P’05*
James H., II ’65 & Laurie Gordon ’66 Carney P’92*
Mary E. Carr ’87*
Matthew L. ’62 & Paula Horowitz ’63 Carr*
Stephanie L. Carr ’07*
Eugene J. Carr, Jr. ’77 P’04 & Mary A. Carr*
Michael L. Carrafiello ’81*
Lorenzo E. Ramirez P’11 P’14 & Julie R. Carrington P’11 
P’14*
Vivian D. Carrington ’17*
Bruce R. & Laura Lecker ’78 Carson*
Robert G. & Elaine Perrin ’01MHR Carson*
Ralph R. ’80 & Diane M. Carson*
Dan T. & Melissa Carter P’17*
Daniel A. Carter ’14*
Amy Adams Carter ’02MBA*
Lillian E. Carter ’17*
Michael A. & Allison Caruana P’17*
Francesca J. Caruso ’71*
Timothy M., Sr. & Joanne M. Case P’19*
Dennis J. ’63 & Virginia Sands ’64 Casey*
Leonard & Jane Williams ’47 Casselberry P’80*
Steven R. ’02 ’05MBA & Brooke B. Castino ’05MHR*
Nancy W. Castino P’02 P’05MBA P’09 P’11MBA*
Kelly M. Castino ’09*
Timothy J. ’11MBA & Amanda Castino*
Nelson Castro ’13*
Caterpillar Foundation*
John C. & Julie D. Caton P’92
Gregory L. & Jennifer J. Cavenaugh*
Brent R. ’99MBA & Lisa Centlivre*
CEO Nexus LLC
Chakib Cerny ’17*
Euribiades ’98 & Karen Cerrud*
Matthew W. Certo ’98*
Karl & Susana Gonzalez ’91 Cetta*
Roland & MaryEllen Chacon P’20*
Morgen A. Chaderton ’15*
Christopher M. & Sondra N. Chambers
Michel L. Champagne*
Carlos A. & Patricia D. Champin P’16*
Champions of Golf Learning Center, Inc.*
Stephen E. Chaney ’92*
Robert C. Chapman ’61MBA*
Rebecca M. Charuk ’07*
Franklin W., III ’85 & Ellen S. Chase*
Koushik Chatterjee ’03MBA*
Christinna R. Chauncey ’91*
Claude A. Chevalier ’69 ’70MBA+*
ChevronTexaco*
Grace Wendorff Chewning ’82 ’95MLS*
Arthur L. & Julianne Wallens ’82 Childs*
Walton ’72 ’73MBA & Lee B. Childs P’03*
Cielito S. Ching ’02*
Scott D. Valmassei & Amy Chinnery-Valmassei ’92*
Jennifer M. Chioma-Teolis ’92*
Judith L. Chisdes ’90*
Thomas A. Choate ’65*
Alina M. Chong ’01*
Fayyaz H. & Rachel O. ’94 Choudhury*
Tyler & Jessica C. Chronister ’07*
Natasha N. Cintron ’17*
Michael A. & Terri-Jo Ciocca
Benjamin S. & Julie Ashby ’88 Citrin*
George L. & Joanne P. Clapham
Clifford P. & C E. Berry ’82 Clark*
John H., IV & Gretchen Rounsavall ’71 Clark*
David A. ’98 ’13MLS & Nancy Clark*
John H. Clark P’19*
Pamela R. Clark*
Deion J. Clark*
Damian G. Clarke*
Gregory & Shirley Clarke P’19*
S. Louise  Cleary ’82*
Christopher D. ’07MBA & Elizabeth L. Cleary ’10*
Colleen Cleary
Russell E. Cleary ’72*
John M. Cleaver ’05*
Maris D. Clement ’72*
Barbara Clement Cox*
David M. ’66 & Carolyn E. Cobb*
Phyllis Portong Cobb ’51*
Richard A. & Monica M. Cobuzio P’19*
Richard Coffee Lt. Col USAF Ret. & Ann Todd ’57 
Coffee ’57*
Jeremy ’08 & Moschell A. Coffey*
Christopher G. ’88 & Aimee D. Cogan
Neil S. ’95 & Lainie Cohen*
Jay M. & Hillary Cohen P’94*
John A. ’85 & Tammy M. Cohenour*
Richard H. & Debra Bogatin ’77 Cohn*
Herbert E. & Sally Schreiber ’63 Cohn*
Taylor M. Coia ’17*
Guy D. ’71MBA & Donna Bullard ’75MED Colado*
Coldwell Banker Residential Real Estate Cares*
Jeffrey L. & Teresa L. Cole P’03 P’04 P’08MLS P’15*
Richard A. ’62 & Ellen D. Cole*
Richard D. & Frieda Clifford ’65 Coleman*
Carol C. Coleman ’98MBA
John C. ’81 & Cecilia A. Coliton*
John C. & Colby Grimes ’92 Collet
James J. & Maryclaire Collis P’17
Philip S. & Lynne N. Collis P’90
Mark W. Collis ’17
Willanne R. Colwell ’89MBA*
Thomas L. ’05 & Claire H. Holland ’05 Concannon*
David C. & Kristin G. Congdon
Edward F. ’75 ’76MBA & Darlene G. Conner*
Robert A. & Susan Hall ’68 Conrad*
Charalambos G. ’67 & Helene Constantinides*
Matthew & Kimberly B. Conte ’14MBA*
Mark Conti ’80MSM & Judy A. Dixon*
Paul T. & Sharon M. Conway
Mary Conway Dato-on P’13*
William D. Cook, Jr. ’07*
J. Thomas Cook P’94 & Patricia L. Simmons ’90MLS 
P’94*
Alvin Huffman & Sally McCutchen ’61 Cook ’61*
William H. Cook, III ’09MBA*
William D. ’00MBA & Julie Cook
Peter M. & Jill Smithberger ’81 Cooke*
Dennis E. & Laurene Hopson ’70 Cooney*
Thomas N. ’82 & Barbara A. Cooper*
Margaret L. Cooper ’72*
Max D. & Rosalie Lazzara ’59 Cooper*
John Cooper P’19 & Jo Schein P’19*
Henry A. Cooper ’76*
Mackenzie G. Cooper ’16*
Briana N. Cope ’17*
Beverly K. Stein Copen ’58*
Cherie Copenhaver P’21
Salvatore & Donna Coppolino P’16*
Catharine Ondovchak Corbin ’63*
Suzannah Cordas P’19*
Hugh H. & Ruth G. Corddry*
Alliyah E. Corley ’17*
Catherine P. Cornelius ’63 ’66MAT*
Sandra Krumbiegel Cornell ’63*
Henrique L. Correa P’18 & Maria Teresa Correa de 
Oliveira ’12MBA P’18*
James N., Jr. & Samantha Warrick ’91 Corrigan
Alexander J. ’11 & Stephanie D. Corts ’13*
Mark J. ’84MBA & Laura A. Cosgrove
Harry W. ’55 & Mary L. Cost*
S. Christopher ’71 & Marian S. Costa*
Robert & Lauren Cottone P’14*
Matthew C. & Stacie Covington
Christine & Chris Cowan P’20*
E. Conrad Cowart ’63*
Sarah C. Cowie ’09*
Jonathan Cox ’15MBA*
Andrea H. Cox
Derrick E. & Stacey Cox
Angela M. Cox*
Cathleen A. Craft ’89 ’99 ’12MPCU*
Douglas J. & Lisa N. Cram P’18*
Daniel & Ashley V. Cranford ’07*
Bernardine A. Dejohn Crawford ’86*
Suzanne Caruso Crawford ’75*
Theresa Creighton
Kyle W. & Anne Crichton ’75 Crews*
Patricia Crooks P’87*
David C., Sr. ’86 & Megan M. Cross*
Robert & Nancy Cross
Richard B. ’82MBA & Kathryn L. Crouse*
Peter T. ’90 & Lesley S. Crowe*
Patrick C. Crowell ’77*
Robert A. & Mary M. Crowley P’18 P’13 P’14 P’16MBA*
Deborah Crown*
Nancy Rogers Crozier ’61*
Larry & Paula E. Crumbley ’99MBA*
William C. Crump P’19 & Elizabeth Gringeri P’19
J. Peter & Sara S. Crumpacker
Ann Palmer Crumpton ’55*
Patrick M. ’94MED ’99MBA & Letha H. Cucci
John A. & Susan D. Cuellar*
Carlos R. Cuevas ’16MBA*
Diane P. Culpepper*
William D. Cummins, Jr. ’17*
David & Annette Cunniffe P’18*
Colin M., Jr. ’67 & North L. Cunningham*
John A. & Julie A. Cunningham*
Matthew E. ’96MBA & Jane Curran*
David M. Currie
Kasey & Robert Cursey, Jr. P’20
John D. & Anne M. Curtis P’95
Ethan M. Curtis ’17*
Roy Curtiss, III P’02 & Josephine Clark-Curtiss*
Michael D. Cushing ’92 & Justine Reese*
Chelsea J. Cutchens ’13*
Pamela F. Cutrone ’94*
This opportunity has given me more 
than I ever expected. On one level, it 
helped me come to the United States 
(I am an international student) and 
gain an education from a liberal arts 
institution, which was something that 
I had really wanted. When I got here I 
was given access to resources beyond 
anything I had imagined. I was able 
to meet professors I really admired, 
who challenged me in many different 
ways—both inside and outside the 
classroom—and shaped how I think. 
I was able to be part of a supportive 
community that celebrated the ups 
and helped me through the downs. But 
most of all, because of your support, 
I was able to find my passion and the 
path I want to pursue. It is something I 
have been seeking for a very long time 
and something that I value deeply.  
— Divya Kolakada ’17
“
“
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Elite Eight run
In March, the men’s basketball team 
won the NCAA Division II South Region 
Championship for the second time in 
school history and advanced to the 
Elite Eight before falling to the nation’s 
top-ranked team. The Tars also claimed 
the College’s 22nd Sunshine State 
Conference Tournament Championship.
Please know that the John M. Tiedtke 
Professor of Music Endowed Chair allows 
me to pursue projects that would not be 
possible without it and sets a standard 
for which to continually strive. While I say 
this often, it is truly sincere when I state 
that this endowed chair appointment 
serves as an ongoing inspiration.  
— John V. Sinclair, Professor of Music 
and John M. Tiedtke Chair of Music
“
“
Josyellen P. Da Costa ’17*
Ronald D., Jr. ’98 & Deana M. Dager*
Anthony C. ’75 & Katherine M. Dale*
Andy L. & Karen Larsen ’71 D’Ambrosio*
Nicholas A. Damiano ’16
Cassandra L. Daniel ’14 ’15MBA*
Kathleen Julia Daniel ’77*
David H. ’79MSM & Sharon M. Daniels*
Christopher C. ’91 & Suzanna Dann*
Edward F., Jr. ’75 & Janis H. Danowitz P’12*
Isabella R. Darden*
Darden Restaurants, Inc. Foundation
George H. ’70MCS ’77MAT ’79EDS & Dorothy Darfus*
Richard & Leslie Dasch*
Barbara Brock Daugherty ’41*
Fred J. & Jill Daunno
Margaret Fifer Davenport ’67*
Walter F. & Jean Britt ’66 Daves*
David Greg Insurance Consultants*
Arthur J., IV ’89 & Amy Davidson*
John M. & Shampa Saha ’89 ’92MA Davie*
Jason A. ’99 & Tonya C. Davis*
Richard N. & Lindy K. Davis P’14 P’15 P’17MBA*
Peter L. & Elizabeth Brook ’56 Davis*
James A. & Jennie P. Davis P’18*
Michael L. Levitan P’15 & Mary J. Davis ’73 P’15
Michael R. & Nancy Taggart ’66 Davis*
Jeffrey & Dakota Fiori ’04 Davis*
Robert M. Davis ’82*
Richard C. ’80MSM & Judith B. Davis*
Isaac F. Davis, Jr. ’60*
Dan D. ’81 & Amanda Miner ’82 Davison*
Peter T. ’02MBA & Suzanne J. Davison*
Donald L. & Joan D. Davison*
Harlan Trammel & Sally Davis ’63 ’75MED Davis-
Trammel ’63 ’75MED*
Ronald Davoli*
Ralph E. & Melinda Blankenburg ’86 Dawley*
Susan B. Day
Carlos S. Dayao ’94*
Miguel H. ’00 & Brittany Soderstrom ’01 de Arcos*
John M. ’54 & Martha M. de Carville*
Kevin G. & Emily Whalen ’84 DeMello*
Andrew J. De Mil ’98*
Tom & Caroline Lee ’71 Dea*
John L. Dean ’66*
Sara A. Brookbank Debot ’59*
Nicole & Jason Decker*
Robert L. & Ann D. Decker P’11*
James A. Decker ’09MBA & Rob McCullough*
Nancy M. Decker P’06 P’13 P’16MBA*
Stephanie O. Decker ’13 ’16MBA*
Pat & Patti Deegan*
James & Erin DeGeorge P’18*
Jean Colvin Delano ’67*
Rae Delfosse
Osman A. Delgado, Jr. ’17*
Mitzi H. DeLuca
Marc L. Demers
Rust M. ’64 & Kristen Bracewell ’62 Deming P’85*
Jeffrey C. ’05 ’06MBA & Sarah Maxson ’05 DeMott*
Christina M. Dempsey ’14MBA*
Kimberly Den Beste
Phillip E. Denizard ’16*
Charlotte Denmark
Mary J. Dennis P’19*
Carol Forsberg Denton ’70MAT*
Garrett S. Derderian ’12*
Tanner J. Derderian ’16*
Robert J. & Eileen Harte ’46 Derham*
Martin A. ’66 & Elizabeth M. DeRita*
Jeffrey A. ’93 & Elizabeth DeRose*
Daniel S. Thompson & Nancy Wayman Deutsch ’69 
’71MAT*
Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation*
Darrell & Katie DeVaney
Lloyd B. ’89MBA & Cheryl DeVaux
David & Diana Dever P’14
Jennifer J. Dewitt
Steven C. Dezwart*
Glenn A. ’93MBA & Marci L. Dial*
Mark S. Diamond ’83*
John E. ’72 & Jackie D. Dickinson*
John C., Jr. & Carole S. Dickson*
Jason E. ’92 & Sandy Dimitris*
Jonathan J. & Carla Dunbar ’93 Dimmock
Elizabeth & Lawrence Dinner P’20*
Kimberly G. Dirschka ’10*
Anthony, Jr. ’81 & Susan DiStefano*
Calvert R., Jr. & Carol Hess ’64 Dixon*
Windell A., Jr. ’71MCS+ & Carolyn B. Dixon*
Trai N. Doan P’15 P’16 & Dieu Chi T. Nguyen P’15 P’16*
Gillian P. Dobbin ’16*
Ralph H., III ’92 & Patricia Doering*
Ralph H., Jr. & Judith C. Doering P’92 P’95*
Julie Kay Donegan ’12*
Heather Donnelly P’20*
Alice Marie H. Donovan ’86 ’97MLS*
Bret S. Dorion ’11MBA*
Donald E. D’Orto, Jr. ’94*
Tony R. & Rebekah S. Dossett P’19*
William E. Doster*
David H. & Autumn C. Doulong P’13*
Andrea R. Dowlen ’76*
Louise D. Doyle ’97MLS*
Douglas J. ’65 & Barbara Liverett ’67 Draper*
Leonard S. & Seline H. Dreifus
Carl R. & Nancy Mastin ’73MED Driskell*
Fred A. ’78 ’80MSM ’81 & Jean A. Droze*
Marnie Loehr Drulard ’67*
Sarah J. Dubendorff ’16*
Julie E. Duff ’14MHR
Virgil H. Duffell ’66MAT*
Edward J., IV & Amy Reynolds ’94 Duffy*
Chandresh & Sangeeta P. Duggal P’13*
Lauren E. Dulin ’08MBA*
Philip C. ’83MA & Judy Dunbar*
Glen J. & Mildred Searles ’61 Dunlap*
Linda Dunlap
Edward B. ’87 & Francesca Dunn*
William A. ’59 & Marilyn Dunnill*
Ralph R. & Juliet W. ’98 Dunsworth 
Thomas L. ’70 & Ruth Lawrence ’70 duPont P’95 P’97 
P’98*
Scott T. duPont ’87*
Harold J. ’58 & Elizabeth A. Durant*
James & Jane G. ’04MLS Durocher*
Douglas S. ’90 & Shannon F. Dvorak*
David M. Dwyer ’06 ’12MBA*
Dustin W. ’00 & Victoria Lahage ’01 Eberts*
Timothy W. Ecton ’89MBA*
Hoyt L. & Charlene Lamy ’94 Edge P’01*
David L. ’92 & Susan Williams ’86 ’93MLS Edgell*
Martha F. Edwards ’69*
Keevin B. & Wannetta Edwards P’19*
Brittany P. Edwards ’17*
Matthew & Ashlee Branan ’99 Effler*
Jerome J., III & Renee Egan P’20*
John S. ’84 & Melissa Eggert*
Andrea Henderson Ehresman ’99 ’02MBA*
Tarell S. El Masri ’17*
Mark R. & Brytton Baker ’91 Eldredge
Thomas B. Elias ’87
Jack D. & Jemma K. Elliot ’07
Marc G. & Suzanne Elliott*
Anna Elliott P’20*
Judith M. Elliott
Jerry D’Addio & Jean Wiselogel ’52 Elliott-D’Addio*
Michael P. Elmore ’17*
Grace Porter Elphick ’67*
Anne M. Elsea ’03*
Bruce G. ’74 ’75MBA & Caroline Kelley ’73 Ely P’11 
P’12MBA*
William K. ’58 & Margaret Cresswell ’61 Ely*
Bert E. ’55 & Doris Emerson*
Susan M. Emery P’01*
Patrick M. ’88 ’92MBA & Ginna Emmet*
EMS Miami LLC*
David S. ’90MBA & Beth I. Emsley
Sonia G. Endsley ’97MLS
C. Barth ’60 & Sandra B. Engert*
Norma English
Robert W. ’65 & Bonita P. Ennis*
Bee Epley
Brad M. Epstein ’09MBA*
Melanie Epstein ’17*
Richard L. Erdmann & Dawn M. MacPhee
Susan L. Erdmann P’06
Benjamin Blood & Lindsay E. Erdmann ’06*
Felicia J. Erlich ’11*
Wendy A. Erskine ’13 ’14MBA
Lemaris E. Espada
Joseph D. Esteban
Joel D. Estes ’87*
Mark J. Estorino ’17*
Jennifer Estrada*
L. Diane Evans ’53 ’70MAT*
Chester A. Evans*
Christopher R. & Mary Evans*
Jack L. ’81 & Jenifer Friedman ’80 Evans*
Maria P. Evans ’04MHR*
Peggy M. Evans
Andrea Scudder Evans ’68*
Charlotte B. Everbach
Matthew S. & Miranda Stanfield ’89 Ewoldt*
Robert S. Fagan ’73 ’74MBA*
Mark D. & Leslie Fair*
Hilary Falcon*
Frances Bradley Fanger ’48*
Raymond M. Fannon ’82 & Heidi M. Tauscher ’82*
Alexander J. Farin ’13*
Janice C. Farnsworth ’65*
Robert R. & Kathryn Farrell P’16*
Guy R. ’06MBA & Rita S. Fasson
Peter T. ’51 ’71H & Claudia P. Fay*
Joseph W. Fay ’04*
Elise M. Fay ’16*
Ross & Joan Fazio P’19*
Seth L. Feigenbaum ’70*
Christian & Beatrice Feldbinder P’20*
Stephen R. Feller ’67 & Sue Hoeksema*
Paul & Victoria DeLaPlante ’67 Ferber*
Taylor W. Ferguson ’11*
Stephanie P. Ferguson ’96*
Robert T. ’94MLS & Lila M. Ferguson*
Carlos M. & Marguerite A. Fernandez
Clayton L. Ferrara ’08*
James W. Ferrell P’15 P’17MBA
John E., Jr. & Dione L. Fetner
Jeffrey ’94 ’95 & Danielle M. Feulner*
Gabrielle L. Feulner ’13 ’14MBA*
Fiduciary Trust Company*
Joan Fiebrandt
Joaquin P. Serrano & Susan M. Figeac ’92MBA*
Scott L. Filter ’02*
Samantha N. Finan ’13*
Financial Harvest, LLC
Jeffrey E., Sr. & Kimberly O. Finegan P’19*
Kirk A. & Margaret Williams ’99 Finley*
Daniel Finn
Susan Finnegan
Carol Beardsley Finnigan ’57*
First Congregational Church of Winter Park*
Robert D. Fischer ’73 ’75MSM*
Jeffrey P. Fisher ’66 ’67MBA*
Janice Fisher
George H. Fisher ’65 & Manuel Garcia*
Janet Hetzel Fisher ’49*
David F. ’71 & Jan C. Fittante*
Walter D. & Ann Berry ’61 Fitzgerald*
Peter R. ’02 & Meghan Fitzgerald*
John E. Fitzgerald, Sr. ’50*
Charles M. ’67 ’69MSCJ & Barbara T. Fitzgerald*
Victoria C. Fitzgerald ’17*
Thomas J. ’67 ’70MAT & Barbara G. Flagg*
Nancy Flaherty
Evelyn Fidao Fleischhacker ’70*
Robert V., II & Roxanne Mougenel ’77 Fleming*
Eugene C. & Katherine Shackelford ’53 Fletcher*
Frederick C., II & Suzanne Vanderbeck ’70 Fletcher*
Nancy Campbell Fletcher ’65*
James Goulstone & Patricia Fletcher ’16 Goulstone*
Valada Flewellyn
Wilson H., Jr. ’69 ’71MBA & Judith H. Flohr P’09*
Marie H. Shields Flood ’83MBA*
Paul G. & Mary K. Flory
John H., Jr. & Donna G. Flynn P’15
Stephen & Margaret M. Fochler*
Michael J. ’77 & Kimberly M. Fogle*
Erin V. Foley ’92*
Delores S. Force ’16MHR*
Robert C. Ford*
David R. ’76 & Elizabeth Rauld ’75 Ford*
Shelby J. Fordham ’14*
Patrick & Lindsey Fore*
Adrienne M. Forkois ’01*
Anthony J. & Marci D. Tex ’84 Formato*
Paula B. Formica P’15*
Evan C. Forrest ’02*
William A. & Lara Rebak ’90 Forstmann
Stephen E. ’66 & Milla Forsythe*
Lee & Teresa Fortney P’19*
Richard Q. & Joy Stein ’71MAT Fox*
Owen N. ’76 & Cynthia A. Frakes*
Jennifer Frame
Mario L. Franco ’15MBA*
Daniel W. Frank ’89*
Carroll C. Franklin ’94MBA*
Richard H. & Gretchen Herpel ’51 Franklin*
Jennifer Franklin ’82*
Melinda Crockett Franklin ’70*
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I cherish my association with the 
Bush name and am grateful for the 
foundation’s support of my work as 
well as the continuing role it plays in 
enhancing the impact of Rollins College 
on students and the community.  
— Thomas Moore, Professor of Physics 
and Archibald Granville Bush Chair of 
Science
“
“
Barbesino named Boren Scholar
Karina Barbesino ’19 earned a Boren 
Scholarship, a prestigious award 
reserved for students who intend to 
pursue careers in federal national 
security. Barbesino, a double major 
in international relations and Asian 
studies, used the scholarship’s $20,000 
award to participate in a trio of study-
abroad programs in China this summer 
and fall.
Theodore B., II & Joanne Kennedy ’63 Frazer*
Clive Frazier
Dana L. Fredebaugh ’76*
Jeffrey & Pamela Prime ’98 ’99MBA Fredel*
Alison O. Frederick ’13 ’15MBA*
Dennis & Lisa DeRea ’97 Frederiksen*
Charles J. ’84 & Laura L. Fredrick*
Charles A. & Mary Jo Fredrick*
Steven M. & Susan Kaufmann ’82 Freedman*
Brady M. Freeman ’06*
Donald D. ’81 & Deborah R. Freeman*
Stanley C. Freking ’95MBA*
Thomas K. & Linda Frelinghuysen P’15*
Pamela French P’17*
Christine M. French
Joseph A. Friedman ’49*
Eleanor Smith Friedman ’52*
Pierson & Sara Kettler ’85 Friend*
Peggy Fritsch
Clyde W., Jr. ’98MBA & Cheryl Fritz*
Christopher G. & Susan Herbster ’87 Fulghum*
Cary C. Fuller ’65*
Robert A. & Kristen S. Fuller P’19*
Halei J. Fuller ’17*
Caroline Sandlin Fullerton ’40
Rodney & Mandy ’11 Furbush*
Lawrence M. & Emily C. Furlong
Harry Y. Furukawa P’17 & Tina Sung P’17*
Miya S. Furukawa ’17*
Christopher L. ’72 & Martha H. Fusco*
Gary R. ’59 & Patricia Gabbard*
Stephanie R. Gajraj ’17*
Rebecca I. Gakwaya ’17*
Debra L. Galbraith ’76MAT
John W., II ’83 & Alison Galbreath*
Michael P. ’86 & Patricia Coomes ’86 Gallagher
Thomas Q. & Leslie Poole ’96 Gallagher*
Timothy J. Gallagher ’03*
James H. & Lauren Gallagher P’18*
Robert A. & Denise C. Gamez*
Nona Gandelman ’68*
Peter F. ’64 & Shirley E. Gannon*
Marylou S. Gantner ’73
Ann M. Garcelon ’64*
Felipe T. & Kristin Monahan ’03 Garcia*
Laraine & John I. Gardner P’20*
Eric Hatton & Stacy L. Gardner ’97*
Mohammed F. & Rehana Gareeboo P’18*
Willie J. Garland ’97*
Lily E. Garnett ’17*
Dave Stevens & Arianna A. ’13 Garofalo*
Alfred C. ’61 & Anne Garrett*
Alma B. Garrett, IV ’91*
Wayne C. Johnson & Gwen D. Garrett ’92*
Beverly G. Garvey P’06*
Jule Gassenheimer*
Alan S. ’80 & Marcia R. Gassman*
John N., III ’02MLS & Lucinda S. Gaston
Harry A. ’67 & Betty J. Gault*
Stephen L. ’82MBA & Holly A. Gauthier P’09 P’11 
P’11MBA P’12MBA*
Claire Gaydos
Natasha E. Gaye ’17*
GE Foundation*
Nathan Z. Gedamke & Elizabeth Urban-Gedamke ’13*
Judith Messeroll Geffers ’63*
Robert S. Geller ’79*
Larry M. ’72MSM & Mary B. Genton*
Amanda E. George ’07*
William H. ’76 & Teresa Taylor ’77 George P’04*
Nicholas J. Georgoudiou ’13MBA*
Randall B. Gerber ’86*
Cristina E. Geremia ’17*
Robbie & Stacy F. ’13MBA Gerke
Clark M. & Christina German P’19*
Maria M. Diaz Gerrity ’71 ’78MED ’80EDS*
Michael P. ’71MCS & Marcia S. Gerrity*
Chad H. Giannuzzi ’10*
Tina A. Gibbons ’77 ’78MBA ’93MAT*
Jamin M. ’87MBA & Janice Gibson*
Jeffrey J. ’82 & Constance F. Giguere*
James S. Gilliland, Jr. ’93*
Benjamin J. & Diana Gilliotte P’17*
Penny M. Gilliotte ’17*
Judith Earle Gillow ’59*
Ronald E. & Anne McCall ’68 Ginsberg*
Bruno J. & Anne B. Giordani P’11*
Jason A. & Mary Patrick ’04 Giraulo*
Jeffrey B. & Carolyn ’07MA Glatting P’13
Francois X. Gleyzon
Emmett F. & Leeann H. Glick P’04*
Rhonda Milligan Glover ’87 ’94MLS*
Bruce E. ’82 & Mary C. Glover P’21*
Godbold, Downing, Sheahan & Bill, P.A.*
David M. Godfrey ’93 & James A. Francis*
William J. ’65 & Marsha M. Godsey*
Karen Kaltenborn Goertzel ’65*
Andrew L. Gogan, Jr. ’16
Howard E. & Barbara M. Gold
Jeffrey M. ’07 & Christina Golden*
Gregory B. ’11 ’16MBA & Holly ’13 ’17MA Golden
Jay & Robin M. Golden P’07 P’11 P’16MBA
Garry E. ’59 & Carolyn Goldfarb*
Jonathan A. Goldfarb ’97*
Pete & Sandi Goldish
Lisa G. Goldman ’81*
Frank D. ’64 & Anne L. Goldstein*
Philip N. & Connie Goldthwait P’17*
Lawrence P. ’72 & Carol Goode*
Megan Carmichel Gooding ’08*
Charles D. Goodrich ’98*
Frederick J. & Karen Goodrum*
Robert F. & Sydney Burt ’60 Goodwin*
Alyse H. Goodwin ’13MBA*
Lacy J. Goodwyn ’11*
Charles E. ’68 & Lucy Cook ’72 Gordon*
William R. Gordon ’51  P’84*
William R., II ’84 & Patricia L. Gordon*
Malhar S. ’86 & Anita Gore*
Logan L. Gore, III ’17*
Thomas R. & Kellyann A. Goring P’15*
Andrew M. Goring ’15*
Aaron & Elizabeth Gorovitz*
Chauncey P., II ’88 & Allison B. Goss*
Gerrit J. ’92 & Tessa Rowan ’97 Goss
Kenneth & Letitia Gibson ’79 Goss*
Robbie Gossett
J. A. Gottschling*
Scott L. ’13MBA & Maisa ’13MBA Gould*
Rafaela Grabert
James R. Grady ’09MBA*
William D. Grafton, III*
Jon Behler & Nicole Gragnano-Behler ’92*
Kelley Graham
Walker O., Jr. & Debra Graham P’18*
Stephen C. ’90MBA & Sandra J. Graham*
Alfred C. Graham ’82MSM*
Maralyn E. Graham*
Maurice N. & Wendy Rabinowitz ’65 Gralnek*
Dean J. Grandin, Jr. P’16 P’17*
Christine A. Grandin ’17*
Cyrus W., V ’69 & Edith G. Grandy*
Steven W. ’13MLS & Janice Grant*
Suzanne T. Grantham ’93*
John C. & Tammie Gray P’19 P’21*
Donna J. Gray P’91*
Mark Grayson
Timothy J. Grecsek ’93*
Raymond M. Green ’81*
Bradford J. Green P’18 & Christina O. Sprowl P’18*
Christina Berry Green ’85*
Eric K. & Dorothy F. Green
Sheila Greenspoon
Rose Gregorio
Rick & Kristin Averell ’83 Gregory*
Justin M. Greider ’06MBA*
Ralph P. ’64 ’69MBA & Kristy Grieco*
Tiffany K. Griffin ’06 ’09MA*
James P. Griffin ’72*
William A. & Virginia C. Grimm P’99 P’11*
Peter L. & Suzette Grindle*
Kristine Whelan-Griscom ’85*
James G. & Cynthia Rice ’82 Grissom*
Shirley Miller Grob ’56*
Andrew M. Groslimond ’04 & Ambra G. Gunderson*
Bruce & Deborah Lemel ’00 Gross*
Richard & Marianne ’05 Grossman*
Vincent A. & Lisa Grudowski P’19*
David J. Gruenewald P’09 P’10MBA*
Patricia Roberts Grulke ’52*
Ross F. & Priscilla H. Grumet*
Steven B. ’87MBA & Nancy Grune*
Alice Guan
Elizabeth S. Guardado ’17*
Joseph W. ’87 ’88MA & Judith L. Guarine*
Gail M. Guenther ’88*
Teresa R. Guerard ’00MA*
Angela Guerra P’20*
Talia Guerrero ’17*
Roberto, Sr. & Deborah Guillen P’20*
Mary J. Gunderman*
William G. Gunther, Jr. ’05MBA*
William & Bonne Brooks ’80 Gurzenda*
Charles & Mary Kauffman ’63 Gustis*
Giraldo J. ’95MBA & Tina M. Gutierrez*
Alicia Gutierrez Ramirez ’17*
Shirley C. Haberjan ’16MBA*
Nicole G. Haberman ’17*
James B. ’10MBA & Caitlin McConnell ’07 ’09MBA 
Hackenberg*
Michael J. & Linda Wernau ’77 Hacker*
Phillip R. ’00 & Christina ’01 Hage*
Ernest E. & Kathleen A. Haight*
Peter Haigis ’65*
Lisa Tumarkin Haile ’82*
Carl W. Haines ’64*
Richard H. ’57 & Janice Hamilton ’58 Haldeman*
Steven A. & Elaine W. Hale
Morrey S. Halfon & Dorothy L. Alpert*
William B. & Judith Z. Hall P’19*
Patricia L. Hall ’67*
Barry A. ’03 & Kellie Symons ’03 Hall*
Jarvis D. Hall ’12MBA*
Sean P. Hall ’16
Daniel W. ’67 ’80MA & Barbara S. Hallman*
Katherine Hallum
Mark J. & Diane Bronstein ’79 Halperin*
Deborah L. Halye
Stephen C. ’16 & Candace ’09 Hamblin*
Gerald Hamburger
Laurence & Jane Hames P’07
Christyne B. Hamilton ’80
Sara L. Hamilton ’72*
Thomas A. & Mary Pugh ’69 ’71MAT Hamilton*
Daniel K. & Lisa R. Hampton P’19*
David A. ’96 & Lua Rudolph ’97 Hancock*
Richard A. & Joy B. Handelman P’09*
Lois Langellier Handley ’53*
Joanne Hanley P’19*
John J., Jr. ’77 & Mary Hanlon*
Andrew R. Hanna ’12*
David C. ’84 & Joan Holzschuh ’84 Hannah*
Roy S., Jr. & Susan T. Hansen P’19
Alice Voorhis Hansen ’48*
John H., Jr. ’71 & Marian M. Hanson*
Eric & Megan Hanson
Elizabeth Kohloss Harbin ’66MAT*
Michael E. Harbison
David J. Hardrick ’99 ’02MA & Corey R. Jackson*
Laura L. Hardwicke ’11*
Douglas F. & Marialana Deist ’94 Hardy*
Richard A. Harem ’04MBA
Joan Watzek Hargadon ’62  P’85 P’86*
Michelle Harkey
Jennifer J. Harlan ’84*
Ivan T. ’74 ’75MBA & Patricia Brunner ’75 Harlow*
Deryck A. ’04MBA & Michelle Damweber ’04MBA 
Harmer
Jean Palmer Harmon ’59 ’64*
Harold Alfond Foundation
Timothy Plunkett & Cynthia Harper-Plunkett ’82*
Marilyn Hoffman Harra ’49*
Roseann R. Harrington ’90MBA
Jean Harrington P’19*
W. Gibson & Pamela Dixon ’68 Harris*
David, Jr. & Patricia Lindsey ’74 Harris*
Karen J. Harris ’78 ’79MBA*
Benjamin H. & Ellen Rains ’93 ’97MLS Harris*
Chad E. Harris ’00 & Dorcas R. Gilmore ’00*
Cheryl D. Harris
Henry S., Jr. ’69 & Judith E. Harrison*
David A. Harrison
Harry P. Leu Foundation
Hydrenia Shorter Hart ’85MED*
James C. Hartman
Walter H., III & Tracey Herman ’88 Hartman*
Robert E. ’79 ’06MBA & Peggy A. Hartmann*
Amber M. Harty ’13*
Scott C. ’77 & Katharine McFarland ’78 Harvard P’16*
Jonathan H. Harwell*
Nancy A. Haskell ’59*
Brett & Sarah Benson ’01 Hatcher*
Michael R. Hawkins ’14MBA*
Matthew W. & Cindy ’10 P’14 Hawks*
James & Patricia Hawley
Samuel H. & Dorothy Churchill ’46 Hay*
James W. & Mary Martin ’55 Hayes*
David V. ’98 & Traci Hayes*
Todd A. Hayes ’88*
William P. & Maude Hayman
Leon D. Hayner ’11MBA*
Noel Haynes ’16MBA & Bethany L. Bower*
Martha O. Haynie*
W E. & Marly Hays
Karen S. Hays ’17*
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I am very thankful for your support. 
I have worked in campus media for 
several years now, and I am very 
grateful that our department has such 
great support. On a personal level, I am 
appreciative that this scholarship will 
help to alleviate some of the financial 
burden of getting my undergraduate 
degree, so that I am able to go to 
graduate school and pursue my career 
path. — Micah Bradley ’17
“
“
Ewen named Newman Fellow
In April, studio art major Meredith 
Ewen ’19 earned Campus Compact’s 
2017 Newman Civic Fellowship, which 
recognizes and supports students 
committed to achieving social change. 
As a first-year Rollins student, Ewen 
founded an art program at Opportunity, 
Community, Ability, an Orlando 
nonprofit that serves children and 
adults with special needs. 
Michael E. ’82 & Debra B. Healy*
Heart of Florida United Way, Inc.*
Stephen G., Jr. & Melissa Marsh ’74 Heaver*
Robert M. ’06MBA & Jo Marie Hebeler*
Christopher D. Heckscher ’90*
Mark E. & Kelley Hefferin*
William J. Heffernan, Jr. ’69*
William Heimbuch
Stephen D. ’76 & Lauren M. Heis*
Jack W. & Mary Whitman ’60 Heisel*
Ena & Robert Heller P’21
Kirk W. Hemphill*
Ronald H. & Mary Anne Stefik ’79 Henderson*
Layman & Karen Nordberg ’60 Hendrex*
Thomas E. & Laura Hendricks P’16 P’17*
Daniel E. Hendricks ’17*
Debra Hendrickson*
Cleveland T. & Lisa R. Hendrix P’14*
Robert H. ’80 & Miriam Jennings ’79MA Henry P’92*
John T. Henry, Jr. P’88 P’90MBA*
John T., III ’88 ’90MBA & Pamela Finley ’90 Henry P’18 
P’19*
Richard A. & Grace Herbert P’14*
Elizabeth Baldwin Herblin ’61*
David E. ’80 ’88 & Janice Moore ’83 Herbster
Marie Rackensperger Hernandez ’66 ’72MED*
Ricardo J. ’94MBA & Renee D. Hernandez*
Lucas J. Hernandez ’13*
Luisana Herrera ’17*
Jeffrey L. Hersh ’03*
Saundra Sands Hester ’59*
Brad P. ’06 & Mirella Steward ’06 Hetland*
Dustin J. ’99 & Randi Winant ’99 Hewit*
John S. & Sally Hewit*
Mary C. Hicks ’09*
James R. ’81MBA & Celeste L. Hicks*
Jeffrey D. ’66 & Marie P. Hicks*
Ryan W. Hieb ’17
William M. & Kim A. Higgins
Hope F. High ’62 ’66MAT*
Carlton C., Jr. ’52 & Barbara A. High*
John H. & Merry Gladding ’65 Highby*
Freddie L. Hill, Jr.*
Olivia A. Hill ’17*
David M. ’00 & Mona Hilley*
Denise L. Hillinger ’84*
Sara Hills ’59*
Jon L. Hilton P’17 & Lee A. Tait P’17*
Paul M. & Holly McCannon ’96 Hineman*
Margaret L. Hines ’85 ’87MBA*
Gloria J. Hines ’91 ’97MA*
Warren L. Hinrichs, Jr. ’89
Brian M. & Katherine ’01 Hinson*
Robert C. & Tracy Pickett ’79 Hinton*
David A. ’68 & Ree Cubellis ’67 Hirsch*
Edward Hirsch P’11 & Andrea M. Niemira P’11*
Miles E. ’63 & Barbara J. Hisiger*
Son T. Ho ’05*
Christopher M. Hoadley ’06*
David E. ’71 & Judy R. Hobart*
Carlyle Seymour Hodges ’48*
Debbie Hadaway Hoffman ’78  P’09*
Amanda C. Hoffman ’17*
Katherine B. Hoffman P’08 P’09MBA*
Michael Hogan P’18 & Sheryl Koepke P’18*
Doris F. Hogan ’43*
John E. Holbrook ’90*
Shawne N. Holcomb ’01 ’08MLS  P’13*
Samuel A. Holcomb ’17*
Alfred T. & Cheryl ’04MBA Holderbach*
Kimberly & Denise K. ’17 Holdridge ’17*
David S. ’75MBA & Susan M. Holland*
John & Jill Holland P’20*
Stephen & Pamela Holland
Theo R. & Linda Wilson ’00MBA Hollerbach
Jill D. Hollingsworth ’85*
Buell, III ’66 ’73MBA & Elizabeth Parker ’72 Hollister 
P’89*
Gloria Boggs Holly ’46*
Wilton R., Jr. & Debbie Bulger ’90 Holman*
M. Susan Holmes ’72MBA*
Michael J. ’02MBA & Mary Holmes*
Georgina L. Holt
Teri Varley Holt ’65*
Alicia M. Homrich ’92MA*
John C. Hood ’11*
Thomas L. Hope & Linda Hartmann
Devon ’86 & Charles A. Hope*
Jason M. & Amanda Peters ’03 Hopkins*
Steven G. ’74 & Valeria Horneffer*
Stanley C. ’77MSM & Debbie K. Horton*
Jeffrey S. & Patricia M. Horton P’09
Hannah E. Horwath ’16*
Sarah L. House ’82MBA*
Mike & Lissy Houseman*
Sara Stampp & Phoebe R. Howard ’70*
Scott D. ’91 & Catherine Howat*
Richard A. Howell P’96MBA
Gordon E. ’64MAT & Laverne Irene ’90 Howell*
Paul A. Howell, Sr. ’50*
Michael L. & Barbara Richard ’00 Howell*
Bruce E. ’76 & Diana Howland*
JoAnn L. Hubbard P’85 P’87*
John H. Hubbell ’04*
Gregory L. & Shelley Hubert*
William B., Jr. ’75 & Rdell Austin ’75 Hudgins*
Kevin N. Hudson ’01
Meribeth E. Huebner*
Daniel Huertas ’17*
Marian Huet ’93*
Scott C. & Beth Needham ’89 Huffman*
David G. Hughes ’94
Jane Thompson Hughes ’68*
Richard L. & Patricia Hughes*
Robert G. & Marilyn Wilson ’64 Hughes*
Clyde E. & Muffet M. Hughes P’19*
Everett & Teresa Melli ’71MAT Hughes*
Barbara A. Wolcott Hughes ’63*
Mark A. & Linda D. Hulbert P’18*
Kent G. & Janina T. Hultgren ’94MED*
Larry R. & Carol C. Humes
Robert ’16MBA & Kerrie Humphreys P’21*
Edgar Welch & Valerie R. Hunt*
Randy Lenz & Darryl Hunter-Lenz ’84*
Barbara Cox Hurlbut ’56*
Ellen S. Hurwitz
John E. ’86MBA & Barbra J. Hyman*
Amanda R. Iannotti ’16MA*
Agostino ’87 & Julie B. Iarrobino*
IBM International Foundation*
Phillip R. Ileto ’06
Illinois Tool Works Foundation*
James E., Sr. ’51+ & Phyllis A. Imand*
Joseph ’90 & Carolann M. Inbornone*
James R. Ingersoll ’78MSM*
Elizabeth Ingle ’69*
Keith Ingram P’16 & Julianne Veal P’16*
Carol I. Ivey ’73MED  P’97 P’05*
Larry E. ’73 & Myra G. Ivey*
Terri L. Iwatsuru*
Naoko Izuhara
Daniel E. ’62 & Barbara Dixon ’64 Jackson*
Christina A. Jackson ’17*
Lori R. Jadick ’08 ’11MA*
Tyrone L. ’90 & Julee Jaeger*
Andrew N. & Allyson Lipman ’97 Jaffe*
Gregory D. Jaffray ’83*
David S. Jaffray, Jr. ’55  P’83*
Alfred Milton & Theda R. James ’74*
Hugh R. & Caroline G. James
Theresa James
Katherine Willis Janes ’63*
Andrew J. Jaworski ’16*
Robert Jeffrey
Rivers & Cathy Jenkins P’19*
De Etta H. Harris Jenkins ’71MED*
Michael J. ’03 ’10MBA & Liza Jennings*
Eryka J. Jennings ’92*
Andrew H. Jennings ’08MBA*
Ronald Sisson & Madeline Peck Jennis ’70 ’77*
Daniel M. Jensen ’93MBA*
Kimberly A. Jentsch*
Wayne G. & Virginia Nelson ’68 Jeronimus*
Rhett Jibaja
Kenneth W. ’07 & Melissa N. Johantgen*
Kellee M. Johnson ’90*
James P. Johnson P’13 P’17 P’17MBA*
Gregory & Nancy Davis ’75 Johnson*
George W., Jr.+ & Nancy Neide ’50+ Johnson P’78*
John C. Bersia & Renee A. Johnson ’03*
Christopher M. ’96MBA & Melissa Johnson*
Thomas M. Johnson ’91*
Thomas W. ’72 & Mary Robertson ’77 Johnson P’91 
P’97*
Johnny H. & Charlotte Lund ’77MED Johnson*
Dean C. Johnson
Jacqueline B. Johnson
Edward T., Jr. ’72MED & Patty F. Johnson*
Jeri Broxterman & Paula J. Johnson ’83*
Hannah Y. Johnson ’17*
Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies*
John Johnston P’19 & Susan E. Marshall P’19*
Ross D. & Ashley Whittaker ’04MBA Johnston*
Bill & Kathryn Williams ’80 Jones*
Mari R. Jones ’10MBA*
Donald B. ’98MBA & Jessica Jones*
Vicki M. Jones
Jack S. & Carrie L. Jones P’15*
Frederick S. Jones, Jr. ’84*
Brian T. Jones ’11MBA*
Kathryn Joseph ’12MBA ’16EDBA*
Michael M. & Mary N. Joss P’19*
John R. ’54 & Pauline S. Joy*
Megan E. Joyner ’10*
Donna K. Joyner ’79MAT
William E. & Barbara Weiss ’76 Juckett*
Fred T. Juhos P’16 & Nancy Miller-Juhos P’16*
Daun R. ’03 ’12MPCU & Lisa Junkerman ’06MBA*
Michael J. & Aimee R. Kakos
John T. & Valerie Wieand ’80 Kalas*
Jeanne M. Kalil
Edmund F., Jr. & Carol K. Kallina*
Gert O. & Lynn Rode ’65 Kalweit*
Elizabeth Jones Kamrad ’64*
Michael R. Kanady & Debra H. Collier
Marigine & Yoshikazu Kanesaka*
Vanessa L. Kannemeyer P’09 P’10 P’12MHR*
Hal H. & Vicki Kantor*
John S. & Kristen Sparks ’92 Kantor*
Michael J. ’93 & Sara K. Karger*
Joannes H. & Martha Proud ’47 Karis*
George E. & Jean Clemens ’65 ’70MAT ’94MLS Karres*
Shelley S. Katz ’12MBA*
Marc & Henrietta Katzen
Larry & Lee Kaufmann P’12 P’14MPCU*
George G. Kavanagh, Jr. ’83*
Charlotte C. Kaye ’17*
Sue Szuch Kaye-Martin ’55*
Ezgi Kazak ’02MBA*
Michael J. ’07MBA & Lauren Kazazis*
Kevin J. & Eileen Keane P’19*
Daniel M. & Susan Keenan P’18*
Joseph & Elizabeth Keene*
Charles C., Jr. & Robin Dolan ’89 Keener*
Walter & Carol Sitton ’60 Kehm*
Katherine S. Kehrberger ’13MBA*
Barry A. ’77MSM & Brenda Keim*
Sheri L. Keller ’00MBA*
Treva Atkinson Keller ’92*
Steve Hollowell & Anne Kelley ’83 ’89MBA*
Steven A. ’88 & Susan G. Kelley*
Theodore M. & Lisa Kelley P’18*
Peter R. & Cynthia K. Kellogg*
Justin K. ’90 & Leslie R. Kellogg*
Ronald V. Kelly ’66MBA*
Brian L. Kelly
Katherine Surpless Kelly ’84*
Richard & Barbara Postell ’74 Kelly*
Mary F. Kelsh
Christina R. Kelso ’17*
Guy Kemp P’08MBA & Natalya V. Kemb P’08MBA*
Julie F. Kenes*
John L. Kennedy ’70 ’72MBA*
Mary Sue Kennington
Megan E. Kenny ’11MBA*
Clifford M. Kenwood ’91*
Jeffrey L. & Susan Gordon ’79 Kern*
Stacey L. Kerr*
Judy M. Kersey ’97*
John M. ’70 & Sally M. Kest*
Key Bank Foundation*
Peter W. Keyes ’69*
Shaayann M. Khalid ’17*
Artemus S. Khan P’20 & AnnMarie Rampersad P’20*
Alexis N. & Elizabeth L. Khazzam P’18 P’21*
David M. ’74 & Jennine Kidd*
Gabrielle Blankenfeld Kidd ’04*
James F. & Martha Kiley P’21 P’17
Richard J. & Marna Battaglia ’03MBA Killian*
In Hyun Lee & Hyun Jung J. Kim ’14*
Sean W. Kinane ’90*
David N. ’68 ’71MBA & Gail King
Samuel R. & Nancy Curry ’78 King P’10 P’10*
Jeffrey L. & Elizabeth ’96MLS King*
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Rollins has meant everything to 
me. It has helped me find a job. It 
has helped shape me as a person, 
as an academic, as a professional. 
Without this scholarship, I wouldn’t 
have a degree. I wouldn’t have a job. I 
wouldn’t have the diverse perspective 
I now have. I wouldn’t have had all 
the friends, family, and support that 
I had at Rollins. I wouldn’t have had 
the opportunity to go to Germany 
or Japan—none of that would have 
happened. I just would have been 
another guy in the Kathmandu Valley. 
— Shree Raj Shrestha ’17
“
“
Rollins named a leader in 
alternative breaks
For the fifth year in a row, Rollins was 
ranked in the top five nationally for 
the highest percentage of students 
who participate in alternative breaks. 
During the 2016-17 academic year, the 
College organized 18 alternative break 
experiences that addressed issues such 
as environmental preservation, hunger, 
homelessness, poverty, immigration, 
women’s rights, and youth education.
Woods King, IV ’10 ’12MPCU*
Dewey W. ’74 & Jean King*
Elis A. Kingsland-Mengi ’17*
Tim M. ’87 & M C. Kinskey*
Tyler T. Kirby ’92*
Adele Fort Kirkpatrick ’56
Natesh S. Kirpalani ’17*
Saroya S. Kirton*
Frank A., Sr. ’73 & Sylvia Talmadge ’74 Kissel P’00*
Jennifer L. Kissel ’13*
Luther D. & Dorothy Stevenback ’57 Kistler*
Halil Kiymaz
Trevor & Tracy ’02MBA Kizer*
Ronald H., Jr. & Patricia C. Klair
Esther I. Klair
Claire K. Kleiman ’06 ’10MBA*
Starr T. Klein ’64*
Catherine D. Kleindienst ’17*
Stephen W. & Lynn C. Klemann P’04 P’06*
David B. Shelton & Mary U. Klimko-Shelton ’92MA
Robert S. & Diane Klotzbach P’17*
Keith & Mary Cavanaugh ’05MBA Knapp
Richard F. & Stefanie Marger ’78 Knauss*
Bruce & Barbara Leopold ’77 Knerr*
Patrick J. & Audrey Knipe
Debra M. Knorowski ’85*
Stanley C. & Cynthia B. ’10MA Knott*
David W. ’70 & Janet E. Knutson*
Emily J. Kobler ’15*
Gary T. Koetters ’83*
Robin & MaryBeth Wickley ’83 Kohberger*
Rachael K. Kokomoor ’14
Richard C. & Patricia L. Kopatich P’15*
Michael E. Korens ’84*
Kathleen C. Korge ’13
Curt H. ’77 & Beverly A. Koschwitz*
Robert Kovacevich & Laurie Greene
William J. Miller & Judith F. Kovisars
Kevin C. Kozminski ’90MBA*
KPMG Foundation*
Christopher Kranert*
Julianna G. Kranz ’16*
James H. & Kathryn W. Krebs P’18 P’15*
Kathryn M. Krebs ’15*
Susan E. Kreis ’00MBA*
Howard C., Jr. ’66 ’67MBA & Susan Camp ’64 Kresge*
Timothy & Cheryl ’06MBA Kressly*
John D. Kriete ’14MBA*
James A. ’53 & Donna Krisher*
Erik G. ’62 & Annette F. Kroll*
Brent W. Kubasta ’11MLS
Howard H., Jr. & Jane Graff ’63 Kucks*
Kerrin P. Kuhn*
Alisan B. Kula P’17*
Charles E. & Linda Kulmann
Thomas G. ’78 & Carol Schubert ’78 Kuntz*
James D. & Carolyn A. Kunzman*
Shelly B. Kurland ’17*
Sylvia D. Kurth
Glen T. ’86 & Nancy Kurtz*
John A. & Betsy Kushner P’17*
Harry N. & Viviana ’92 ’01MAT Kypraios P’21*
Christina S. La Paglia ’02*
Debra L. Lacy ’06MBA*
Amir A. ’94 & Patricia A. Ladan*
Samantha C. Lafferty ’17*
James C. ’90 & Carolyn Botello ’89 ’96MA LaFollette 
P’21*
Mark L. ’86 & Darlene G. LaFontaine P’20*
Gertrude F. Laframboise
Darren A. Lai ’97*
Frederick P. & Martha Bahmiller ’66 Lair*
Edward B. & Lisa M. Lamm P’18*
Roland P. Lamontagne ’62 & Beverly Sayre*
Roderic & Mary Goodall ’61 Lancey*
Alan H. Landay ’70*
Michael P. & Cynthia Hill ’87 Landen*
Robert Alley & Joan Reilly ’96 Landolt*
Jack C. ’06H & Janne Jolley ’72MAT ’85MA Lane P’85 
P’87MBA*
John R. Langfitt ’81MSCJ*
Kevin A. ’95MBA & Lynn D. Lansberry*
Carlo A., Jr. & Alison LaPorta P’17
Carlo A. LaPorta, III ’17*
Jane W. Lapple
Peter S. Bouharoun & Danielle Lares-Bouharoun ’86*
David L. & Lois Johnston ’51 Larson*
Wendy Larson-Jennings ’78MED*
Michael ’16MBA & Tracy Lasala*
Barry M. Lasser ’63*
James W. ’97MBA & Kerry Nicholson ’96MBA Lather*
Robert J. Niemi & Carol Lauer
O. Don & Louise Lauher
Fred J., Jr. ’75 ’76MBA & Shelley W. Lauten*
Donna E. Lavalle ’61*
Jeffrey L. & Vicki Robinson ’00MHR ’03MBA Lavendol 
P’03*
Terence M. ’69 ’70MBA & Patricia C. Law*
William V., III ’68 & Suzanne Stonewater ’65 Lawrence*
Patrick J. & Marcia L. Lawrence*
Lezlie D. Laws
Lisa Low Lawson ’85*
Barbara J. Leach ’99*
Jennifer A. Leach P’20*
Susan League
Nelson A. Leduc ’73MBA*
Bruce ’54 & Janetta M. Lee
Jonathan C. ’90 ’97MBA & Virginia M. Lee*
Mary J. Skinner Lee ’68*
Robinson Leech, Jr. ’70*
Richard F. & Virginia H. Leedy
Andrew S. ’79 & Maureen N. Leeker*
John C. ’60 & Dorothy Englehardt ’59 Leffingwell*
Steve & Penelope Branscomb ’72 Leggett*
Carole Conklin Leher ’68*
Jan & Irene Lehmann P’19*
Mary Jo Leiffer
Michael D. Leigh ’80*
Dalton P. LeMaster*
Anthony J. ’79 & Andrea G. Lembeck*
Louis A. ’06 & Whitney J. ’07 Lenglet*
Nick Leo
Oscar J. Leon ’10MBA*
Anthony C. ’96MBA & Helen B. Leonard*
Richard S. & Heather Graham ’01MBA Lepkowicz*
Robert D. ’60 & Lois K. Lerner*
Robert G. & Ann S. Ragsdale ’61 Lesman*
James B. Lesperance ’92MBA*
Marcela B. Lessa ’16*
Anna E. Letanosky ’07*
Mark D. & Kendall DeMatteo ’89 Levan*
Nadine Bortman Levin ’78*
Peter & Leslie Aufzien ’78 Levine
Amanda F. Levine ’17*
James L. ’61 & Leslie B. Levy*
Laurie-Ann Levy ’96*
Foster L. ’66MBA & Sherry K. Levy
Donald V. & Elizabeth Bodenheimer ’67 Lewis*
Christopher D. Lewis & Marie A. Spinale*
Rolande K. Lewis ’95*
Ang Li ’14MBA
John L. ’42 & June Liberman*
Garrison duP. Lickle ’76 ’77MBA  P’04*
Peter A. Lienhard*
Barbara H. Lieske
Ryan J. ’10MBA & Elaine W. Liles*
Gregory & Heidi J. Jameson ’03 Limongi*
Kate Curtin Lindsey ’76*
Fredrik ’13MBA & Tiffani ’13MBA Lindstrom*
William J., Jr. & Anita S. Stedronsky ’59 Linkous*
Brendan & Margaret Souders ’76 ’96MBA Linnane 
P’08MBA
Bobby R., Jr. & Ellen Lint P’18*
Jeffrey L. Lippert ’82*
Richard D. Lippert, Jr. ’83
Gerald & Donna M. Liput P’14*
Alan F. & Kim N. List P’19*
Qiming Liu P’18 & Hong Lei P’18*
Clifton A. Livingston ’70*
Jaret L. & Britta Llewellyn P’19*
Erin L. Lloyd ’12*
Jennifer Loch*
Carol Locke P’20*
Russell & Lisa Malo ’93 Lockwood
Colby F. Loetz ’11*
Deanna E. Loew ’17*
Peter N. & Mary Cullen Rosato ’92 Lombardi*
Brendan M. Long ’02 ’03MBA*
Albert N., Jr. ’64 & Lynne Johnson ’64 Long*
Vicki L. Long*
Jennifer Longden ’10*
John Longden P’10*
Clint C. Longenecker ’13MBA*
Mark & Stephanie Nelson ’89 Loomis*
Jose A. DelCarmen Lopez ’76MSM*
Mary C. Lopuszynski ’85*
Blake W. Lorenz ’77*
Elmer O., Jr. ’59 & Karen Lott*
David M. & Cynthia F. Louder P’14*
Ariana F. Louder ’14*
Misty L. Loughry*
Carlos M. ’88MBA & Rosane Louro*
Nancy O. Loving
E. Kenneth Lowery ’75MSM*
John F. & Rita Lowndes*
Ronald W. & Marilyn A. Lowry
Brian Lucas ’17*
David M. & Susan M. Lukasik*
Allen F. & Valerie Greene ’60 Lundy*
John M. Hemmann & Laura H. Luo ’96MBA*
Emily C. Lupu ’16*
Sharon K. Lusk ’81 ’86MA  P’07*
James Lussier & Nancy C. Jacobson
Scott A. ’80 & Ginny B. Lyden*
William H., Jr. & Sylvia Kuta ’67 Lyerly*
Michael S. ’65MBA & Donna H. Lykens*
Bill & Barbara Lynch
Michael P. ’90 & Kristen M. Lynch*
Victoria E. Lynde ’16*
Timothy M. & Tara Lyne P’16
Roberta W. Lyon ’88MA
William A. & Kathleene Grant ’90 Mac Alpine*
Rory H. Mac Leod
Frederic A. & Linda C. MacDonald P’98
Rick D. ’91MBA & Karen Mace*
Meseydi Machado ’16MBA*
Leonard J. & Erin Fitzpatrick ’81 Maciejewski*
Mary V. Mack*
Brian W. & Dina M. Mack P’15
Joan P. Mack ’56*
Robbianne T. Mackin ’94*
Rima J. Macksoud
William B. ’76 & Laurie A. MacLean P’12 P’13MBA*
Grace E. MacLean ’12 ’13MBA*
Sarah Castle MacLeod ’91  P’20*
David M. MacMillan ’60*
James B. & Janine J. Madison*
Steven E. Madow ’11 ’13MBA*
Mikaela H. Maensivu ’15*
The Maensivu Family*
Francis J. Magaletta P’16*
Stacy Moss Mager ’95*
James G. & Patricia Van Sickle ’50 Magestro*
James L. ’61 & Jan MaGirl*
Dhalia P. Magras P’03 P’05 P’07MA*
George B., Sr. & Nancy P. Magruder P’91MBA P’94 
P’98 P’99MBA
Douglas M. ’98 ’99MBA & Deborah L. Magruder
Michael A. Dunn & Peggy Mahaffy Dunn ’79*
Patricia D. Doyle Mahar ’78
Tonya M. Maharajh ’17*
Gary V. & Deidre David ’77 Mahler*
Frederick S. ’02MBA & Giselle K. Maish*
Marissa S. Maister ’17*
Keith I. & Ruth ’81MBA Malick*
Junaid Syed A. Malik ’94 & Saba Ansari
Michael C. Maloney ’16*
Bobby V. Mammen ’13MBA
Ronald J. Manchester ’04 ’11MA ’16MBA*
Rajaram & Sushma M. Manda*
John J. ’06MBA & J. Sandi Mann*
Gregory J. Mann ’89*
Susan Harris Manos ’61*
William H. ’80MSM & Rebecca S. Manuel*
Gregory F. Marconi ’16MBA*
Jane Hunsicker Marcum ’54+*
Kenneth L. & Trisha H. Margeson
Alexandra J. Mariano ’17*
Gary MariaRossi
Richard J. ’77MSM & Christine M. Marino*
Markim Enterprises Inc.*
Terrell R. & Karen Camelo ’79 Marks*
James & Angela Bond ’81 Markus
Michael L. ’65 & Yvonne Marlowe*
Elise A. Marquette ’17*
Peter & Mikaela J. Green ’05 Marra Lawrence K., III ’76 
& Laura S. Marsh*
Marsh & McLennan Companies, Inc.*
Greg W. & Patricia D. Marshall P’13 P’15MBA*
Eric K. ’91 & Sarah B. Marshall P’20*
Kathryn T. Ten Eyck Marshall ’67*
Scott & Jennifer Maloney ’97 Marshall*
Monte A. & Lucia Garcia-Iniguez ’75 Marshall*
Hali Marshall ’17*
Samuel A. Martin ’67 ’73MSM*
Max A. Castro & Marsha H. Martin P’03
Dianne Kaighin Martin ’68*
Nathaniel, III ’08MBA & Rachel W. Martin
Bertram T. Martin, III ’03 & Mallory L. Dimmitt
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Words alone cannot adequately 
express how humbled I am to serve in a 
role that reflects the name of a familyI 
hold in the highest regard. I know that 
I am here at Rollins for a reason and 
will continue to work as hard as I can 
as Lord Family Chair to help young 
people make the world a better place. 
— Micki Meyer, Lord Family Assistant 
Vice President for Student Affairs – 
Community
“
“
Balzac recognized for social 
innovation and entrepreneurship
Business professor Josephine Balzac 
was named a 2017-18 Algernon Sydney 
Sullivan Foundation Faculty Fellow. 
The fellowship supports faculty who 
are committed to championing social 
innovation and entrepreneurship in 
their classrooms and communities.
Gregory P. & Mary Cassel ’87 Martin*
James & Tasha Martin P’18*
Jacob C. ’70 & Joanne Rink ’72 Martin*
Willard Martin
Jessica L. Martin ’17*
Kyle A. Martin
Kailee B. Martin ’17
Jesse Martinez*
Maria J. Martinez*
Carlos R. Martinez & Monica Aparicio-Smith*
Pedro A. ’67 ’68MBA & Beatriz Martinez-Fonts*
Charles A. ’84MBA & Jill A. Martorana
Salvatore ’11 & Maureen Marullo*
Franz & Cynthia Mascarenhas P’14 P’16*
Randall C. Masciana ’83*
Natalie K. Mason ’17*
Jeremy M. Massullo ’14*
Robin M. Mateo ’08 ’11MBA*
John Jachimowicz & Kendall A. Mathews ’10*
Tanisha L. Mathis ’08  P’21*
Steffen L. Mathis ’99
Kathryn M. Matta
David J. Matteson ’15
Jason M. Mauer ’17*
Edward E. Maxcy ’66*
John B. ’70 & Carol H. Maxwell*
Elmo E. Maxwell, Jr. P’93*
Nabil May ’04MBA*
Benjamin J. Mayer ’04*
James Maynard ’74 & Marilyn Barcroft*
Kevin R. ’04MBA & Leigh Ferguson ’02 ’04MBA Mays*
Teasa L. Mays ’17*
Mark E. Mazak ’69*
Matthew B. Mazza ’08*
Thomas A. ’79 & Cheryl C. Mazzei*
Theo T. ’83 & Sharon McWhite*
Robert D. ’65 & Elizabeth P. McAfee*
Craig & Nancy S. McAllaster P’99 P’01 P’03MED
Robert G. McCabe ’73 ’78MED & Joyce M. Dobbertin*
Christopher Goutman & Marcia B. McCabe ’77*
John F. McCabe, IV ’92MBA & Elizabeth A. Allport 
’91MBA*
Richard W. ’10MBA & Eric McCaffrey
William S. ’78 & Renee McCalmont*
Michael R. & Erika F. McCandless*
Brian K. McCarthy ’99 & Minjung Shim*
William J. McClellan
James J. & Alison P. McClelland P’03 P’08 P’09MBA 
P’13MED*
John E. & Bonnie Bickum ’89 McClelland*
John W., Jr. ’99MBA & Juliette McClure*
Virginia L. McColl ’17*
Michael J. & Nancy M. McConnell P’18*
Taylor McCormack ’17*
Jeffrey T. ’87 & Sheila McCormick*
Timothy H. ’85 & Carolyn Bondurant ’86 McCoy*
Miles R. McCreery*
Scott A. McCullough P’18 & Christine Sagabiel P’18*
John F. ’69 & Terrell M. McDermid*
Charles J. ’61 & Judith V. McDermott*
Michael C. ’81 & Jane K. McDonald*
Kevin & Jane Miller ’91 McDonnell*
Daniel C. ’86 & Mari C. McDyer*
Ashton S. & Camilla Corballis ’88 McFadden*
Frank & Laura Thompson ’87 McFaden*
Paige L. McFarland ’17*
Ronald M. & Jeanette McGill P’17*
Kyle N. McGinnis ’84*
George J. ’12MLS & Janna W. McGowan
James A. & Hattie Z. ’99 McGriff*
Sally K. McGuren ’17*
John A. ’70 & Kay Bailey ’71 McKallagat P’04*
Aidan K. McKean*
Benjamin S. & Patricia S. McKendall
Joel H. & Genean H. McKinnon*
Thomas R. & Julia S. McKnight*
Jeffrey B. & Kathy Hart ’82 McLain*
Patrick J. & Mary L. McLaughlin P’15*
Joseph W. & Joyce C. McLeary P’18*
Grady McLendon
Thomas D. ’00MBA & Judy A. McLeod*
Alice M. McMahon
Christopher W. McManus ’17*
Robert W. ’66 & Ann S. McMillan*
Hugh, III & Gail A. McMillan P’15 P’16MBA
Fabienne C. McMillan ’17*
J. Edward ’68 & Catherine L. McNair*
Trudy E. McNair
Shawn A. McNalis ’94
Robert J. McNally ’74 & Elaine Dietrich*
Sean P. & Jennifer Tuttle ’04 McNamara*
Monica M. McNulty ’10*
R. Emmett McTigue P’99*
Patrick E. ’99 & Allison McTigue*
Brian & Lisa J. Mincy ’01MBA McWhirter
Sarah J. McWilliams ’09
Cameron L. & Kristin M. ’01 ’03MED Mease
Robert H. ’77 & Karen P. Medsger*
H. James Meginley, Jr. ’73MED*
Ravindra V. Mehta ’00MBA
Charles R., III & Janice Meissner P’18*
Ken Meister
William A., Jr. ’68 & Saundra B. Mellan*
William D. ’67 ’68MBA & Cibelles Mello*
Mellon Bank*
Kendrick B. Melrose
Patricia Melvin-Somerville ’71*
Carlos A. ’92 & Ana P. Menacho*
Seth F. ’56 & Alice Mendell*
June Worthington Mendell ’61*
Christopher J. Mendoza ’03MBA*
Laurence M. Mercier ’70
Merck Company Foundation*
Brent A. & Lisa Sundvall ’94 Merilson*
Aimee Olson Merriman ’84*
Caroline M. Merritt P’05
Jonathan B. ’15MBA & Carol F. ’96 Mertz*
Francesco A. ’81 & Maureen E. Messina*
Douglas S. & Linda M. Metcalf
Taylor B. Metcalfe ’72*
John E. ’98MBA & Margaret Metzger
John T. & Kathy P. Metzger P’15*
Kyle S. ’00MBA & Vicki H. Meyer*
Lynn Labisky Meyer ’68*
Michele P. Meyer*
Frederick K. Meyer, Jr. ’64*
Robert A. ’62MBA & Barbara D. Meyer*
Darryl L. ’03 ’06MBA & Lauren D. Mickler P’16*
David J. & Katharine Davis ’94 Middleton*
Timothy H. & Nancy Mihle P’18*
John M. & Danielle Farese ’92 Milburn*
Robert S. Milford P’18*
Daniel & Patricia Miller P’19*
William M., III ’76 & Yelena P. Miller*
Donna M. Miller
Jonathan Miller & Bethany Hicok*
Robert A. & Mary C. Miller*
Michael E. ’64 & Marilyn L. Miller*
Douglas J. & Pamela Odem ’95 Miller*
Lois Adams Miller ’47*
Luke D. Miller ’95*
Roger W. Miller ’69*
Thomas Miller ’66*
Alexander E. Miller ’16*
Robert Mulready & Melissa Miller ’76*
Anthony P. & Katherine Noyes ’76 ’81MSM Milligan*
Bruce A. ’78 & Monica Mills*
Ellis W., III ’95MBA & Jane R. Mills*
Milton Heller & Phyllis Heller Living Trust
William H. Miner, Jr. ’71*
Lee & Jacqueline Minetree P’20 P’16*
Kevin M. Miraglia ’03*
Eleanor Seavey Mischuck ’47*
Floyd E. & Melissa Morris ’76 Mishoe*
Gretchen E. Mitchell ’85*
Mark H. Mitchell ’94MBA & Julie E. Myers ’04*
Charlene Haupt Mitchell ’58*
Charles & Luann Wright ’87 Mitchell*
Jason W. ’97 ’05MBA & Carolyn Mitchell*
Justin W. Mitchell ’13*
Jaime Mitts ’16MBA*
Jorge & Elizabeth Miyares P’14*
Mizuho USA Foundation, Inc.*
Thomas O. ’80 & Aleksandra M. Moceri*
Jonathan Molayem ’02MBA*
Patrick H. Molloy ’68*
Charles T. & Carol McKechnie ’53 Montgomery*
Augustine P. Montgomery
Melody L. Montgomery ’11MBA*
Joseph J. & Robin G. ’07 Monti P’18 P’13*
Timothy A. ’97MBA & Meagan Moody*
James C. Moody
Peggy B. Moore ’73MSM*
Elizabeth J. Moore ’60*
Alison Hennig Moore ’50*
Seth B. Moorhead ’61MBA*
Clifton O., II ’92 & Melinda Moran*
Clifton O. ’73MED & Ruby P. Moran*
Deborah D. Morcott ’83*
Jorge, Sr. & Lori Morejon P’18*
Michael B. ’85 & Kerry M. Morgan P’20*
David T. ’85 & Toni Morgan*
Christopher H. & Renee L. ’97 Morgan*
George R. ’65 & Marilyn Hall ’67 Morgan*
Nia M. Morgan ’17*
Charles W., Jr. ’60 & Barbara Morley*
Robert J. Morris ’78*
James C. ’08MBA & Shantel R. Morris
Michael H. & Marcia D. Morris P’16*
William A. ’05 & Shaw Smith ’05 Morris*
Robert B. ’74 & Deborah Darrah ’73 Morrison*
Benjamin A. Morrison ’66
Robert M. Morrison ’65 ’70MCS*
Douglas C. & Alison Flesh ’77 Morrow*
Morse Family Foundation*
Steve D. & Michele Krebs ’85 Moscovitz*
Stephen J. ’90MBA & Heide Moser*
Patricia R. Moser ’15MA*
Susan Moses
Gary Moses ’16MBA*
Robert J. ’84 & Gail G. Gibbons ’74MED Mosher*
Franklin G. Mosley ’81*
Andrew K. Moss ’82*
Michael B. Moss ’75*
Grant N. Moss ’14*
John H. & Marion Flinn ’92 Moulton*
Jacob J. ’04MBA & Michele Moussa*
Moxe
Robert W. Moyer ’71MCS*
Michael H. Mozzicato ’17*
Shuyun Mu ’02MBA*
Christopher M. Mueller ’79*
Taylor J. Mueller*
Ruth Brooks Muir ’47*
Daniel & Kathryn T. ’10Mullally 
Thomas E. ’50 & Ruth B. Mullen*
Walter J. & Delle Davies ’57 Muller
Patricia A. Mulligan ’07MBA*
Christopher T. ’97 & Donna K. Munchel*
Derek E. ’03 & Meghan White ’02 Murphy*
William D. Murphy ’74*
Mary-Courtney Murphy ’17*
Frank & Cynthia R. Murray
Jeffrey J. Murray ’85*
Mark W. Murray ’82*
Cindy Murray
Phillip D. ’80 & Marejane Moses ’81 Muse
Ibrahim Musri ’16*
James S. & Allene Martin ’87 Myers
Mabelle Flowers Myers ’74MED*
Glendore W. Myers, Jr. ’65 ’68MCS*
Thomas H. & Josan A. Myers
David G. ’83 & Nancy R. Myrabo*
Laszlo Nagy P’19 & Andrea Karoly P’19*
Dawn M. Nagy ’13MBA
Alejandro J. Nagy ’14*
John & Kathryn P. ’09MBA Nakovich*
Kirk M. ’93 ’01MBA & Sandra K. Nalley*
Hardy C., Jr. & Elisabeth M. Nalley*
Eric M. Napier ’13MBA*
Paula M. Naranjo ’17*
Joseph A. & Denise L. Naranjo ’12*
Jay & Julie Nartowicz*
Virginia Butler Natolis ’50*
Cordelia Row Nau ’59*
Frank Naylor
NBC Universal Media, LLC
Marilyn Needham P’89 P’90*
Jason L. ’91 & Leslie Hudson ’91 Needleman
William B. & Frances B. Neidlinger
G. Paul ’69 & E. Kathleen Neitzel*
David Nel*
Brian ’03 & Abby Berkowitz ’03 Nelson*
Rupert & Doreen E. Nelson P’13*
Albert Nesi
William T. & Cliona Nestor P’18*
New Canaan Private Medicine, PC*
New York Life Foundation*
Neil R. & Francine S. Newberg
John S., III ’69 & April MacDonald ’67 Newbold*
Hank & Rochelle M. ’13MBA Newman
Kenneth & Susie H. Ng P’08 P’09MBA P’15 P’16MBA*
Minh T. Nguyen ’16*
Mai-Hanh T. Nguyen*
Hien T. Nguyen ’13*
Charmaine N. Niamatali ’01MBA*
Carmen A. Nibbs-O’Garro P’18*
Peter & Lori Nicholson P’10*
Joseph B. & Kimberly Nicoletto P’17*
Mark B. ’80 ’84MBA & Susan Raffo ’84 Nicolle*
Perry L. & Jane L. ’93MLS Nies*
Ronald G. & Susan Bridges ’85 Nies*
Molly Tryloff Niespodziewanski ’79*
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I appreciate that someone cares 
enough about my education and 
what I do at Rollins to take the time 
to do something great like this for 
me. Being at Rollins has been the 
best opportunity in my life, and I am 
eternally grateful to all the people who 
have helped make this happen for me. 
— Karina Andujar ’17
“
“
Hargrove contends for Florida 
contemporary art honor
Art professor Dana Hargrove was one 
of 10 artists featured in the Orlando 
Museum of Art’s 2017 Florida Prize in 
Contemporary Art exhibition, which 
recognizes the achievement and 
potential of Florida’s most progressive 
and exciting visual artists.
Jennifer L. Nilson ’13*
Angelica Gwartney Noble ’02*
John H. Noel, III ’66 & Melinda Welton*
E. Alan & Kimberly Gotschall ’81 Nordstrom*
Rodney S. Palmer P’12 & Gail Noren P’12*
Richard D. & Cornelia Thompson ’62 Northrop*
Theodore H. ’75 & Mary P. Northrup*
Sebastian W. Novak ’12
Ciara K. Nowak ’17*
Jennie Nowak P’17*
Gary R. & Barbara Nunn
Patricia A. Nurkiewicz ’94
Ross T. & Heather Kaye ’95 Nussbaum*
Theodore S. ’74 ’75MBA & Judith Nye*
Robert E. & Susan L. Nyswaner P’15*
Oakstone Capital Partners, LLC
Kevin P. O’Barr ’91 & Gregory Moore*
J. Ransom Clark & Helen Obenchain-Clark ’74MAT*
Daniel F. ’76 & Gail S. O’Brien*
Douglas J. O’Brien, Jr. ’11*
James E. O’Brien ’76*
Edward G. ’83 & Karen Goldfus ’83 O’Connor*
Roger G. & Gail E. ’09MBA O’Connor*
Paul C. & Janet McCutcheon ’67+ O’Dell*
John G. O’Donnell, II ’17*
Evelyn S. Swann Ogilvie ’74MAT*
Corey W. O’Gorman ’83*
Monet M. & Brian P. O’Hara P’20*
Gwenn N. & Michael S. O’Keefe P’20*
John J. & Beverly B. O’Keefe P’18 P’17*
Ebba L. Oldenborg
Kyle T. Oliver
Richard P. ’58 & Sally C. O’Loughlin*
Thomas G. ’99 ’01MBA & Amanda O’Loughlin*
Jessamyn R. Olson ’04*
Terry M. Olson
Michael & Carol S. Omahony*
Peter V. & Leslie D. O’Neil P’98*
Bertram L., Jr. ’72 & Debra O’Neill*
David G. & Kristina Wegman ’94 Onorato*
Paul M. & Tracy B. Opalinski P’15
Jill E. Oppenheim ’04*
Robert J. ’02 & Lacey E. Oppenheim*
James K. ’68 & Karen M. Oppenheim*
Ronald & Nina P. Oppenheim
John G. Ordway III, P’06 & Marla Benson-Ordway 
P’06*
Orlando Day Nursery Association, Inc.
Orlando Urology Associates, PA
David L. Orr ’01MBA*
John R., Jr. & Marjorie H. Orshak*
Rosario C. Ortigao ’87MA*
Juan C. Ortiz*
Gary T. ’67 & Carolyn J. Orwick*
Ericka-Lynn Osburn ’05*
Billy K. ’68 ’69MBA & Janice A. Osburn*
Maurice J. & Susan F. ’76 O’Sullivan
Angel M. Otero ’89*
David E. & Gail Mansolillo ’83 Otero*
Randall C. Ott ’80MSM*
Lance E. Ouellette ’92*
John M. ’75 & Lisa J. Ourisman*
Ana C. Ouzande ’17*
Robert W. Owen ’72*
Robert D. & Laura S. Owens*
John P. Owens ’76*
Owens Realty Network, LLC
Tony L. & Tonya A. Oxford P’20*
Timucin Ozcan*
Sandra Pace*
Heberto A. Pachon P’19 P’21 & Claudia E. Pinzon P’19 
P’21*
Mary B. Packard ’80MSM*
Vincent J., III ’93MBA & Erin C. Pagliuca*
Kirsten Fabico Palacios ’01*
Miriam & Thomas W. Pallas P’20*
Linda J. Palm ’70*
Coleen A. Palmer ’07MHR  P’08 P’10MBA*
Rob Panepinto
Evan D. Pantazis ’13*
Chris-Ann O. Panther ’14*
Ron & Bridgit M. Parchment*
Bruce W., Sr. & Janet A. Parker
Andrew W. & Kathleen L. Parker
Stephen R. ’79MSM & Linda G. Parks*
Christopher D. & Elizabeth Tigett ’93 Parks
Morgan N. Parr ’17*
Justin P. & Kimberly Kemper ’91 Parrish*
Walter V. & Linda Waldron ’66 Pasinski*
Karl A. Passetti ’15MBA
Pedro A. Passos ’17*
Gloria J. & Roderick W. Pasteur
David V. Patrick ’77 & Thomas E. Tryon
Todd K. & Tori L. Doney ’93 Patrick*
William J. ’82 & Jenifer Saxon ’82 Patrick P’08 P’12*
Sara E. Patrick ’08*
John R. & Marge Mitchell ’47 Patterson*
Dean C. Paul, II ’71*
Paul H. Pusey Foundation*
Edward R. Pauley ’74MAT*
Edwin W. Pautler, Jr. ’54*
Cygell L. Pavao ’16*
Nan Kirby Payne-Parker ’67*
Luis F., Jr. & Kimberly Wooten ’95 Paz*
John D. Pearson*
David P. ’78 & Ann Parsons ’79 Pearson*
Thomas D. ’96 ’97 & Shelby Shaffer ’96 Peck*
Robert M. ’89MBA & Lura Peck
Madelyn D. Peck ’17*
Fernand S., III ’00 & Anna Pecot*
Stephen & Kari Larsen ’92 Pedone*
Gregory W., Sr. ’76 & Nancy L. Peele*
John N. & Elizabeth Schneider ’76 Peele
Gregory J. & Ann Pepe P’17*
Daniel O. Peregrin ’10*
Mark F. ’85 & Laura Peres P’20*
D.W. Phineas Perkins ’00MBA*
Bradley S. Perkins ’78*
Cameron Perkins P’18 P’21*
Sarah Perkins P’18 P’21*
Charles H. Perlo ’73*
Geoffrey D. ’71MCS & Valerie W. Perry*
John M. & Cheryl Anne V. Perry
Joseph J. Perry
Georgina Perticari ’14MBA
Anna Peters
Drew E. Peterson*
Brian Peterson
Maria T. Petrakos ’07
Henry ’73 ’79MAT & Judith Wommack ’75 ’79MED 
Pfingstag*
Pfizer Foundation*
Donald V. Phan*
Pharmacia Foundation, Inc.
Russell Phelps
Maria A. Philco ’17*
Ryan W. Philips ’01*
Lawrence D. ’69 & Linda Phillipps*
Ainsley E. Phillips P’18 & Anne Gomes-Phillips P’18*
Katherine G. Phillips ’87*
John & Ellen Dittmer ’97 Pianowski*
David M. Piatt
Ronald F. ’99MBA & Dominique S. Piccolo
Guillermo A. ’14 & Dena ’09 Pichardo*
Natalie B. Pickelsimer ’16*
David V. & Sandra Jetton ’70 Picker*
John L. & Margarita L. Picton P’94 P’99MED P’03*
Samuel D. Pieniadz ’14*
Charles H. & Sarah Barley ’79 Pietsch*
Richard B. & Jessica E. Pike ’08*
Miguel A. ’98 & Debora L. Pineiro*
Frank R. & Evelyn Pisaro
Robert A. Pittman
Bradley J. Plajstek ’12MBA ’17MHR*
Gary R. & Carolyn R. Planck*
Hans Sanderson & Margaret D. Plane ’95*
Dennis L. ’93 & Rebecca Plane*
Andy Kroupa & Michele L. Plant Kroupa*
Nancy S. Platzer ’75*
Erik R. & Allison Standish ’86 Plimpton*
Ray & Heather Pliska P’20
R. Lee ’76 ’77MBA & Roberta J. Plumb*
PNC Foundation*
William C. ’16MBA & Karen M. Poellmitz P’17*
Emma K. Poellmitz ’17*
Jeffrey B. ’99 ’01MBA & Holly Chinnery ’01 Pohlig*
Michael J. ’63 & Irene V. Pohlman*
Kirk & Jolee Johnson ’90 Pointer*
John M., III ’90 & Elizabeth Barksdale ’93 Pokorny
Michael J., III & Stacey Reed ’92 Polito*
Robert A. Pollack, Jr. ’16MBA*
Douglas J. Pollard ’77*
Sara Pollock
Diego A. Ponciano ’17*
Roger M. ’83 & Karen Ponder P’19*
Jacob M. Pope ’17*
Julia C. Porcher ’16*
Joel R. ’75 & Jennifer Poretsky*
Brian J. & Megan Porter P’18 P’17*
Matthew & Sharon Wcislo ’87 Porter*
Anna M. Porter ’17*
Joseph D. ’79 & Leslie M. Portoghese*
Don Powell P’19*
Courtney R. Powell ’05MBA*
Sean M. & Sarah Stevens ’92 Powell*
Douglas G. & Jeanann Glassford ’79 Power*
Martin M. Prague
Richard F. & Sunny L. Mason ’87 Pratt*
David C. ’92 & Susan A. Preaus*
J. Dubac ’56 & Anne C. Preece*
Garrett J. ’05 ’14MBA & Alexis M. Preisser*
Ali A. Prescod ’02MBA*
Saretta Hill Prescott ’52*
Daniel A. Preslar ’00
Edwin E. & Betty C. Ann ’78 Prevatt*
Kelly L. Price ’96MBA*
Alberto Prieto-Calixto & Maria R. Paniagua-Tejo ’01*
Prime, Buchholz & Associates, Inc.*
Robert A. Pringle, III ’10 & Marcela C. Brandao ’10*
Betty Rowland Probasco ’51*
George F. & Regina Prochaska P’17*
Marissa K. Prochaska ’17*
David & Christina Orshak ’00 Proppe*
Michael & Allison A. ’10 ’12MBA Prorok*
Shakeela S. Prosper ’16MAT*
Steven C. & Judith A. Provost P’87
Catherine A. Psarakis ’16*
Harry D. ’82 & Tinna W. Pugh*
Linda Puritz ’02MBA*
Jeffrey H. Purvis ’83 & Elizabeth M. Delaney-Purvis*
Mark S., Sr. & Bethany F. Putnam P’18*
Kirk A. ’94 & Christy Miller ’93 ’95MAT Putt*
Michael G. ’13MBA & Allison B. Quinoy
Gustavo Quintero ’03MBA & Rebecca R. Van Reken 
’03MBA*
Roberth A. Quintero ’17*
Arturo & PoShan W. Rabade P’19*
Stephen P. & Laura Brainard ’93 Raborn*
Charles E. ’59 & Joyce D. Racine*
Astrid V. & Sean ’10MBA Racine*
Michael & Jennifer B. ’12 Rafferty ’12*
Jon Ramer ’99
Daniel D. Ramey ’70 & Lorraine M. Kyle ’70*
Tyler Hickman & Cherie L. Ramirez ’06*
Joe F. Hotard & Dorothy F. Ramoneda ’82MBA*
John D. ’03MBA & Heather Ramsier*
Loane J. ’74 & Carmen Randall*
Middleton E., Jr. ’65 & Nancy Abelt ’66 Randolph*
Julia S. Rankin
Phillip & Ann Ondrey ’67 Ranney*
Charles A. ’48 & Delin R. Ransdell*
Alexander M. Ras ’08MBA
Carmen N. Rasnick ’13 ’16MBA
Eric, III & Sarah Belden ’67 Ravndal*
William T. ’11 ’13MPCU & Alexa G. ’13 Ray
Joseph J., Jr. ’84 & Victoria Szabo ’85 Raymond*
Corissa M. Raymond ’17*
Raytheon Company*
Richard A. Razabdouski ’07MBA*
Rachel C. Reams ’14 ’16MBA*
Diane C. & Richard M. Reaves P’20*
Sara K. Reaves ’16*
Roger K. Rebman
Nancy Tusler Redfearn ’48*
Robert D. ’75 & Elizabeth Reed*
Donald H. Reed ’79MSCJ*
Rachel Harris Reed ’42*
John T. ’83 & Cynthia Jennings ’83 Reeves*
I.S.K. Reeves, V P’97MBA
Christopher J. & Jennifer B. Beames ’03 Refrigeri*
Thomas F., Jr. & Catherine A. Regan
Sharyn C. Regan ’11MBA*
Ronald T. Hirsch & Betty L. Reid ’87MBA
Richard P. ’76 & Debra Hitchcock ’76 Reinhart*
Daniel & Deborah Reinke P’19*
Jason & Valerie Meis ’98 Remhoff*
James S. & Rebecca Renard P’17*
Richard & Marget D. Reneberg P’19*
Kim Reniska ’75*
Monica & Phillip Reno P’20*
Roberta Gross Rensen ’77MAT*
Karen Revels
Destiny I. Reyes ’17*
Michael P. ’98MBA & Nancy Hill ’98MBA Reynolds*
Amy B. Reynolds ’98*
Sherry Reynolds
William D. Rhodes, IV ’04MBA*
Carrie E. Rhodes ’05*
Frank ’79 & Jana Slavens ’80 Ricci P’13 P’17*
Hannah S. Ricci ’17*
Philip W. ’78 ’86MBA & Marshalle Rich P’19
Jessica L. Richards ’04MA*
Carla W. Richards ’13MBA*
Robert J. Richardson ’68 ’71MBA*
Robert Richardson
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Without your support, I would have 
gone to a state university where I 
would be academically lost in the 
crowd. My scholarships allow me to 
pursue my passion for playing golf and 
applying the skills I have learned on 
the course and through my coaches to 
every aspect of my life. Without these 
scholarships, attending Rollins and 
following my true passions would not 
have been possible. — Taylor Lyle ’17
“
“
Klotzbach wins exclusive sports 
communication scholarship
Kylie Klotzbach ’17 was one of two 
student athletes in the nation to receive 
a 2017 Jim McKay Scholarship, an award 
that recognizes outstanding academic 
achievement as well as the potential 
to make a significant contribution to 
sports communications. Klotzbach, 
a double major in business and 
communication studies, is pursuing a 
master’s degree in sports administration 
at the University of Louisville. 
Barney J., III ’83 & Pamela A. McDonald ’84 Rickman 
P’14*
Natoshia D. Riding ’97 ’15*
Karl R. Riecken ’07*
Diane Riegel P’82*
John & Amanda Butler ’15 Riendeau*
Constance K. Riggs*
Branford B. Rimbert*
Michael D. Ring ’02MBA*
Ronald E. ’60MBA & Lynette B. Ring*
Marisa Rini
Jennifer L. Rios ’13*
Franklin M. Pauley, III & Lissette Rivera-Pauley 
’98MBA*
Juan C. Rivero*
Patrick L. Rivers ’90*
Christopher ’92 & Sandra D. Rizzolo*
Charles M. ’69MCS & Winnifred M. Robbins*
Bartow T. ’50 & Elizabeth E. Robbins*
Thomas & Harriet Roberts
Samantha M. Roberts ’17*
David H., IV ’65 & Beebe Bromeyer ’66 Roberts P’99*
Charles P. & Jayne Roberts
Daniell ’06 ’10MBA & Alexandra Lang ’11 ’12MBA 
Robertson*
Pieter Van der Does & Diane Robertson P’18*
Kelly D. ’96 & Cherie Hansen ’96 Robinson*
Charles K., Jr. ’51 & Margy Mountcastle ’51 Robinson 
P’83*
Cindy A. Robinson Montero ’17*
Amanda M. Roche ’12 ’14MBA*
Jose A. Roditti ’17*
Alfredo Roditti P’17 & Priscila Nuques P’17*
Summer Rodman
William E. ’77 & Marcie K. Rodrigues*
Jaime A. & Vicki A. Rodriguez*
Isabella A. Rodriguez*
Donald P. & Fran Rogers*
James B. Rogers ’81*
Randolph E. ’80 & Anastasia M. Rogers*
Geoff ’08MBA & Kellie Rogers*
Edna A. Jenkins Rogers ’99*
Holly Rogers ’72*
Steven K. & Cynthia Kent ’71 Rogers*
Randel A. Rogers ’67*
Timothy L. & Stacey A. Rohrer P’13*
Abraham J. Roiss ’11*
Mary C. Rome ’17*
Curtis P., III & Mary Grace Rome P’17*
Gina Romero ’96*
Brendan S. & Laura J. Ronan P’15 P’17
Dirk & Jenny Ronning*
Nathaniel & Christine Fournier ’93 Rono
Timothy J. & Lauren B. Rooney P’12*
Brian S. ’99MBA & Diane Rose
John W., Jr. & Kathleen Rose P’19*
William J. Rose ’01MBA*
Matthew M. ’90 & Katherine L. Rose*
Scott A. Rosner ’84*
Eric & Susan Rosoff
Leonard B. ’79 & Susan D. Rosow*
Thomas Ross P’18 & Mary Bergonia P’18*
T. Meredith Ross ’70 ’71MAT*
Charles P. & Marianna H. Ross
Llewellyn G. Ross*
Allie M. Rossi ’17*
Rotary Club of Winter Park
Douglas M. ’83 ’87MBA & Carrie C. Roth*
John H., III ’64 ’65MAT ’66MBA & Edith Roth*
Richard L. Rothschild ’72 & Linda Demmers*
JoAnn S. Rowe ’66MAT*
Christopher Roy
Jack & Nancy Hubsmith ’77 ’78MBA Rozance P’06*
Scott Rubarth*
David Rybat & Shirley C. Rubens ’84 ’98MBA*
Miliannette Velez P’20 & Ricardo J. Rubi P’20*
Donald M. ’66MBA & Sandra Rubin*
Maria M. Rubin
Sallie Rubinstein ’56*
Ernest H., Jr. & Virginia Fischbeck ’51 Ruckert*
Stanley R. ’51 & Lenore A. Rudd*
Carol Farquharson Ruff ’55  P’90*
Joan Dial Ruffier ’82MBA*
JohnHenry ’10MBA & Sarah Ruggieri*
John L. Ruggiero ’17*
Richard Russell
William E. ’73 & Sandra A. Russell*
Joseph P. Russell*
Christina M. Russell
Eduardo Castro & Randi R. Russell ’81*
Christopher P. Russo ’11MBA*
Ruth’s Chris Steak House, Inc.*
Timothy K. ’77 & Claudia Wyatt ’76 Ryan*
Deborah C. Ryan ’71 ’72MAT*
Samuel W. & Deborah Ryan
Edward Sabori*
Thomas G. ’67 ’70MBA & Barbara M. Sacha*
Catherine M. Saenz ’93*
Gary W. Sailor P’17 & Sheryl R. Tynes P’17*
Emily K. & Daryl Sakol
Satendra M. Saksena ’94MBA & Joyce A. Little*
Pablo B. & Maria R. Salazar P’13*
Azen & Fransisca Y. Salim P’17*
Dean & Elisabeth Bloch ’84 Salisbury*
Nathaniel S. & Laura Fenlon ’82 Saltonstall*
Vincent J. & Judith M. Salvi
Brenda S. Salyer ’83 ’92MBA*
Margaret L. Samdahl P’02*
John B. Sammis ’74*
Alexandra d. Sampedro ’17*
Anil Samuel ’12MBA
Elizabeth R. Sanabia P’18*
Daniel S. ’04 & Laura Sanborn*
Gabriel & Patricia Carroll ’97 Sanchez*
Denise M. Sandberg ’87*
Jodi Sandler P’19*
Diane L. Sandquist
Alfred T. & Marla M. ’00Sanford*
Frank J. Robilotta & Lin Sanford ’92*
Bibiana Santiago ’84*
Marco J. Santoro ’14MBA
Alex Pax & Geraldine W. Santos ’00MBA*
Praiselynn M. Santos ’11*
Charles & Anni Santry P’19*
Ronald L. ’84MSM & Susan S. Sapio*
Alan K. Saunders ’79*
Catherine A. Sawruk ’92*
Diane M. Sawyer ’84*
Katlyn M. Sawyer ’17*
Christopher R. Scala ’84*
Alan M. ’77MSM & Sherry L. Scarboro*
Sally B. Scarbrough P’16*
Jay C. ’81 & Terry Mendez ’80 Scarlata*
Donald W. & Carole A. Scarlett
Trevor & Molly duPont ’97 Schaffer*
J. Mark & Lorraine G. Schapiro P’93*
David R. ’65 & Ruth Schechter*
Robert & Patricia A. Scheffler P’12*
Luther V., IV ’96MBA & Carol Kostick ’90 Schenck 
P’17MBA*
Jean Allen Scherer ’49*
John D. Schert ’74*
Christopher R. Schiavone P’15*
Frederick D. ’72 & Paula M. Schick*
George W. & Joan B. Schiele
Frederick J. ’72MSM & Carmela O. Schildwachter*
Reed & Laurie J. Schimmelfing P’10*
Heather S. Schleiffer ’16*
Jason & Larissa McDonough ’07 Schmidt*
Matthew W. Schmidt ’97
Charles & Dara Schapiro ’93 Schnee*
David A. & Eileen Craddock ’75 Schneegas*
Robert J. Schneider ’60 & Deborah A. Kain*
Carol C. Schneider ’83*
Mary W. Schneider P’76
Stephen & Patricia G. ’17MLS Schoene 
Darryl & Elizabeth Schorle P’13*
Steven G. Schott ’76
Eric C. ’83 & Nancy Ludwinski ’82 Schott*
Elise H. Schramm*
Walter F. & Katherine Laire ’85 Schruefer*
Evan P. ’01 & Lindsay C. Schube*
Donald L. Schuck, Jr. ’75 & Constance S. Schraft*
Thomas & Sunshine M. ’07 ’12MLS Schulenberg*
Brian C. Schulte
Eric R. Schultz ’98*
Nicholas A. Schultz ’17
Thomas G. Morris & Carol E. Schultze ’84*
Aaron M. Schwartz ’98*
Geoffrey E. Schwartz ’82MSM*
Katherine S. Schwarz ’57*
Jane Ruble Scocca ’63*
Kenneth J. ’78 & Julie Spake ’80 Scott*
Harold M. ’67 & Maryanne B. Scott*
James B. Scott ’12 ’13MBA*
A. Dawn Scott*
Tiffany C. Scott ’01*
Susan A. Scribner ’61*
Irma A. Achenbach Scudder ’42*
Thomas S. Seall ’17*
Constance Morton Seay ’74*
Graham Drew & Tania Sebastian-Drew ’94*
Mark S. & Lynne Seddon P’16 P’17*
Neal Self*
Carol A. Leach Selig ’71*
Jonathan B. Sellman ’92*
Philipp Bewerunge & Barbara L. Sellmeyer ’09*
Dennis M. & Barbara Sengbusch*
Aida T. Sevilla ’16*
Cecil W., Jr. ’71MSM & Linda C. Sewell*
William L. Seyfried*
Saad Shaikh
Yai-Ping M. Shao ’03MBA*
Evan J. Shapiro ’03*
Colleen Powers Sharkey ’96MBA
Prateek Sharma ’16MBA*
Winifred J. & Joel H. Sharp, Jr.
Keith A. Shaver ’68*
Allen & Hildegarde S. ’92 Shaw*
Peter M. Shaw ’68*
Jeffrey T. ’07 & Sara R. Shea*
Robert H. ’67 & Cynthia Skiff ’67 Shealor*
Natalie Sheary*
Michael & Denise Coppenhaver ’77 Sheehan
Elliot S. ’76 & Linda D. Sheftel*
Thaddeus R., III & Helen E. Shelly P’11*
Virginia Walker Shelor ’65*
Charles B. ’64 & Carol F. Shepard*
Leo D., III & Sandra Willard ’66 Sheridan*
Glenn P. ’83 & Elizabeth Pecht ’83 Sherlock*
Robert L. & Ruby Cantwell ’68 Sherrill*
John R. ’78 & Ruth M. Shirek*
Joseph H. & Colleen McCrane ’79 Shoemaker*
Joseph E., III ’84 & Bonnie P. Shorin*
Michael L. Short ’88MBA*
William H. Short ’06MBA*
Scott A. ’81 ’87MBA & Caroline Hogan ’83 Shugart P’19 
P’11 P’14*
William R. Shuman ’17*
Edward & Karin Devenuta ’84 Siciliano*
Scott C. Sickler P’17*
Todd & Erika Shoemaker ’02 ’07MA Sickles*
Peter M. ’89 & Elliston H. Siedem*
Michael Sieg*
Rosalind W. Siegel
Christopher DeZarlo & Lisa A. Siewers ’82*
Michael L. Sigler P’13*
Joseph D. & Elinor E. Silverberg
Daniele ’86 & Tina Silvestri*
Lauren N. Silvestri ’14*
John H. & Evelyn Stewart ’72 Simensen*
Melinda K. Simmons ’01MLS*
Jason Boyette & Rachel M. Simmons ’97*
Carolyn Dunn Simon ’68*
Leslie A. ’67MCS & Marion Langhoff ’68 Simon*
Paul M. Simons ’15MBA*
Charles R. & Ann M. Simpson
Joseph Fernandez & Arlene C. Simpson-Fernandez 
’03*
Koray Simsek
John V. & Gail D. Sinclair P’10 P’13MA*
Beverly Cotter Sinclair ’49*
Gerald A. & Stephanie Brown ’93 Sinkfield*
John L., Jr. & Carolyn Mercer ’71 Sipe*
Gardner P. ’71 & Susan Sisk*
Thaddeus S. & Meredith Mead ’63 Sitek P’95*
Linda G. Sitek ’95*
Paul L. ’69MAT & Cynthia Skogsberg
James & Martha Makarius ’79 Slager
Claude C. ’76 & Catherine Sloan*
Susan L. Sloan ’05MLS*
Michael H. Slotkin ’87*
Thomas A. & Christina Bradley ’92 Smallhorn
George L. Smallwood ’69MCS*
R. Snowden Smith ’74*
Diahann Smith ’16MBA*
Thomas P. & Jennifer W. ’95 Smith*
James M. ’84MBA & Graciela M. Smith*
Dabney T. & Mary E. ’09 Smith*
Gail H. Smith ’02MBA*
Uwe Doeringer & Gillian C. Smith ’95*
Kevin B. Smith ’86*
Brian K. ’68 ’72MBA & Constance Smith*
Liam B. Smith ’17  P’15*
Michael J. Smith ’94*
Donald W. & Lucy Crane ’69 Smith*
Westcott H. & Nancy Potts ’67 Smith*
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Ryan named 2017 valedictorian
James Ryan ’17, one of the first 
graduates of Rollins’ new Public Policy 
and Political Economy Program, was 
named the 2017 College of Liberal Arts 
valedictorian. In addition to graduating 
in three years with straight As, Ryan 
was named the top senior in social 
sciences, led the Democracy Project on 
campus, and interned with U.S. Sen. Bill 
Nelson. “For students coming to Rollins, 
everyone’s going to talk about how great 
the campus is—and, yes, it’s beautiful,” 
Ryan says. “But it’s not the place; it’s the 
people. I think you could pick up Rollins 
and put it in the desert or on the moon 
and it would be just as great.” 
Your support has allowed me to follow 
my passion for education. I have grown 
as an individual, and the relationships I 
made here at Rollins will last a lifetime. 
Without this generous support, I 
wouldn’t have been able to enjoy my 
education and time here as much. The 
personal financial burden of Rollins 
would have blurred my vision and 
experience. — Martin Cardenas ’17
“
“
Thomas H. Smith P’08 & Connie D. Gill P’08
Peggy J. Smith-Clayman*
Richard P. Dupuis & Maria Smith-Dupuis ’84*
Robert D. & Janan A. Smither*
Edward L., Jr. & Carol Blackman ’63 Smithwick*
Meagan E. Smythe ’16*
Richard W. Snow ’70MCS*
Sara E. Snow ’17*
Denise & Stephen Snyder P’20*
Margaret Socey ’68
Enid Solin*
Javier Solis P’20 & Sylvia Bauza P’20*
Jeffrey P. & Priscilla F. Solloway P’16*
Alexander H. Sooley ’12MBA*
Austin K. Sopp
Gary L. & Barbara Sorensen
Welborn R. Cook & Laura E. Sosa-Cook ’03*
Stacey K. Sotirhos ’93*
Grace V. Soto ’17
Saadia Soto*
William G. ’85 & Lillian Baker ’86 Southwick*
John W., III ’61 & Susan H. Spaeth*
Linn Terry Spalding ’74*
Nicholas H. ’97MBA & Vanessa Spallone*
William M. ’77 & Molly S. Spann*
Megan E. Spano ’17*
Eric I. Spatzer ’10MBA*
Frances S. Spector ’90
William B. Spell, Jr. ’80MAT ’99MA
Charles Spina
Frank M., III ’94 & Margaret O. Spitzmiller*
Ronald E. ’98 & Lori A. Spoor*
Clark H. Sprinkel ’06 ’13MPCU*
George A., IV & Sarah Clark ’80MAT Sprinkel P’06 
P’13MPCU*
Michael Binford & Grey Squires ’85 Binford*
William J. Barichivich & Jennifer S. Staiger ’90*
Michael C. ’92 & Katherine Stanley*
Matthew A. & Dominique D’Anna ’88 Stanley*
Roy W. ’06MBA & Amanda Stanton*
Samuel A. ’91 & Heather S. Stark
Tommy C. & Joye Davidson ’71 Starkey*
John & Joan Starkovich
State Auto Insurance Companies*
Jack S. & Charlotte Smith ’65 Staton*
Stuart M., Jr. ’86MBA & Amy Steen*
Adam R., Jr. & Lori Stefanowicz P’19 P’16
Katherine E. Stefanski ’17*
David J. Stegmiller ’95 ’98MBA*
James C. Stein ’65
Herbert M. & Veronica Kruk ’71 Stein*
Julie R. Steinbauer ’17*
Arthur M. & Bonnie C. Steinfeld*
Frederick M. Steiwer ’75*
James G. Stelzenmuller, IV ’86*
James A. Mungovan & Bonnie L. Stenson ’71*
Peter J. ’73 & Deborah Anderson ’74 Stephens*
Minda A. Stephens ’02MLS
Tina L. Stephens
Michael W. & Linda Brown ’78 Stephens*
Paul T. & Helen Mattson ’07MA Stephenson P’18*
Sarah N. Stephenson ’17*
Lawrence & Debra Stephey P’09*
Carlene M. Sterling*
Richard & Lou Ann Stevens P’17*
Laura L. Stevens ’99 ’02MLS*
Paige E. Stevens ’17*
Amanda Stevens
Lawrence Stevenson
Susan York Steward ’58*
Christopher M. ’98MBA & Michelle Stewart*
Robert & Nicole Demmert ’05 Stewart*
John M. & Rebecca M. Hansen ’97 Stewart*
John N., Jr. ’64MBA & Patricia P. Stewart*
James E., Jr. & Edwina Jordan ’55 Stewart*
Cathy M. Steyer P’20*
Cassandra D. Stiles ’75*
Ronald & Jennifer Mazo ’91 Stilwell*
Roger H., Jr. ’78MSM & Tobie A. Stitt*
Robert M. ’65 & Sally Charles ’65 Stockman*
Mel T. ’89 & Karen Stockwell*
Gerald R. & Irene E. Stoffer
Fred L. Stone
Lisa Stone*
Eric & Julia D. ’13MBA Story*
Richard R. & Marnell M. Stover P’15*
Carl A. ’53 & Anne Stover*
Janel H. Stover ’92*
Scott E. Strahan, II ’60*
Donna C. Stratford ’08MBA*
Eric D. ’00 ’04MBA & Teri L. Strauss*
Diane Spalding Streeter ’75 ’77MED*
Marlene Stewart Streit ’56*
Kenneth D. Strickler, Jr. ’64*
Joseph L. & Maree P. Striegel P’17*
Gordon L. ’60 & Jean W. Struble*
David L. ’68 & Jan Stuart*
Earle C. & Lisa Taffinder ’71 Stubbs*
Jennifer R. Stull ’12*
Jennifer A. Stults ’92*
Peter A. ’53 & Linda W. Sturtevant*
George V. ’00 & Grace L. Styron*
Denise Sudler
Stan K. & Shari Sujka
Daniel W. & Hillary Root ’92 Sullivan*
Peter E. & Mary Ann Canzano ’97 Sullivan*
Laura E. Sullivan ’17*
Ling Sun ’99MBA*
Natalie Merritt Sundberg ’53
SunTrust Bank Atlanta Foundation*
Lon E. & Jane Butts ’70 Susack*
John H. ’62 & Judith S. Sutcliffe*
Henry S. Suydam, Jr. ’56*
Michael & Lee Saufley ’87 Swain*
William M. & Dorothy Wright ’56 Swain*
Else Swanson P’92*
William H., Sr. & Carol J. Swartz*
Jaron M. Swartz ’10*
Chelsea E. Swearingen ’12*
Jane Swicegood ’55*
Edwin O., III & Nancy B. Swift P’12*
Christopher K. ’82 & Linda M. Swindle
Patricia Warren Swindle ’50  P’82
Julia T. Szenberg ’13*
Stephen & Melli Collada ’97 Szucs*
Thelma T. Tadlock ’94
Delbert A. & Kay S. Taebel*
Albert J., Jr. ’89 & Kimberly J. Tagg*
Gregory W. Taicher
Gary Talda P’18 & Cyndia Choi P’18*
Brian C. ’75 & Donna S. Tamoney*
Deborah B. Tatum ’02 ’13MA*
Donald W. ’55 & Jeanne Rogers ’56 Tauscher P’82
Aaron N. Taylor
Vince A. & Charlene S. Taylor P’15*
George R. & Eleanor C. Taylor
Richard T. & Juliette Wallace ’75 Taylor*
Melvin J. Taylor ’74*
Winfield Taylor, Jr. ’58*
Peter C. ’67 ’71MBA & Kathleen A. Taylor*
Christine Janz Taylor ’61*
John W., III & Joan Taylor P’19
Kenna C., Jr. & Jacqueline S. Taylor*
TEGNA Foundation*
Felix G. ’94 & Suzanne Nicolosi ’94 Tejada*
Joanne M. Telkamp ’81*
Soumya Terala ’13MBA*
Maria C. Termini ’17*
Thomas P. Doyle P’15MHR & Diane C. Terorde-Doyle 
P’15MHR*
Jason & Cara Taylor ’01 Terreri*
Michael Tetrick ’93MBA*
Anil H. & Sonia J. Thadani*
Tanya Thalent ’17*
Kelly E. Thayer ’14*
The Coca-Cola Company*
The Delta Air Lines Foundation*
The Duke Energy Foundation Matching Gift Program*
The English-Speaking Union Central Florida Branch
The Giurescu Trust
The Kunzweiler Family Trust
The Paul E. & Klare N. Reinhold Foundation, Inc.*
The Scholarship Foundation/Lockheed Martin*
The University Club of Winter Park, Inc.*
Thomas A. & Cynthia W. Thomas P’16 P’16*
Robert & Jamieson T. Thomas*
Cynthia M. Thomas ’71*
Philip D. ’73 & Dana Schneider ’76 Thomas P’10 P’11 
P’13MBA*
Trevor L. ’10 & Phoebe C. ’12 Thomas*
Kent A. Thomas ’84*
Lawrence D., Jr. ’98 ’04MBA & Kristin J. Thomas*
Robert & Emily Thompson*
Mark G. Thompson ’04*
David L. & C Jean Preston ’67 Thompson*
Stacy L. Thompson
Robert F., II & Wendy Yonfa ’93 Thomson
Albert G. ’69 & Diana S. Thornbrough*
Tides Foundation
Robert ’80MSM & Ruth V. Tidwell*
Brian Tillman
Christopher R., Jr. ’03 & Rebecca Beran ’05 Tillson*
Barbara Bremerman Timberman ’54*
Craig D. ’82 & Susan H. Timmins*
Selen & Tugrul Timur P’20*
Barbara Tingley
Robert Cunningham & Sarah E. Tinsley ’74*
Robert T. ’60 & Sandra Wyatt ’61 Todd*
Thomas & Rebekah E. ’11 Todia*
Albert F. ’59 & Ellen Todres*
Leonard A. ’66MBA & Lorna E. Tomaszewski*
Ray A. ’76 ’78MSCJ & Cheryl F. Tomlinson*
Michele C. Toney ’17*
Stephen C. ’95MBA & Stephanie C. Tonra*
Christopher B. ’93 & Joline Furman ’90 Tonra*
Danielle D. Tookmanian ’04*
John P. Toppino ’02*
David N. ’05 & Heather Torre*
Michael J. & Gina M. ’16 Torre*
Daniel & Nydia Torres P’18*
Donald & Alice Hahn ’78 Tossi*
Matthew & Kathleen Toth P’18*
A. Howard, Jr. ’53 & Marcia L. Townsend*
Mark C. Travaglini ’76*
Robert J. Treesh*
Scott C. ’76 & Jo Ann M. Trethaway*
Ryan R. Trevett ’03*
David & Arden Trevino P’18*
Roy F. & Felicia Leone ’88MBA Trimboli*
James P. ’73 & Barbara A. Trocchi*
Alec J. Troeger ’08*
Claude A. Trombly ’77MAT*
Richard B. Troutman ’78 & Lisa Long-Troutman ’82*
Kevin R. ’05 & Amanda M. Tucker*
Carl F., Jr. ’72 & Gertrude K. Tuke*
Christopher D. ’74 & Marie J. Tully*
Grzegorz P. Turkanik ’06MBA*
Stewart ’56 & Linda S. Turley*
Anthea M. Turner
Jason R. & Rachel Rice ’02 Turner*
Douglas E. & Leona Beeker ’58 Turner*
Thomas J. & Carolyn McKendall ’05MA Turner*
Howard M., Jr. ’71 & Margaret Kinnaird ’74 Tuttle*
Flora Harris Twachtman ’43 ’66*
Robert W. Twomey
Jay & Cecilia Tyne
Neil W. & Katherine N. Thomas ’78 Tyra*
Ursula T. Uelze ’99 ’02MBA
Leonard A. Ufer ’17*
Darby S. Uhl ’17*
Weston M. Ulbrich ’12*
Axel & Tania C. ’03MLS ’05MBA Ulrich*
Matthew W. ’05 & Jane Sundell ’05 ’08MBA Umbers
UnitedHealthcare*
Paul J. & Dorothy J. Urshan
Renee Uschold ’15MHR*
Joseph J. Utchel ’84MBA*
Lito Valdivia ’13 ’14MBA*
Stuart F. ’75 ’76MBA & Barbara Trickett ’79 Van 
Arsdale P’06 P’09 P’11MBA P’15MA*
Everhard & Gabriele van de Flierdt P’17*
Egerton K., Sr. & Nancy E. van den Berg
Henricus C., Jr. ’84 & Pamela Weiss ’85 van der Lee 
P’17*
Justin P. Van Dyke ’04*
Richard & Dale L. van Gelder ’10MBA*
Alberto van Heel ’96MBA P’98 & Carolina Martinez*
Caroline G. Van Patten ’17*
Giles D. ’92 & Stacy Sharp ’93 Van Praagh*
Pieter T. ’91 & Suzannah Van Schaick*
Philip & Celeste van Staden P’21*
Pieter van Staden*
Dennis R. ’95MBA & Doris A. Vandendriessche*
Jon & Julie A. Vandendriessche ’94MBA*
Hugh B., Jr. ’78 & Roxanne C. Vanderbilt*
Gregory L. Vangunten ’71*
William F. Vann, Jr. P’17*
Jefferson L. Vann ’73*
Richard A. Varan ’91 & Yi-Ping Lee*
Scott & Ann Marie Portoghese ’82 ’12MHR Varga P’11 
P’12MBA*
Oscar A. ’07 & Piper Vargas*
Angelo & Eleno Madjarova ’03MBA Vasilescu*
Yvonne C. Vassel ’01MA*
Peter & Victoria P. Venturi ’07*
Sharon D. Verhoef
Vestal & Wiler, CPA*
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Your support has made achieving 
my goals that much more possible. 
And whenever something like that 
can be realized, it should be—and 
on my part, it really is—followed by 
much gratitude. The second thing it 
means to me is that someone may 
share my belief that no success story 
is achieved independently. And lastly, 
as Maya Angelou astutely put into 
words, ’Good done anywhere is good 
done everywhere.’ I look forward to 
continuing the good.  
— Phillip Denizard ’16
“
“
Gifts fund new Hume House Child 
Development & Student Research 
Center
In February, Hume House, the new home 
of Rollins’ Child Development & Student 
Research Center (CDC), welcomed 
its first students. The 5,050-square-
foot building features three children’s 
classrooms, an undergraduate 
classroom, and a playground, as well as 
expanded research and office space. 
Hume House was made possible with 
generous contributions from Daniel and 
Amy Fields, Elizabeth Morse Genius 
Foundation, Thomas ’84 and Katherine 
Hauske, Warren and Augusta Hume 
Foundation, Elinor and T.W. Miller Jr. 
Foundation, and Elin Nordegren ’14. For 
a look inside Hume House with CDC 
executive director Sharon Carnahan, turn 
to page 12. 
John G. Vietmeyer ’99*
James T. Vigie ’06MBA*
Rachel L. Villagomez ’01*
Victoria E. Villavicencio ’17*
Mary Vincunas ’17*
Olga M. Viso ’87*
Steven A. Vitale ’12*
James M. ’85 & Racquel Vlassis*
Betty Lee Kenagy Voegtlen ’47*
William H., III ’68 ’71MAT & Roberta Russell ’83EDS 
Vogel*
Jane T. Freeman Vogel ’49*
Ralph C., Jr. ’99 & Roberta Voight*
Ortwin H. & Ann Smith ’63 von Zweck*
Paul F. Vonder Heide ’83 ’89MBA*
James & Nancy Stone ’64 Voss*
John A. & Nancy S. Wade*
Peter S. Wadsworth ’76*
Douglas J. ’94MBA & Julie A. Wagner*
Jeffrey A. & Kirsty Leeson ’94MBA Walker*
Bettina Walker ’89*
Cedric F. & Julia Ingraham ’85MBA Walker*
Joy K. Walker*
Robert S. ’78 & Kathleen A. Walker*
Francis L. Walker ’71MCS*
Mary Branning Walker ’48*
Donna Smathers Walker ’94*
Frank R. ’84 & Mary P. Walker*
Thomas M. ’65 ’67MBA & Joan B. Walker*
Brian ’06MBA & Tracy L. Walkup*
Charles W., III & Susanne Wall P’17*
Samuel A. Wall ’17*
Alexander & Julia M. Wallace*
J. Graham Wallace, Jr. ’51*
Ian M. Wallace ’12*
Paul M. ’80 & Rae A. Wallach*
Russell K. & Carrie Shineman ’94 Wallack*
Jeremy Waller ’16MBA*
Michael C. & Margaret T. Walsh P’18*
Thomas J. & Mary C. Walsh P’11*
Kelly A. Walsh ’11*
Robert W. & Evelyn Cook ’68 Walsh P’08*
Dennis M. & Tara M. Walsh P’20*
James T. & Laura M. Walsh
Natalie Stoney Walters ’91*
Daniel D. ’06 & Lindsay Walters*
Ian R. Walters ’05MBA*
Stephen W. ’66 & Helen S. Ward*
William J., III ’60 & Denise Chamberlain ’00 Ward
Thomas H. Ward ’82*
Amanda H. Ward ’11 ’16MBA*
John M. Wargo ’83*
Charles W. & Diana Mathes ’78 Waring*
Pitt A. ’80 & Elinor Lynn ’80 Warner*
James B. ’72 ’73MBA & Christine H. Warner*
Marcia C. Warner ’71*
Sean R. Warrington ’10MBA & Alexis Pardo
Ernest H. ’67 & Sara Wartenberg*
Renea Coy Washington ’97MBA*
William L. Waters ’65MBA*
Timothy H. ’88 & Melissa Powell ’89 Watkins*
James T. ’91MBA & Virginia S. Watson*
Jarome Watson ’74 ’76MAT*
Robert W. ’74 & Kim Watson*
Arthur R., III & Rebecca M. Watts P’12*
Martha K. Watts ’12*
David L. & Caroline Chope ’03 Way*
Steave & Karen Rutledge ’89 Wayman*
Lauren A. Waymire ’17*
Douglas E. & Karen Partridge ’83 Weatherford*
David K. Weaver ’86*
William Webb, Jr. ’39+
Darryl E. Webb, Jr. ’17*
John T. ’77 ’78MBA & Linda H. Webbert*
WebbMason Marketing
John C., Jr. & Merritt Whelan ’91 Weber*
L. C. & Mary Fairchild ’60 Webster*
James A. & Ann Puddington ’62 Wechsler*
Frank E. Weddell, III ’66*
William H. & Olivia F. Weeks*
William T. ’76 & Gwen Wegner
Karl F. Weickhardt ’65*
Richard J. ’90 & Meredith P. Weiler*
L. Steven & Anne Strauss ’89MBA Weiner*
Nancy C. Weinsier
Richard A. ’77MSM & Brenda Weiss*
Steven & Ashlee S. ’09MBA Weisser*
Jonathan P. ’98 & Erin F. Weitz*
Bailey L. Welch*
Richard T. Weldon ’66  P’87*
Kurt M. ’95 & Carol Picton ’94 ’99MED Wells*
Bryan & Jill Razor ’01 Wells*
James D. ’72 ’75MBA & Vivian Welsh*
Earle A. & Janet B. Welsh
Glen F. & Nancy Cotton ’85 Wendt*
Jeffrey E. ’71 ’72MBA & Jane M. Wenham*
Robert N. Wesley ’79MSCJ*
Mark R. Wesoloski ’93MBA*
Andrew H. & Shawna Han ’95MBA West*
Bill H. ’70 ’71MCS ’72 & Patricia K. West*
Gerald A. ’84 & Katie B. West*
Caitlin M. West ’17*
Megan A. Westbrook ’09*
Daniel R. Westcott ’97*
John P. & Carol Skodje ’69 Westervelt*
Richard E. ’70 & Deborah Westfal*
Curtis & Leslie Klein ’77 Westlake*
Warren E., II ’70 & Ashley Weston*
Kathleen Westvig ’77*
Lila A. Wherry P’81
Angel M. Whetstone ’17*
George A., III ’74 ’75MBA & Joan S. Whipple*
Myke R. White ’00MBA*
Scott & Jacquelyn Wozniak ’90 White*
Linda W. White ’01
Rich & Jean H. White ’02MLS*
Erika L. White ’07 ’12MBA*
Susan Sanders White ’61*
James F., III ’69 & Carol Welch ’69 Whitehead*
Edward T. Whitney, Jr. ’52*
Chris E. Whitney*
George H., III ’86 & Lisa T. Whitney*
Keith L. Whittingham ’01MBA*
Sandra L. Whittington ’60*
Elliot H. & Patricia T. ’06 Whitton*
Anders & Jane M. Wiberg
Luke Widmer
Christopher C. ’16MBA & Rebecca R. Widmer*
Spencer B. Wiedemann ’72*
William J. ’89 & Christine R. Wiedner P’19*
Dena S. Wild
David P. ’78 & Deborah Thomsen ’81 Wiley P’17*
Robert T. Wilkens ’98*
Stephanie Egget Wilks ’72*
Abigail M. Willett ’17*
Warren E. & Marilyn B. Williams*
Michael J. & Sandy Williams*
Charles E. & Leslie White ’67 Williams*
Elizabeth C. Williams ’52*
Ryan D. ’15MBA & Megan Williams*
Matthew J. Williams ’97 ’99MBA*
Eric W. Schoenfeld & Suzanne L. Williams ’92*
Falecia Douglas Williams ’91*
Theodore S. Williams, Jr. ’85*
Andrew W. ’74 ’75MBA & Robin Wunderlich ’75 
Williams*
Nancy McCoin Williams ’64 ’85MED*
Louis F. & Jane Kroschwitz ’61 Williams*
Sally Diffendal Williams ’82*
Alexander Williams ’78MSM*
Lawrence L. & Sara Rice ’73 Williams*
Yolanda J. Williams ’16*
A. Butler & Erika A. Williams ’06*
James & Martha Herndon ’72 ’78MA Williamson*
Billy B. Williamson ’16
Andrea M. Williamson ’07 ’10MBA*
Nancy Danowitz Williamson ’83*
Frank R. ’59 & Mary S. Willis*
William W. & Rebecca Wilson*
James M. & Amanda T. Wilson*
Alexis E. Wilson ’17*
Steven W. ’70 & Lenni Yesner ’72 Wilson*
Joshua J. ’05 & Rachel B. Wilson*
Terry Kelley & Shelley A. Wilson ’77*
Frank R. Wilson ’73MSM*
Martin J. Wiman ’77*
Winderweedle, Haines, Ward & Woodman, P.A.*
Frederick O., II ’97 & Ellen C. Wingate*
Richard R. Winkelman ’68 ’72MED*
Edward G. & Linda Reischl ’67 Winrow*
Timothy M. ’91 & Tracy L. Winter*
Gerald G. & Deborah K. Delaney ’58 Winter*
Winter Park Construction*
Edward D. Wirth, III ’86*
Tess Wise
Simon L. ’96 & Kelly Savill ’99 Wiseman
Whitney F. Wismar ’06*
Douglas R. Witchey ’83 & Olga M. Franco*
David F. ’93MBA & Cindy Witte*
Louis J. ’93 & Rebekah D. Woessner*
James M. & Cynthia Duddles ’02 Wolbert*
James M. Wolf ’93MBA*
Daniel D. ’89 & Jillian Leckey ’89 Wolf*
Harriet F. Wolfe P’89*
Wayne C. & Ellen Russell ’84 ’93MAT Wolfson*
Paul J., Jr. & Victoria Muhlenpoh ’92MBA Wollan*
Women’s Rally - Central Florida
Jeremy A. ’74 & Marchetta Tate ’77 Wood P’03
James A. Wood P’86*
Austin J. Wood ’17*
Gail Sutherland Woodland ’72*
Robert Woods P’20*
Douglas E. Woodward ’96MBA*
Katherine M. Woodward ’17*
Denice K. Woody
Kelly L. Wool*
Raylene M. Worley P’17*
Colin D. & Marisa Carroll ’03 Worley*
Patrick J. Worsham ’14MBA*
Steven F. & Mary Hartzell ’86 Wrede*
Michael T. ’93MBA & Heidi A. Wright
Michael J. ’04MBA & Heather Wright*
Steven P. Wright P’17*
John C. & Martha Barksdale ’49 Wright*
Nancy Wright P’17*
Jacqueline C. Wright ’17*
Robert D., Jr. ’06MBA & Mina Wunderlich*
Paul & Cheryl Wurst P’19 P’21*
Jean M. & Ruth Smith ’46 Yadley*
Louis M. ’76 & Rhonda M. Yakopec*
Daniel C. ’10MBA & Caitlin C. ’10MBA Yalango*
Gordon C. ’74 & Lana L. Yaney*
Michael J. Yang ’11MBA*
Yusheng Yao P’09 P’15 & Zhujuan Fu P’15*
Nicholas A. Yarnall ’08*
Shahram A. & Azita Yazdian P’17*
Ariel M. Yazdian ’17*
Christopher C. Yeager ’96*
Maurice R. ’71MCS & Phyllis Yeager*
Jay Yellen & Elizabeth T. Maupin
Kay M. Yeuell ’92 P’82 & Linda Lord*
Donna C. York ’07*
Stefan H. Young ’69*
William B., Jr. ’82 ’92MBA & Jacqueline Branson ’83 
Young P’17*
Ryan W. ’06MBA & Kelly R. Young*
Ruth E. Young
Joseph A. Young ’15*
Stephen & Beth Yount P’10 P’12 P’14MAT P’17MHR*
Lisa Zacher
David J. ’05MBA & Mindy R. ’05MHR Zajchowski*
Michael Zangwill ’83*
George B. Kelly & Phyllis J. Zatlin ’60*
Michael D. & Lisa M. Zdanowicz P’16*
Robert B. & Kim Zdon P’15*
Carol Council Zebold ’64*
Charles & Elinor Steele ’01MBA Zegelbone*
Thomas A. & Leigh Sigman ’92 Zehnder*
Martin M. & Elisa A. Zenni P’19*
Lauren B. & Scott Zimmerman
Nicholas A. Zinicola ’17*
Ryan T. Zirkle ’11MBA
Arnold E. ’93MBA & Connie Zissman*
Howard P. & Jody Matusoff ’77 Zitsman*
Leonel M. & Amy E. Chrans ’01 Zolessi*
Ronald H. Zoll ’65MBA*
Grace K. Zottig*
Richard A. Zupan ’87*
Anonymous (10)*
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy  
of the information presented on these pages.  
Please accept our apologies for any errors or 
omissions. Should you have any concerns, please 
contact the Donor Relations office at 407-646-2234.
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Accommodations
rollins.edu/alumniweekend/
accommodations
Volunteer Opportunities
rollins.edu/alumniweekend/
volunteer
Registration opening in December! 
800.799.ALUM
alumniweekend@rollins.edu
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class news edited by Amanda Castino
’45At 93, LARRY RACHLIN ’45 (1) is an active pilot. He recently 
purchased a 1940 Cadillac LaSalle, which 
he drives to the airport to fly his 1978 
Cessna 182Q Skylane. Lawrence’s only 
regret about Rollins is choosing to swim 
rather than attending Dr. Melcher’s 
accounting class.
’48 On May 20, the American Society of Golf Course Architects 
presented ALICE O’NEAL DYE ’48 
’02H (2) with the Donald Ross Award, 
which honors a person who has made a 
significant contribution to the game of 
golf and the profession of golf course 
architecture. Alice, who is married to 
fellow golf course designer PETE DYE 
’50, was one of the country’s top female 
amateur golfers in the ’50s and ’60s.
’69 Virginia Governor Terry McAuliffe recently appointed 
WILSON FLOHR ’69 ’71MBA to establish 
an enterprise office for developing and 
attracting new business to Virginia. 
’Wilson served as CEO of Richmond 
2015, which marked the first time in a 
quarter-century that the UCI Road World 
Championships were hosted in the U.S.
’70 In March, LORRIE KYLE ’70 (3), executive director of the Office 
of the President at Rollins, received 
the 2017 Rollins Alumni Service Award 
at Alumni Convocation during Alumni 
Weekend. Lorrie has served the College 
for 26 years and was the recipient of the 
Helen A. Ward Crossley Distinguished 
Service Award in 2012 and the 
Decoration of Honor in 2003 and 2015, 
both prestigious Rollins awards.
’75 In March, FRED LAUTEN ’75 ’76MBA (4), chief judge for the 9th 
Judicial Circuit Court of Florida, received 
a 2017 Rollins Alumni Achievement 
Award at Alumni Convocation during 
Alumni Weekend.
’78 On May 12, 30-year newspaper veteran HILLARD GROSSMAN 
’78 (5) was inducted into Florida’s Space 
Coast Sports Hall of Fame. Over the 
years, Hillard has received more than 
20 individual honors from the Florida 
Writers Association, Florida Press Club, 
and Florida Society of Newspaper 
Editors. JIM NEITZEL ’78 (6) and wife 
Kim own and operate Garden Veterinary 
Clinic in Orlando. Their son, DAVID 
’17, graduated with honors in May and 
served as business manager for The 
Sandspur, and their daughter, JENNA 
’20, is an equestrian and competes on 
Rollins’ club team.
’79 In March, JOSEPH PORTOGHESE ’79 (7), chief academic officer 
and general surgery residency program 
director at Florida Hospital, received a 
2017 Rollins Alumni Achievement Award 
at Alumni Convocation during Alumni 
Weekend. Read about the Pre-Med Job 
Observership Program Joseph founded 
10 years ago on page 18.
’82 RICK STALY ’82 (8) began a four-year term as Sheriff of Flagler 
County, FL, in January. DEBORAH 
WOODWARD ’82MSCJ (9) is a criminal 
justice instructor for the College of 
Health and Public Affairs at the University 
of Central Florida. She holds a doctorate 
of education from UCF and spent nearly 
20 years in active law enforcement 
and in the teaching profession prior to 
her current role. WILLIAM YOUNG ’82 
’92MBA, an associate at Florida law firm 
Colling Gilbert Wright & Carter, received 
his 10th pro bono award from The Florida 
Bar in January. 
’83 DIANE WAGNER ’83 recently started a small private medical 
practice specializing in psychiatry for 
adults and children and pathology. She is 
also a caregiver for her mother.
’84 ATTORNEY DOUG SZABO ’84 (10) was named chair of 
the business litigation department at 
Henderson, Franklin, Starnes & Holt, P.A., 
a Florida law firm. 
’91 Shriekfest, a Los Angeles horror and sci-fi film festival and 
screenplay competition, is produced by 
its founder, actress DENISE GOSSETT-
BEESON ’91 (11). The 17th annual festival 
is October 5-8 and a branch is coming to 
Orlando October 21. 
’92 Florida Governor Rick Scott promoted JASON DIMITRIS ’92 
(12) to the state’s 11th Judicial Circuit 
Court in April. Jason had served as a 
county judge in Miami-Dade since 2013.
’94 CHARLENE LAMY EDGE ’94 (13) recently published Undertow: 
My Escape from the Fundamentalism and 
Cult Control of The Way International, 
a memoir about the power of words 
to seduce, betray, and, in her case, 
eventually save. TANIA SEBASTIAN-
DREW ’94 (14) was recently promoted 
to counsel at international law firm 
Troutman Sanders LLP. Tania’s practice 
focuses on domestic and international 
estate planning.
’95 CHARLES GALLAGHER ’95 was recently accepted into the 
2018 Class of Leadership Pinellas, an 
issues-oriented learning group that 
promotes personal growth, leadership 
opportunities, interchange of ideas, 
and enthusiasm for services to the 
community. Charles was also selected as 
chair of the Law Practice Management 
committee of the St. Petersburg Bar 
Association and chair elect of the Johns 
Hopkins All Children’s Hospital Family 
Advisory Council. Charles is managing 
partner of Gallagher & Associates Law 
Firm, P.A., in St. Petersburg, FL. In 
November 2016, WILLIAM GREEN ’95 
joined Legendary Publishing & Media 
Group, a custom publisher of private club 
books and other media products located 
in West Palm Beach, FL, as president of 
business development.
’97 In May, JOHN WALKER ’97MBA (15) was named managing 
director of MSLGROUP’s Atlanta 
office. MSLGROUP is a strategic 
communications and engagement 
company affiliated with world-renowned 
communications group Publicis Groupe. 
John previously served as vice president 
of global marketing communications for 
Syniverse, a mobile solutions provider.
’98ANDREA MASSEY-FARRELL ’98 serves as chair of the Winter 
Park Chamber of Commerce.
’00 Variety named ELEANOR LACKMAN ’00 to its 
Hollywood’s New Leaders list for her 
contributions in the field of law and 
finance. She was also recently recognized 
by Law360 as a rising star in media and 
entertainment law and by Chambers 
USA as a top lawyer in copyright and 
trademark law. Eleanor is partner at 
Cowan, DeBaets, Abrahams & Sheppard 
HAVE NEWS TO SHARE?
Visit rollins.edu/classnews to fill out a 
class news submission form, or mail your 
news to: 
Rollins College Class News  
Office of Alumni Relations
1000 Holt Ave. – 2736 
Winter Park, FL 32789-4499
Need to update your contact 
information? 
Fill out an update form at rollins.edu/
alumniupdate. Or notify us at alumni@
rollins.edu or 800-799-ALUM.
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LLP, a boutique entertainment, media, 
and intellectual property law firm.
’01 In 2013, DEVON COUGHLIN LAWRENCE ’01 (16) suffered 
a stroke and was later diagnosed with 
Vascular Neurocognitive Disorder, 
causing her to retire from her event 
planning career. Her husband, Michael, 
has since devoted his free time to 
raising awareness and funds for stroke 
prevention, recently competing in his 
third Boston Marathon with Tedy’s 
Team, a running group created by the 
American Stroke Association and former 
New England Patriot and stroke survivor 
Tedy Bruschi. JANICE SAMUELS ’01 
(17) founded and directs the National 
Youth Art Movement Project, which 
aims to provide the youth of America 
the opportunity to raise awareness of 
gun violence in their city neighborhoods. 
ANDY STARBUCK ’01 (18) married Nayeli 
Rodulfo-Zayas on 6/23 in Riviera Maya, 
Mexico. Attendees included AKMAL 
ALI ’03, TAYLOR BINDER ’03, JAMES 
ABRUZZO ’03, and RIP RICE ’03.
’04 MARY PATRICK GIRAULO ’04 (19) received a 2017 Florida 
Alliance for Arts Education Leadership 
Award in the category of arts education 
professional. Mary works as manager of 
grants and arts education at United Arts 
of Central Florida.
’05 CATHERINE SWAYNE WALTERS ’05 (20) joined Morris Media 
Network, parent company of Orlando 
magazine and Where publications, as 
director of marketing and circulation. 
’06 NATHAN RUSBOSIN ’06 ’08MBA (21) married Madelyne Zollo on 
10/8/16 in Edgartown, MA. Madelyne’s 
parents, Rollins Trustee VIC ZOLLO ’73 
and JACQUELYNN SHUTTLEWORTH 
ZOLLO ’73, were in attendance. Nathan 
works as a research analyst at investment 
firm DePrince, Race and Zollo, Inc. in 
Winter Park.
’07 My Dear Watson, a Sherlock Holmes musical written by 
JAMI-LEIGH BARTSCHI ’07 ’12MLS, made 
its New York City debut at the 2017 
New York Musical Festival in July. The 
production was funded in part by the 
family estate of Sherlock Holmes creator 
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Bartschi wrote 
the musical as part of her graduate 
thesis and it premiered at Annie Russell 
Theatre in 2014. In March, MARIA 
PETRAKOS ’07 (22), program operations 
administrator for the Foundation for 
Foster Children, received the 2017 Rollins 
Young Alumni Achievement Award 
at Alumni Convocation during Alumni 
Weekend. CHRISTINA ROBERTS ’07 
(23) married Thomas Kisner in Key Largo, 
FL. In October 2016, CAROLYN SHEALY 
FRELIGH ’07 completed the Twelve 
Chairs Advanced Poetry Course, which 
is accredited and affirmed by the Florida 
State Poets Association. MELANIE 
TUMLIN ’07 works as program director 
of STE(A)M Truck, a nonprofit initiative 
that works to eliminate educational 
inequity and catalyze public school 
transformation.
’08 KARLA GARRIDO-MUNIZ ’08MHR (24), senior director of 
talent acquisition at Florida Hospital, 
was elected chair of the Board of 
Directors of the Hispanic Chamber of 
Commerce of Metro Orlando. Former 
Bach Festival Choir member STEPHANIE 
MIXNER RIVERA ’08 (25) joined 
Bach Festival Society of Winter Park 
as communications manager. WILL 
SLEPCEVICH ’08 joined the Million 
Dollar Round Table, an association of 
the world’s leading life insurance and 
financial services professionals, as a Top 
of the Table member.
’09 In May, BRIAN BOONE ’09 was appointed president of 
the Orlando office of Hylant, one of 
the nation’s largest privately owned 
insurance brokerage firms. Brian recently 
served as president of Fireside Health 
Care Center in Santa Monica, CA. In 
June, DERRICK JOHNSTON ’09 (26) 
proposed to KRISTEN EDEN ’10 in 
the exact spot he first saw her when 
they were counselors at Rollins’ former 
summer day camp. In April, PATRICK 
MCKELVEY ’09 was promoted to 
clinical program manager at UPMC’s  
Early Childhood Mental Health Trauma 
Treatment Center at the Matilda H. 
Theiss Child Development Center in 
Pittsburgh. SHARON RIEGSECKER ’09 
was appointed to the State Service 
Commission for Washington, D.C. 
Sharon is the D.C. operations and 
senior grants management specialist 
for American Legion Auxiliary National 
Headquarters.’10NANCY BYLL-PAUL 
’10MBA (27) owns All Stars Sportsplex, a 
new indoor facility in Altamonte Springs, 
FL, designed for recreational baseball and 
softball and athletic training. SERENA 
JONES ’10 (28) married Benjamin Kramer 
on 11/13/16 on Lido Beach in Sarasota, 
FL. Serena is a composer, pianist, and 
educator and met Benjamin when they 
both taught in the music production 
program at Full Sail University. 
’11 In December 2016, BRIAN GOLDENBERG ’11 (29) joined 
Atlanta-based trial firm Weinberg 
Wheeler Hudgins Gunn & Dial as an 
associate practicing in complex civil 
litigation. Orlando Business Journal 
named ADAM SCHWARTZ ’11 ’12MBA 
(30) a CEO of the Year in October 2016. 
Adam is founder and CEO of consumer-
electronics brand FRESHeTECH.
’12 DENISE LEE ’12 (31) married JOSEPH NARANJO ’10 on 2/4 in 
Knowles Memorial Chapel, where they 
met six years ago on the same date. The 
wedding party included maid of honor 
KODI MILLER ’14, bridesmaid KELCI 
REYES-BRANNON ’13, and groomsman 
PETE WHITE ’08.
’14VICTORIA COTO ’14 (32) is engaged to MICHAEL CHERRY 
’15. The couple plans to wed in Knowles 
Memorial Chapel in 2018. ERIC LESMES 
’14 (33) married Kelly Rothlauf on 2/26 
on Lido Beach in Sarasota, FL. ANDREW 
LESMES ’15, Eric’s brother, was his 
best man. Eric is in veterinary school at 
Midwestern University in Glendale, AZ. 
KYLIE OBERDORF ’14 joined the Peace 
Corps and will begin her 27-month 
assignment in China this year where she 
will teach English at a university level. 
Orlando Business Journal named KATIE 
SHANNON ’14MPCU (34), community 
planner for Orlando firm VHB, to its 2016 
40 Under 40 list in November 2016.
’16 CAROLINE ARRIGONI ’16 is pursuing a master’s in 
architecture at the University of Florida.
Correction: WILLIAM GRAVES ’77 ’78MBA 
married longtime Rollins staff member 
RUTH REBECCA JACKSON on 8/6/16 in 
Grand Isle, Vermont.
I N  M E M O RY
JOHN “JACK” RICH ’38 
MAY 30, 2017
WINIFRED “WYNEE” WARDEN ’45 ’12H 
JUNE 15, 2017
HERBERT WILKIE ‘45 
MAY 23, 2016
MAY PORTER ’48 
DECEMBER 1, 2016 
KATHERINE BOWEN HARRA ’50 
OCTOBER 1, 2016
NANCY NEIDE JOHNSON ’50 
JULY 6, 2017
GAIL BUETTNER CHOATE ’65  
JANUARY 18, 2017
GEORGE VILLERE ’66  
NOVEMBER 15, 2016
CORNELIUS “JOE” BOHANNON ’67 
’68MBA 
SEPTEMBER 19, 2016
CAROLYN HAAS SWINEY ’68 
JUNE 7, 2017
WILLIAM MYERS ’69 ’70MBA 
MAY 23, 2017
ROBERT SELTON ’72 ’73MBA 
JULY 25, 2016
PAUL LUPINACCI ’77 
APRIL 28, 2017
JENNIFER JAFFE ’04 
JUNE 8, 2017
TWILA PAPAY 
PROFESSOR EMERITA OF ENGLISH 
MARCH 24, 2017
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Tars at the Helm
Connie Morton Seay ’74
2017-18 President, Alumni Association Board of Directors
Profession: President, ConOak Partners
Location: Tulsa, OK
“The love alumni have for Rollins runs deep, and the connections we 
share are truly special. I’ve had the pleasure of serving Rollins as a 
member of the Alumni Board for the last five years, and I’m excited to 
now lead as president. My wish is for all alumni to stay connected and 
participate in the life of the College, whether it’s through volunteer 
service, event attendance, annual giving, or career mentorship. Rollins 
gave so much to us—let’s do what we can to enhance and expand the 
College’s resources and network.”
2017-18 Alumni Association Board of Directors
Kenady Bickel ’18
Lee Morris Birdsong ’74
Raul Carril ’15 ’16MBA
Steve Castino ’02 ’05MBA
Morgen Chaderton ’15
Andrea Henderson Clevenger ’99 
’02MBA
Mo Coffey ’08
Jasmine Flores ’18
Chris Fusco ’72
Dorcas Gilmore ’00
Greg Golden ’11 ’16MBA
Megan Carmichel Gooding ’08
Raymond Green ’81
Eryka Jennings ’92
Mai-Han Nguyen Harrington ’10 ’15MBA
John Henry ’88 ’90MBA
Amir Ladan ’94
Eric Marshall ’91
Kirk Nalley ’93 ’01MBA
Jackson Nicholson ’10
Jacqueline Peregrin ’06 ’07MBA
Donald Phan ’19
Daniell Robertson ’06 ’10MBA
Connie Morton Seay ’74
Howard Tuttle ’71
Sanda Dalzell Ursone ’68
Ellen Russell Wolfson ’84 ’93MAT
For more than 30 years, Carroll Hanley Goggins ’85 
P’15 has readily accepted every opportunity to serve 
her alma mater. In 2015, she was named Volunteer of 
the Year for all of the southeastern U.S. during her 
tenure as president of the Rollins Alumni Board of 
Directors. As a member of the Board of Trustees, she 
has helped chart the long-term vision for the College, 
and now the COO/CFO of DBG Promotions is serving 
as national chair of the Rollins Annual Fund. As she 
embarks on her latest volunteer venture, we caught up 
with Goggins to discuss her connection to the College 
and her enthusiasm for her new role. 
 
Why is maintaining a deep connection to Rollins so 
important to you? “Since the first moment I stepped 
on campus in 1981 through today, my love of Rollins 
has never waned. Rollins has been a part of many 
of the important areas of my life, it has touched my 
family, children, friends, business, and the community 
that I now call home. I am forever grateful that I chose 
to attend Rollins.”
 
Why do you consistently choose to invest in 
your alma mater? “I can’t imagine not wanting 
another generation to be a part of the fabric of 
this community. I give to Rollins so that others can 
experience what I have.”
 
What about serving as annual fund national chair are 
you looking forward to most? “In every gift, there is a 
Rollins story, and I’m most looking forward to meeting 
our donors and hearing their stories of how Rollins has 
transformed their lives. I believe wholeheartedly in the 
phrase, ‘To whom much is given, much is required.’ I 
get excited about those of us who share in this belief 
and who honor it by giving to Rollins of their time, 
their energy, and their treasures.”
 
To learn more about how you can help support 
Rollins students, visit rollins.edu/giving. 
Serial Giver
After more than three decades of service to the College, Carroll Hanley Goggins ’85 P’15 
takes on a new opportunity: national chair of the Rollins Annual Fund.
 
South Florida
February 7, 
2017
Washington, D.C.
May 2, 2017
Central Florida 
Alumni Fox Day
May 10, 2017
Colorado Women’s 
Soccer Team Dinner
September 13, 2017
Legacy & Vision Presidential Tour
Atlanta
December 14, 
2016
San Francisco
January 24, 2017
Tampa Bay
February 8, 2017
Alumni Clubs Events
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The phone rings in Gillian Smith’s office. Actually, two landlines are ringing—one in Boston and one in Miami. In her 
role as chief marketing officer for City Year, Smith always seems to be in two or more places at once. “Technically, I 
work remotely from my home in Miami,” she says. “But our headquarters are in Boston, where I am now.” Sometimes 
she’s not in either place. Last week she was in Detroit. Two weeks from now she’ll be in Seattle. The woman who led 
award-winning marketing campaigns for Burger King and Coca-Cola and who was recognized as a Woman to Watch 
by Advertising Age and as an Online All-Star by MediaPost is now flying under the corporate radar—by choice. She 
travels 100,000 miles a year to raise awareness for what City Year does (provide small-group one-on-one educational 
support in schools with low graduation rates) and why they do it (because education is the critical factor in helping 
students reach their full potential and in achieving economic mobility). If that sounds a lot more complex than a BK 
value menu, then you’re falling right in line with Smith’s unpredictable footsteps.
What I’ve Learned: 
Gillian Smith ’95
She seemed to have a dream marketing career wielding multimillion-dollar 
budgets for brands like Coca-Cola and Burger King. So why did Gillian 
Smith trade big budgets (and perks) for the unheralded nonprofit world? 
My marketing career was an accident. 
I studied political science and German 
at Rollins, which led to my one-year 
Fulbright experience in Germany, which 
led to an internship with Coca-Cola 
there, which led to a full-time marketing 
job. If it hadn’t been for the Fulbright, 
I have no idea what I’d be doing now. I 
even met my husband in Germany.
Inmates were an even bigger influence. 
During my sophomore year at Rollins 
I taught literacy at the Orange County 
Correctional Facility. At first I thought 
it was a nice idea, a way to give back. I 
was naïve, with a lot of stereotypes and 
fear. But I met incredible people whose 
lives had been derailed simply because 
they didn’t know how to read and write. 
That experience shaped my choices 
down the road.
My per diem now is about $20 a day. 
I have no problem with that. At Burger 
King, I was overseeing $350 million 
in spending, so you can imagine the 
restaurants where partners were 
taking me. But I never placed a lot of 
value on the perks. I make decisions 
based on the best thing for the 
business or organization. Integrity 
and how you treat people have always 
been paramount. That’s something 
I never forgot from my community 
involvement and overseas studies while 
at Rollins.
Our values are more than words on a 
wall. At City Year, we live and breathe 
our values. I work with some of the 
smartest, most driven people I’ve ever 
known. Improving the future for kids 
is in our DNA. That’s why we choose 
to do this. I can tell you it isn’t for the 
financial benefits.
The concept of success to me isn’t 
financial. It isn’t owning a European 
car or a huge house. At Rollins we were 
always challenged to think of how we 
were equipped to change the world—in 
our neighborhoods or a continent away. 
Success is about how you are making a 
positive impact in the world around you.
Nonprofit work is incredibly 
challenging. The stakes are much 
higher than selling more burgers 
and fries. We’re tackling the world’s 
most pressing issues, like the fallout 
from economical and educational 
gaps. It’s a huge task with enormous 
consequences, and the problems are 
very complex and multi-dimensional. 
But the public’s expectations for 
nonprofits are that you’ll create results 
without the financial resources or 
rewards. You have to be very creative.
There was no marketing budget 
when I came to City Year in 2011. So 
we decided to let students impact 
others with their stories on Twitter, 
using #MakeBetterHappen. In the first 
year of the campaign, the awareness 
of City Year among college students 
nationwide went from 25 percent to 51 
percent. The stories have gotten nearly 
20 million impressions. I pull them up 
every day as inspiration. 
My best advice for students? Take 
time now, before you have a family and 
responsibilities, to volunteer and find 
what you’re passionate about. 
That’s the beauty of Rollins. The 
curriculum includes real-world 
opportunities. Many businesses now 
weave corporate social responsibility 
into their culture—and consumers are 
demanding it. So Rollins graduates are 
set up to parlay their social experiences 
and a college degree to leapfrog others 
and carve a personal career path—or, 
like me, to find one by accident. 
At Rollins,  
we were always 
challenged to 
think of how we 
were equipped 
to change the 
world.
By Robert Stephens
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Rainforest Round Table
Before even setting foot in a classroom, students can start their Rollins experience with environmental studies professor Barry Allen’s 
First-Year Field Study to Costa Rica. For 12 first-year students, this 10-day trip was not only a hands-on crash course in sustainable 
development—it was also an opportunity to connect with like-minded students, to spark an interest in global affairs, and to see 
firsthand how a country’s focus on environmental conservation can define its economy and culture. First up: on the lookout for 
resplendent quetzals in the Santa Elena Reserve. 
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